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PREFACE

This report covers work performed under the auspices of the Research

and Technology Division of the Air Force Arionics Laboratory at Wright-

Patterson Air Force base. The work was initiated in March of 1973 as a

program to develop an advanced synthetic array radar display under the

direction of contract monitor Mr. A. S. Jahren (AFAL/NVL). Later the

foal of the program was broadened to provide for the development of a liquid

crystal airbori'e display, and the responsibility for tb• program was trans-

ferred to contract monitor John 0. Mysing (AFAL/AAM). Still later, in

March 1976, the task was expanded to include an investigation of liquid

crystal mosaic array display assembly techniques with funding provided by

NASA through the Air Force. That additional work was monitored for NASA

by Dr. Roger Breckenridge of the NASA Langley Research Center.

The work covered herein was performed by the Display Systems and

Hurn.n Factors Department, Engineering Division, Radar Systems Grcup,

of Hughes Aixcraft Company in Culver City, with the assistance of the Hughes

4Research Laboratories at Malibu, the Hughes Semiconductor Research Lab-

oratories at Newport Beach, The Hughes Component and Materials Labora-

tories at Culver City, the Microelectronics Technology Department at

Fullerton, and the Hughes Industrial Products Division at Carlsbad. Special

acknowledgement is gratefully made to the following for contributions to the

performance of this effort: Messrs. William C. Hoffman and Richard N. Winner

for their administrative aid as program managers; Dr. Hans Dill,

Dr. Ronald Finnila, Dr. Alex Leupp, Dr. Lewis Lipton, Dr. Denis McGreivy,

Dr. Henry T. Peterson, Dr. Thomas Toombs, and Craig Stephens for semi-

conductor device development; William R. Byles for performance meas re-

ments and analysis; joseph B. Setto and Harold V. Magnuson for display

package design; James C. Rill for array assembly technique development,

and Dr. Hong-Sup Lim, Dr. J. David Margerum, Dr. Shi-Yen Wong and

Michael J. Little for liquid ciystal material development. Peter W. Gregory

and Anita L. Stoudt are thanked for their editorial assistance.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The Liquid Crystal Airborne Display program was a four-phase effort.

Phase I began in April 1972 with an analysis of technology applicability;

Phase II added work involving the evaluation of real display hardy are;

Phase III further extended the effort to the design and fabrication of a larger

display; and Phase IV concluded the program with a study of assembly tech-

niques for still larger displays. This report covers the work accomplished

in Phases II, II1, and IV; the accomplishments of Phase I have been

previously reported'1

The Liquid Crystal Airborne Display has been envisioned for many

display applications, which may be categorized as:

"* Directly viewed panel displays such as horizontal or vertical
situation displays, status panels, or

"* Indirectly viewed displays such as head-up displays, helmet-
mr~unted displajs, or displays with field-lens magnifiers.

During all phases of this program, reviews were held periodically to insure

that the planned display technology would be suitable for the intended applica-

tCons, completed in a reasonable timne frame, and potentially cost

effective.

Initially the Liquid Crystal Airi.orne Display was intended as a panel

display for the presentation of synthetic array radar information, and thus

the first phase, Phase I, began with a study of typical mission content,

sensor performance, human operator requirements and the feasibility meet-

ing these requirements with a liquid crystal display. Under Phase II, a

one-inch square module containing 10, 000 picture elements established the

validity of the liquid crystal display technique for the presentation of real-

time television or radar imagery. In this phase, display performance data

was obtained for operator viewing ranging from nighttime to direct sunlight

conditions. This data verified the validity of the original objectives

14.f N. Ernstoff and R. N. Winner, "A Study of the Application of
Reflective Displays to Synthetic Array Radar" Technical Report AFAL-
TR-73-155 Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

l'I1 t,.



established in Phase I for providing a cockpit panel display that could be

superior to the CRT for all conditions of operational use. An important

part of this effort was a series of experiments and performance measure-

ments on operating devices as they lead to new installation arrangements for

utilizing this new display component to maximum advantage. Essential to

this phase was the careful photometric evaluation of semiconductor wafer

topology and materials, a series of wafer smoothing experiments, and various

electrode material compatibility tests on display brightness and contrast.

From these and other test data, the ultimate performance of liquid crystal

displays was determined for a variety of postulated applications.

During Phase II, the program was redirected to examine the capability

of meeting the head-up disFpay requirements with a Liquid C-.ystal Airborne

Display. The advantages of a liquid crystal display for head-up display use

were explained and demonstrate.", to the Departmert of Defense's Advisory

Group on Electron Devices (AGED) using an operating breadboard mockup

in December 1974 (see Figure 1).

Meanwhile attention was also being devoted to the economics of producing

the display. There was concern that the yield of the required processing and

fabrication procedures would never be sufficient to permit the displays to be

fabricated on a production basis. A serious effort was mounted during the

first half of Phase III (Phase LiMa) to eliminate the defects in the semiconduc-

tor chip used to form the basic matrix electrode structure for the liquid

crystal airborne display. The project was relocated within Hughes by

shifting the semiconductor processing from the state-of-the-art environment

of the Semiconductor Research Laboratories in Newport Beach to the produc-

tion environment of the Industrial Products Division in Carlsbad. Tight

control of processing procedures was quickly obtained, and as a result, the

first line-defect-free one-inch square display was built and demonstrated

in June 1975. Although the goal had been only to eliminate line defects,

element defects were essentially eliminated as well. The display exhibited

only three defective picture elements out of a total of 10, 000. Furthermore,

it was established that the production of this line-defect free display was not

an isolated case; several mor- "n'e-defect free devices were obtained from

subsequently processed batcY es of vavers and stockpiled for later use.

.,7
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2 1/4 x 4 3/4

SFigure 1. HUD breadboard--!

illustrating use of liqtiid
crystal matrix for im~age•:

generation. -

Ha~ing proved that defects could be controlled, program emphasis was

refocused on the steps necessary to meet the display size and resolution

requirements. In Phase Illb, four chips were arranged adjacent to on~e

another in a square mosaic format (referred to as a quad), and a 2-inch

square television display with 40, 000 active picture elements was demon-

strated in December 1975. Subsequently, in March 1976, work was begun

on developing techniques for building up still larger displays by assembling

mosaic arrays of modules. This work concluded with the fabrication of a

conceptual model to show the feasibility of the wrap-around conductor iliter-

connect technique.

i3l
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_8 Each of the major events introduced in this brief chronological review

are described in depth throughout the remainder of this report, beginning

7 with Section 2. The balance of this section wvill summarize the program

for those readers who wish a concise overview of the liquid crystal

6 display technique, its application, and the future potential of the display

method.

PROGRAM GOALS

The requirements for SAR display that were previously reported on(I)

are briefly sumrnarized below for convenienc-. The foundation for the

3 recommended requirements appears in Appendix A.

Display Requireaients-SAR Panel Display
-2

* Display resoiution ........... 1000 x 100O ptxels
1 Display size ............. .10 x 10 inches

4 Brightness/Reliectance . . .. 20 percent

4 Video encoding ........... ... 4 bits

C Gontr;.st ý.,atio ........... .. 64:1

* Gray %,hade Response (Z/lurninance steps). . . . 13 shades under
a L,0 000 lux (10, 000 fc) ambient.

2 RequiremenW, -. HUD Display

Sinc- the head-un disnlav ?r:ovides a virtual image of the display surface
3 to the pilcot, heavy importance is placed upon the optical specifications.

"r Salient valuee. -,%tract:ed from the military specification for Head-Up
- 4Displays (MIl.-!Pý.81641) are listed below.

* Systerr err,'.!- '.naximum): 1 mrad central 120 FOV
2 mrads 12-240 FOV
3 mrads 24 FOV

6 Symbol linewidth: 1 :f0. 2 m,:.d
- Reflection reducing coatings - all optics

(8)M. N. Ernstoff and R. N. Winner, "A Study of the Application of
Reflective Displays to Synthetic Array Radar" Technical Report AFAL-
TR-73-155 Air Force Avionics Laboratory, t.ir Force Systems Command,

- Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

0



* C rmbining glass displacement e rro0
(maximurr): 0.6 mrad central 120

1.2 mrads 12-24 FOV
2. 0 mrads 24° FOV

* Binocular disparity (maximum): hori7ontal dircrgznc,: 38.0 mrara
horizontal convergence: 2. 5 mrads
vertical convergence: 1. 0 mrad

Symbology requirements for the HUD are also specified in this document

and they can be met by a liquid crystal matrix dispiay source assuming a

symbol generator capable of displaying thir general class of information.

The inherent stability of the matrix display provides a significant advantage

over the CRT in t:he HUD application in that it carn display symbology nc!

only with the required precision of position, but with lonE. term -. ab',ity

and at higher brightness.

Recommended values for the liquid crystal display symbology obtained

from Appendix A are as follows:

"$ Character height 30 min. of arc
(8. 7 mrads)

"* Character width 3. 75 to 6 min. of arc
(I to 1.75 mrads)

"* Dot matrix i5 x 21 pixels

"* Pixel (dot) spacing 1. 4 min. of arc
(0.4 mrad)

"* Pixel size Approx 0. 4 mrad square

The requirements consider the use of dot matrix characters and symibols

rather than other types, since the liquid crystal matrix display has been

developed for television display and does not provide for stroke-writing or

modes of operation other than raster scan.

To meet the HUD requirements for current inventory aircraft such as

F-16, the following would also apply.

• Lens aperture 5 inches
60

* Field of view 11 Vertical x 160 Horizontal
instantaneous
(26 inches viewing distance)

* Allowable head movement 2 inches vertical x 3 inches horizontal

R17 -',



* Display size 6. 8 inches wide x 6. 6 inches high
x 21. 5 inches long plus combiner

* Symbol brightness 5500 cd/mr (1600 fL)

* Symbol contrast 1. Z

* Combiner reflecti.vity 20 percent

* Combiner transmission 75 percent

* Symbol line width 1 ±0 3 mrad

Liquid Crystal Display Goals

Based upon the foregoing requirements, data gathered from perform-

ance measures conducted on 1 x 1 inch display modules, and various test

cells, the following performance goals were established for the Phase II

and Phase III development effort.

"* Resolution 100 pixels per in.

"* Sizes I x 1 in., and 2 x 2 in.

61 Contrast Ratio (maximum) 24:1 at optimum viewing geometry

"* Contrast Ratio (minimum) Not less than 12:1 within a solid angle
±15 deg. from normal to azimuth
and ±5 deg. in elevation

"* Reflectivity 80% of an ideal lambertian surface

"* Writing Speed Compatible with Standard TV
60 field/sec, 2:1 interlace

* Response time Equivalent to P 4 phosphor, or
33 msec. decay to 10% point

, Dynamic Range 8 shades -of-gray under all values of
ambient illumination to a maximum of
110,000 lux (10,000 fc)

* Quad (2 x 2 in.) Assembly Gaps between adjacent wafers not

tolerance to exceed 0. 0016 in.

0 Defects Less than 40 randomly distributed
visible elements per individual
I x 1 in. module. No entire row or
column defects. Quads shall be
assembled from 1 x 1 modules meet-
ing these criteria.

6" !
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i
The goals for phase IV were to:

1. Identify a technique suitable for display modules interconnection
for the fabrication of larger displays by assembling mosaic arrays
of modules;

2. Fabricate a conceptual module to show how the selected technique
would be implemented in a physically and electrically analogous
manner to that required for a real display.

WHY LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY?

Cockpit panel displays are relatively easy to implement under subdued

or nighttime lighting conditions. Under direct sunlight, the problem of

displaying high resolution shades-of-gray information on any kind of light-

emitting display has been difficult and sometime! impossible to achieve.

Filtered CRT's and incandescent alphanumeric readouts are the two most

prevalent categories of light-emitting cockpit displays that can be seen in

daylight, however, their typical performance is usually far from the desired

ideal.

A relatively new class of component, light-emitting diodes (LEDs), has

also been used where a limited number of elements are required in the

matrix. Unfortunately, the conversion efficiencyof existing LED's is low and to

achieve even a modest number of dot elements for an alphanumeric display

it requireýs significant input power. As an example, a display consisting of

14 lines with 22 characters per line %vould require 50 amps. In the calcula-

tion of this example it is assumed that 15 of the 22 characters are emitting.

Each character is comprised of 16 segments, and an average of eight

segments per character will be activated. Output brightness would range

from 2700 to 6200 cd/m2 (800 to 1800 fL) depending upon the diode type

selected. The average current per segment at this brightness would be

30 ma for a 1/2 amp 100 ýisec-wide drive pulse with a 1.5 msec duty interval.

Thus, alphanumeric and symbol content must be kept simple (few dots and

few characters) to best use the LED device.

Other more efficient matrix display techniques, such as plasma display

and electroluminescence have not achieved the desired output brightness for

daytime display use. Electrochromic techniques are being watched with

interest because of their high reflectivity and very wide viewing angle, but

their performance has not yet achieved the repeatability, longevity, or

immunity from vibration that is required for airborne use.

7
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Advantages/Disadvantages of Prior Art

The cathode-ray tube (CRT) has historically been used for sensor and

weapons system display functions, but it has always been contrast limited when

subjected to the high ambient illumination conditions encountered in daytime

flight. With direct sunlight illumin 'lion, the contrast ratio (on-brightness/

off-brightness) of a CRT display is typically limited to a very low value in

the range of 2:1 to 3:1; t!-e exact value depending upoQn the indicator

faceplate treatment. Using a standard "rule of thumb" for predicting the

madrnum number of gray shades perceived by a human operator using a

continuous tone display with a given contrast :atio (see equation), the CRT

display is limited under high ambient lighting conditions to three to four

shades of gray at best,
• v/-N- I

Contrast Ratio = SNi where N number of V2 gray shade steps.

The system disadvantages of the CRT are its poor visibility under direct

sunlight, its length (in high-resolution configurations), its need for a high-

voltage power supply, and its deflection system which is an open-loop analog

method subject to error and drift. The chief advantage of the CRT is that

it is high]y evolved component that has been in production in various forms

for nearly half a century, hence its price is low, and its behavior is well

known. Although improvements are still oeing made to the CRT's, there is

no reason to expect the order-of-magnitude quant;ty of contrast improvement

that is desired for daylight operation.

i-.rformance of the Liquid Crystal Matrix Display

The reflective liquid crystal display approach of this program has

demonstrated its potential for replacing the CRT in future military applica-

tions where good visibility is required under high ambient illumination. The

liquid crystal display makes use of ambient illumination to create an image

rather than emitting any light of its own, hence its contrast ratio remains

constant as the level of illumination increases. The liquid crystal pictorial

display is thus an improvement rather than merely a replacement for the

CRT's that have been historically used for this function, and this fact is con-

firmed by measurements conducted on working display modules and test cells.

In Figure Z, the contrast of an operational liquid crystal display is

compared with that of a state-of-the-art high performance CRT and filter

8 VIi 17777 -S~ 7



40 CONTRAST ( ON/OFF RATIO)40-

combination, and with that of a
ELEVATION

liquid crystal test cell having TEST ANGLES

a st-nooth surface and a high ( CEL
•"SURFACE)

reflectivity electrode. The .~SRAE

latter, although not capable of

dispiaying television, repre-

sents . level of performance S

that could be realistically I- __ __ _-._ __ _

attained from tihc present dis- < DP
S~~~EXISTING DISPLAY ,/,.

play with application of known 0 (TELEVISION OPERATION)

surface improvement techniques. 15.0 1,4noo• I lux

The data for the esting matrix C AT ,O0 lux

display indicates that its con- 10

trast is already superior to that

of the CRT under very high

ambient lighting conditions. The CRT AT 110,000 !ux

2.5 - - -(70110.000 f-C) . ..

contrast ratio of the present 0__0
liquid crystal display is typically C 5 10 5 0 5 10 15

CRT
15:1, and the projected perfor- P43-PHOSPHOR AZIMUTH ANGLE

3400 cd/tM2 (1000 i4.) BRIGHTNESS
mance based upon test cell data HARTMAN SPECTRAL FILTER

, F=0.5
is over twice that. The high visi- Fig-ure 2. Display contrast.

bility of the liquid crystal display

has been demonstrated under severe ambient illumination as the photograph

in Figure 3, taken under 110, 000 lux (10, 000 fc) of sunlight illumination,

shows. Thus, the Liqaid Crystal Pictorial Display is the first technology toj permit real-time gray-scale television imagery to be presented under view-

ing conditions comparable to, and as severe as daylight tactical aircraft

operation,

LIQUID CRYSTAL MATRIX DISPLAY OPERATION

S~Electro-Optical Characteristi cs

SA simplified cross section of an elemental display ceil is shown in

Figure 4; it consists of a thin film of dynamic-scattering liquid crystal
material sandwiched between a reflective, mirror-like elcetrode and a
transparent conductive electrode. A voltage difference between the elec-

trodes i duces a current flow thiough the material which, in turn, causes
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Figure 3. Visibility in direct sunlight.

ILLUMINATION
TRAW~SPARENT

'Figure 4. Reflective liqui
crystal cell.

0 REFLECTIVE
ELECTOD OBSERVER

DYNAMIC SCATTERING
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
MATERIAL

hydrodynamic turbulence int the material. Trhe resulting dynamic scatter-
(2)

ing is approximately proportional to the amplitude of the applied potential.

In the OFF state, with no electric potential applied to the electrode,

77-th iui rstlratra i laradthriwe yeswhtev erl i

zpecularly reflected by the display (see Figure 5a). When the display is

positioned correctly with respect to a dark 'light trap, the ireflection of

G. H. Heilrneier, L. A. Zanorni, aiid, L. A. Barton, "Dynamic
Scattering: A New Electro. optic Effect in Certaiz. Classes of Nen-aticI C Proc. IEEE56 O12

771 
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its dark surface in the elec-
-4 8 LIGHT TRAP

trode makes the elemental L LU AI

cell appear black. ILMNTO

In the ON State A

6 ~~(Figure 5b) an electric poten- li

tial is applied, and the result- REFLECTIVE--OBSERVERELECTRO6DE i-• OBSERVER

ing dynamic scattering causes
the display to appear a frosty.

white, as some of the incident DYNAMIC SCATTERING\
LIQUID CRYSTALLINE TRANSPARENT

illumination is reflected to the MATERIAL ELECTRODE

observer. Note that the a. OFF CONDITION

illumination and the observer

are both oi, the same side of LIGHT TRAP

the display. Shades of gray I ILLUMINATION

can be obtained because the I / /

magritude of this diffuse

reflection is proportional to
+ 0REFLECTIVE - - _ _

scattering level and, hence, ELECTRODE OBSERVER

to the applied potential. CEJx> "

Display Construction DYNAMIC SCATTERING

LIQUID CRYSTALLINE TRANSPARENT
MATERIAL ELECTRODE

The basic display module

is fabricated by placing liquid b. ON CONDITION

crystal material between a Figure 5. Liquid crystal cell operation.

transparent conductive elec-
-4

trode and a one-by-one inch simiconductor chip as shown in Figure 6. A

two-by-two inch quad, or larger display is achieved by assembling mosaic

arrays of chips as shown in Figure 7, a and b. The transparent conductive

electrode ior either di.splay is a thin continuous film applied to the cover

glass. The matrix array of elemental reflective electrodes that .spatially

define the individual picture elements is on the surface of the semiconductor
chip. Each reflective electrode serves as an electrical contact to the liquid

crystal material and as an optical reflector. The film of liquid crystal

material that fills the cavity between the transparent electrode and the semi-

conductor chip is common to the entire array of elemental reflective electrodes.

9 *- z



10,000 ELEMENT TRANSPARENI CONDUCTOR

LX MODULE
..................... ..... LIQUID

CRYSTAL

• I • SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP

MATRIX ARRAY OF REFLECTIVE

ELECTRODES ONJ SURFACE OFy • SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP

REFLECTIVE

ROW ELECTRODE BU-COLUMN

CAP (ELEMENT STORAGE) ELECTRODE BUS

Figure 6. Basic display cell.

This thin film of material need not be partitioned, because the ratio 3f its
* thickness to the size of the elemental reflective electrode is small enough

to effect'vely prevent any crosstalk between e!ements. (See Figure 8.) The

interstitial spaces between the electrodes have also been kept small so that

the active area of the display is more than ninety percent of the available

source area.

The matrix array of elemental electrodes, as well as the underlying

circuits that control the electric potential of each individual element, are
formed economically in and on the surface of a bulk silicon substrate by using

large-scale-integration (LSI) semiconductor circuit technology (see Figure 6).

With LSI fabrication techniques, all of the elements in the matrix array are

formed concurrently. The processing operations for making the disc-
shaped wafer, from which the sciuare chip is later cut, involve the. use of

a set of masks, each engraved with a variation of the repetitive pattern of

21
tne matrix structure. ]By an appropriate processing sequence employing3b



HEIGHT WIT

LIQUID
LIQUID CFYSTAL CYSTA

MODUUIELARS ! .

ELCTODE.ARAA

PEI RIPHER MOUNT.NG SURFACE
CIRCUITS

a. Liquid crystal quad display. b. Liquid crystal mosaic array display.
Figure 7. Large area liquid crystal arrays.

GLSS LIQUID CRYSTAL FILM
COVER PLATE FILLS 12 pM (0.0005") VOID

2501.L (.10")INDIUM OXIDE TRANSPARENT CONDUCTOR

EL.EMENTAL
S BULK SILICON ELECTRODE WIDT GAP

SUBSTRATE 4p MU

THICKNSS TOELEMENALIEKCTROD

DILLRECTLY OVE ELEMEN RYTAL ELETRDE

Figure 8. C~ross section of assembled cell.
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photolithographic etching, material deposition, and semiconductor-doping

steps, the required circuits and electrode structure are formed (see Appen-

dix B). Metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) circuit fabrication on bulk silicon

was selected over other technologies such as silicon-on-sapphire (SOS), or

thin-film transistors (TFTs), because it is a mature, rather than a develop-

ing, technology.

Figure 9 shows the steps in the fabrication of a quad array, as assembled

from the same kind of I x 1 inch chips that are used in the cons•.ruction of the

single-module display.

Placing an image on the display requires two distinct operations: (1) con-

verting the incoming video data into a matrix display format, and (2) chan-

neling that data to the appropriate elements in the matrix array. The circuits

responsible for reformating the incoming data are referred to as drive

14

kz7

•Figure. 9.• Quad module display-fabrication.
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circuits, and those for channeling the signals to the individual elements are
called the addressing circuits.

The liquid crystal display (module) contains the necessary addressing

circuits within its substrate to achieve television operation. Both the drive
and addressing functions are basic to the operation of the single module, the
2 x 2 quad, and all larger displays and they will now be described.

Drive and Signal Interface

The drive circuits have presertly been implemented separately from the
display using conventional components. Ultimately the drive circuits will be

microminiaturized using LS1 t--=,hniques and could be positioned around the
periphery of the display as shown in Figure 10. The addressing circuits

are an integral part of Ll'e display chip, and are intrinsic to the electrode-
array of picture elementb. Ey asing separate chips to perform the drive

and addressing functions, significantly higher device yields can be
achieved; not only is each clip simpler, but the components can be pretested

before assembly.

A block diagram of the display and its drive circuits is shown in Fig-

ure 11 for the situation in wh.'ch the data source is a single video channel.

Theliquid Crystal Pictorial Display is Addressed a line-at-a-time rather

than an element-at-a-time as is the usual practice with CRT television

displays. Line-at-a-time addressing was selected because it permits the

uee of the simplest acceptable addressing circuit, a single transistor and
capacitor. Witn line-at-a-time addressing, all the elements in any given

line are written simt.1taneously. Each line of the display is written sequen-

tially from top to bottom until an entire image has been generated. The

LSI DRIVE
CHIPS

--- / CIRCUITPAT;TERN;'

~.~Žjz<. PCEIOARD >

.00 x 100 PIXELE T

ELECTRODE >
ARRAY CHIP

MOUNTING SURFACE

. PERIPHERAL LSI DRIVE CIRCUITS "

"Figure 10. Peripheral plac ent of...... .ive circuits.
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VIDEO VIDEO CIRCUITS <

SYNC 4j ERIAL/PARALLEL CONVERTERS

CONTROL
CIRCUITS i

LINE-AT-A-TIME
>_ X-Y ADDRESSING

POWER CIRCUITS

Uj AND-%_-

SWEEP • MATRIX ARRAY
CIRCUITS ' OF ELECTRODES

LINE-AT.A-TIME ADDRESSED DISPLAY -

Figure 11. Functional blocks and electrical interface.

complete image generating sequence is repeated 30 times per second to

provide a flicker-free presentation of moving images.

Line-at-a-time addressing requires that all columns of he display be

iriven in parallel with separate and distinct video signals. When the video

data source is a conventional standard TV signal whose data are in a serial

format, the necessary video signais can be derived from the input signal

by performing a serial-to-parallel conversion. The serial-to-parallel

conversion of analog video is analogous to the serial-to-parallel conversion

of digital data, but different in that the magnitude of the signal must also be

preserved. Dual serial-to-parallel video converters, alternating their

functions, can collect the serial data while simultaneously outputting pre-

viously collected data to a line in parallel form. The sweep function is

performed digita'.ly by a simple shift register propagating an 'enable' pulse

to determine which line is written. The updating of the video data is stepped

in synchronism with the shift register. When the drive circuits are inte-

grated with the display using hybrid packaging techniques, the result is a

display systerm with a simple and conventional electrical interface, i. e.

analog video. sync, and power.

A circuit diagram of the addressing circuits containsd within the basic

electrode-array chip is shown in Figure 1Z. Associated with each elemental

bell or picture element is a trausistorrcapacitor sample-and-hold circuit and

9 reflective electrode. The function of the sample-and-hold circuit is to -
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SWEEP o TYPICAL ELEMENTAL
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ADDRESSING-CIRCUITS 1!
ELECTRODE*.4RRAV CHIP---- --

ANALO VIDE SIGNL -~ DUAL SERIAL/PARALLEL VIDEO CONVERTER 111

Figure 12. Addressing circuits.

stretch the incoming analog video signal pulses, delivered during the micro-

second long addressing pulse interval to the millisecond length analog signals

required to excite the liquid crystal material. This pulse stretching circuit

makes it possible to build a real-time display using liquid crystal materials

that are comparatively slow with respect to the elemental addressing rates.4

Further examination of the electrical circuit of the Liquid Crystal

Pictorial Display will show that as a matrix display it can have a unique

advantage in very high resolution display applications, In the case of a 1024 x

a1024 picture element resolution display being refreshed at a 30-Hz rate,

single channel system. A Liquid Crystal Pictorial Display permits the use

of multiple, low-bandwidth, video channels. One is thus given the alternative

of providing sixteen 1-MHz video channels, which may be implemented withI

integrated operational amplifiers, as opposed to providing a single channel

16-MHz discrete component video amplifier. If the data to be presented are

digitally scan converted imageryr, this option may also simplify the organiza-

j ti~n of the scan converter memory system.
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

O The work accomplished on this program has proven the liquid crystal

display to be potentially suitable for a wide variety of applications; for

d&'rect-vi'ýwing through a modular approach to large panel mosaic arrays,

and for magnified viewing (HUD, HMD, and etc. ) through increased

resolutipn density on the unitary module used for the final asscrnbiy.

Feasibility of the technology has been investigated through working models

and in some cases through sirnul,,ted hardware to verify processing tech-

niques. The content of the work ahead lies chiefly in applications engineer-

ing and in manufacturing methods technology.

Defect-Free Display

Of the hundreds of wafers processed experimentally, most were

sacrificed in experiments for improving process development, calibration,

and device evalulation techniques; a natural tendency in an advanced develop-

ment program. Eventually, enough standardization was achieved in the

R&D program to permit the complete fabrication of over 20, 1 x 1 in.,

100 x 100 pixel display modules and four quad arrays (200 x 200 pixel)

modules. A photographic review of typ.cal 1 x 1 displays produced during

the development effort appears in Figure 13 and a photograph of the first

quad array to achieve partial operation appears in Figure 14. What is

pre-sented in these two figures occurred under a research laboratory environ-

ment rather than the more closely regulated conditions found in production

and is now largely historical. In 1975, Hughes took the first step toward

s'andardizing the fabrication processes by transferring the liquid crystal

project to its Carlsbad, California MOS production facility. This resulted

in a reduction of display defects and the elimination of line defects. Also,

having previously identified the mask defects and process-vulnerable steps

contributing to defects, the feasibility of achieving high yield was improved

as well.

Illumination and Viewing

f The liquid crystal display component is essentially a flat panel display,

although somnewhat less flat than the ideal due to the practical need for light trapping

and auxiliary illumination. (Refer to Figures 5a and 5b, page 11, and the~accom-

panying discussion on electro-optical characteristics that begins on~page 9.,)

"18
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5 1/4 x 6 3/4

Figure 13. Liquid crystal module - development history
leading to defect-free display.

Figure 15 illustrates several operating mockups where light trapping

is used. In Figure 15a, a simple curved light trap overhanging the T-33

instrument panel was sufficientfor a small gray-scale display shown directly

at the top center of the instrument panel. In Figure 15b, a simulated flat panel

49 -
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Figure 14. Development history leading to higher resolution, 40, 000
piccufe element quad display. LS
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a. T-33 in sunlight. b. Liquid crystal display and
light trap added to front of F-4
HUD.

c. Another means of adding d. Wedge lighting for night viewing.
liquid crystal display to F-4
HUD.

Figure 15. Installation and viewing for liquid crystal display.
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.8 display using a large advertising alphanimeric (TCI) has been added to the

front of the optical box used in the F-4 aircraft for HUD and optical sight

7 components. Previously, this prim,, viewing space was only useful in

the F-4 knobs and switches, because the space behind the panel could not be

6 interfered with by display components such as CRTs that would intrude into

the optical path. The overhead light trap contains a miniature fluorescent

5 lamp within its front edge and is slotted at the rear edge; thus admitting

direct sunlight where needed, while blocking sunlight from entering the

4 display from any angle that would result in specular reflections directly

back to the pilot. In Figure 15c a recessed arrangement is used which pro-

vides the function of light trapping and houses au.,dliary lamps used for
?

edge-lighting the display. This arrangement has the disadvantage of require-

ing additional panel depth, approximately 3 inches, and more seriously causes

obscuration of the active display area for extreme off-axis viewing as would

occur in side-by-side installations. It is good for single place installations,
if the requisite panel depth is available. In Figure 15d a wedge lighLed

arrangement for night viewing is shown. The arrangements shown in

Figure 15 are useful for illustrating the excellent visibility that can be

obtained from the Liquid crystal display under actual viewing conditions,

including direct sunlight. In fact, the display in Figure 15b has been demon-

strated half in shadow and half in 1000, 000 lux (10, 000 fc) incident sunlight

with no Loss in visibility.

The units illustrated in Figu e 14 are also representative in thickness

0( 0. 4 in. ) for displays of their size. Larger mosaic arrays will require

more LSI drive chips. Locating these entirely around the periphery may not

be possible and connecting to a rear circuit board arrangement may be

necessary to contain these functions. If this method is required, total panel

thickness is still likely to be well below Z in. (5 cm) for the basic display,

not counting light traps, auxiliary illumination, or interface electronics.

Quad Display
7

The manufacturing techniques and masks develo-ped for the single 1 x 1

in. module were used to stockpile a qqantity of wafers for subsequent quad

assembly. The wafers were sorted into two categories: (1) those with low

.1 defects, and (2) those with no line defects and very few element defects.

11-
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The semiconductor chips were selected to meet these criteria using an

in-process test involving a probe station for electrical checks and a

direct-visual test of performance by activating the semiconductur wafer

on a television signal in a demountable test station apparatus. This was done

with liquid crystal material prior to wafer cutting. The latter permitted

photographic records of performance to be taken both before cutting and after

final assembly operations. Four quad displays were constructed and they

appear in Figuee 14. The fabrication of the first three displays was primarily

intended to provide information and experience in the various manufactu! ring

operations. The fourth display was the product of this experience and

served as a model for evaluation of the performance that can be expected

from the modular construction techniques developed thus far.

The performance of the quad display was measured in terms of normal

display parameters such as brightness, contrast, surface defects, and

uniformity. Details concerning its operation are discussed in Section 6 of

this report.

An important step toward making television display on the quad possible

was the development of a very high density connector with 100 conductors

per linear inch (•39 conductors per cm). (See Figure 16.) This connector

has provided a reliable and compact means for connecting to the display sur-

face. The success of this connection scheme provides an alternative to

placing the drive circuits adjacent to the display surface. The approach to be

taken for fabricating the drive circuits is dependent upon the desired balance

between development cost and manufacturing cost. All of the displays built

to date have used discrete component drive circu'ts. This has minimized

development cost, by permitting the display and the drive circuits to be

optimized independently.

Interconnect Conceptual Model

Several techniques were investigated for interconnecting modules into

large area mosaic arrays. These multi-module technioue. can be classed

into two basic approaches: interconnection schemes which bridge modules

together to form a large display surface; and self-contained schemes which

place many autonomous display modules in proximity. Some of the tech-

niques studied were applicable to only one of these approaches; others were

applicable tr, both.[

i~ 1 23V
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Figure 16. Display with high density connector.

SA preliminary trade-off limited the choices available to two techniques:
4O (1) bridging; and (2) wrap-around conductors with rear contacts. The former

was considered the most straight forward to implement at the present time,

but is limited to use with the interconnected module approach. The lattertechnique can be used with either the interconnected or self-contained module

approaches, and because of this greater flexibility, it was selected for

implementation in the form of a conceptual model. The conceptual model

showed the feasibility of using the wrap-around with rear bump technique

for interconnecting two modules at a density Li 100 conductors per linear

inch, and it successfully established a technology base, upon which further

development of a large interconnected liquid crystal display can build.

I
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8

FOR THE FUTURE

The liquid-crystal display is potentially suitable for a wide variety of

applications. Fabrication of larger displays, using a modular approach,

will make the display suitable for the presentation of television, scan-

converted radar, forward-looking infrared (FLIR) imagery, and/or in-raster

generated symbology. Integrating the drive circuits using LSI techniques

will provide the means for a compact, lightweight, low power display for

field-portable installations. The addition of a combiner and suz'table optics

will make it possible to use the Liquid Crystal Pictorial Display as the

image forming device in a high bri.ghtness head-up display, and thi.s applica-

tion is discussed briefly in the following.

HUD Applications

HUDs require display resolution of between 40 to 50 pixels per degree

field-of-view. This means that to use the liqu'1 crystal display with

current-inventory narrow-to-medium field-of-view HUDs, a total display

resolution of between 400 to 800 pixels would be requi:ed. Advanced HUDs

predicted for future aircraft would require a total resolution capability

requirement in the range of 1000 to 1500 pixels to meet the legibility criteria

required for their desired wider fields-of-view. The alternatives for

obtaining this increased total resolution are increasing the resolution density,

increasing the size of the array on a given module, and/or increasing the

number of modules.

The feasibility of increasing tCe. resolution density has been examined

on a preliminary basis, and it appears that sufficient resolution density can

be obtained to meet the total resolution requirement with modules cut from

* three inch diameter wafers. Hughes has completed a rough "pencil layout"

of an elemental cell for a 666 pixel/inch display and computed its dimen-

sional tolerance requirements. While its geometrical dimensions are far

tighter than that normally recommended for a very large area device, the

cell design, so far, does not indicate the existence of any fundamental

problems. Furthermore, the sample-and-hold circuit parameters critical

to proper display operation were computed and found to be on par with that

being obtained in the present 100-pixel/inch display. This exercise was

8
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- performed only to establish an upper limit; lower density geometries w'll

be correspondingly easier to implement.

The feasibility of increasing the number of modules has also been

examined, and it has been concluded that little advantage wi.l be gained by

increasing the ,.ize of the mosaic array beyond the present 2 X 2-module

quad when high density modules are involved. Electrical interconnection at

present densities has been shown to be feasible, but the problem of providing

electrical interconnection at high conductor densities (several hundred ele-

ments pLr linear inch) appears to be more difficult than increasing the basic

resolution density or switching to larger wafers so as to increase the size

of the array on a given module.

The impact of increased wafer size on the size of a square display is

shown in Figure 17. The switch from two-inch to three-inch wafers has

begun on other programs and most all of the equipment required to process

three-inch wafers already exists in contractor facilities. The trend in the

semiconductor industry is toward even larger wafers, aad it has been

reported that four-inch diameter silicon wafers are already in production by

two semiconductor suppliers.

6 1/2 x 3 3/4 I

Figure 17. Impact of wafer diameter on size of finisheddisplay.
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Advanced HUDs will have to fit within the confines of the forward portion

of the windscreen ardL the upper portion of the instrument panel while not

interferring with other structural members. Most important, they must

clear the ejection line. In the aggregate, these requirements mean that

future increases in the field-of-view for the HUD are mnore likely to occur

horizontally than they will vertically. In reconfiguring a liquid crystal matrix

display for Advanced HUD applications, it is possible to take advantage of a

rectangular aspect ratio for the field-of-view. For inst-fce, the rectangular
layout for the 25.35 aspect ratio shown in Figi re 18 reduces the required

pixel density by approximately 25 percent by elongating the layout. The

dimensions of a quad array constructed from modules so laid out are shown

in Figure 19 and Table 1 indicates some of the resolution standards that are

to be considered.

2.3 INCH
(58 MM)

1.9 INCH _

(48 MN

-~ 3 INCH

.....................: : ::ii i i . ( 7 6 M M)ii~ i iI DIANIEt ER

. .WAFER

1.8 INCH 1.4 INCH .
(46 MM) (36 MM) (

-- ACTIVE CHIP AREA .~.

OVERALL CHIP SIZE

Figur.e 18. Display chip layout for 25:35 aspect ratio.
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TABLE 1

A WIDE FOV DISPLAY FORMATS COMPATIBILE WITH
STANDARD TV INTERFACES

Total Display Resoluticn
I(esolution Densritvz"

VertiLý_l Horizontal

525 line standard 650 170 pixels/inch
(480 active lines) 70 pixels/cm

19 pixels/degree

875 line standard 1:0.0 290 pixels/inch
(800 active line.) 110 pixels/cm

32 pixels/degree

1029 line standard 1300 340 pixels/inch
(950 activ- lines) 130 pixels/cm

38 pixels/degree

1225 line standar. 1500 400 pixels/inch
'1100 ak tive liner.) 150 pixels/cm

44 pixels/degree

*Assumes 2. 8" x 3. 8" (7. 0 cm x 9. 6 cm) display with 250 x 350
FOV.

displays such as LEDs, Plasma and EL Matrices. Even in the CR1, zithough

one can change the phosphor to achieve the desired ouLput wavelength, image

quality (resolution and gray-sca'.:) is a strong function of brightness (beam

current). Holographic optical elements are expected to play an important

role in future HUD designs because th-ir narrow .;?ectral characteristics

make them especially well suited for ,e as t,-• c. rnbiner element.

Color

The increasing display of data, evzn when mode selection has been

provided, often results in a cluttered display presentation. The result is

that it is particularly difficult to differentiate between categories of moving

data when maneuvering. The use of color to code information classs into

markedly different hues is an effective demonstrated meais of aiding pilot

assimilation under these conditions. Unfortunately, the only flyable image-

generating color component: 'he penetration-phosphor CRT would require

"an order of magnitude improvement in its present light output to be of use in

a HUD, although it has been used effectively in commercial aviation panel

installations where the display is shielded from direct ambient illumination.

U 2'



An alternative means of obtaining color in the cockpit would be to use

two or morc CRTs but this would c rnpound all of the disadvantages of

present meci.anizations to an impractical degree.

The licuid crystal display can reflect light of any wavelength over the

ertirc visual respelise and beyond. It becomes possible to take advantage of

this characteristic b:" several means.

* Filtering the pixel elements on an assigned basis with dot or stripe
patterns and illuminating the display with broadband light.

* Optically combining two or more matrix displays and illuminating
each with an appropriate filtered or narrow-band source correspond-
ing to the desired hue of the color primary.

* Illuminating a single display during each display field with a strobe
corresponding to the desired primary hue.

Panel Display

The concept of the large 10-inch square, 1000-by-1000-pixel, liquid

crystal television display has been brought closer to reality by the

success of the wrap-around rear-bump interconnect technique. The exten-

sion of this technique to the fabrication of self-contained modules will make

the fabrication of arbitrarily large displays using mosaic array assemblj

techniques a realistic alternative. It will also facilitate the fabrication of

custom display sizes at moderate cost as each new display will only be a

reconfiguration of the same basic modules.

The future of liquid crystal panel display is brighi because it is unique

in its ability to provide a solution to the high-arnbien, lghting aircraft visi-

bility problem. Undoubtedly, numerous applications will be found for

modular liquid crystal television displays as they will be capable of filling a

wide variety of needs in much the same manner as the CRT is presently

used.

Recommended Development Steps

At the juncture of todays technology, several paths are open for pursuit.

These are represented in Figure 20 as possible display configurations. The

.30
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MAGNIFIED DISPLAYS

SINDIRECTLY

VIEWED

HIGH DENSITY MODULE

QUAD ARRAY

TODAYS
MODULE

DIRECTLY-VIEWED DISPLAYS

I ~INTERCONNECTED
SDISPLAY MODULE

DIRECTLY
VIEWED

• LARGER MODULE
FOR OUAD ARRAY

MOSAIC ARRAY

Figure 20. Applicable configurations.

exact course that will be followed is dependent upon future funding and

processing trends in the semiconductor industry. Yield as influe'nced by
wafer size and resolution density is ai essential part of charting this course

and the final choice of wafer size and resolut;on density selec:ted for produc-

tion will be determined not only by the display application but by production

volume, yield, and cost considerations that cannot ,e determined absolutely

at this time.

The development steps indicated in Figure 21 imply certain basic

research and development needs which arr itemized in the discussion that

follows.

Research and Development Needs

A. Basic Materials Research

1. Synthesize additional nematic, eutectic mixtures for operation

in the upper portion of the military temperature range with cell

heating to meet airborne military specifications for cold

operation.

2. Perform life testa on above.

MI-7
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HUD PANEL DISPLAY 2

* HIGHER RESOLUTION * MOSAIC ARRAY
ASSEMBLY METHODS -

* OPTFCS ANO SYSTEMS
DESIGN'

BOTH

' IIVM .;VEZ, LQUID CRYSTAL MATERIALS

Figure 21. Development steps. HY3'D;-ACKAGING

* MANUFACTURING METHODS TECHNOLOGY

* FLIGHT TEST DEMONSTRATION

BEGIN PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION

3. Develop improved means of achieving molecular alignment,

including - bett-., understanding of surface alignment in

general.

4. Perform niaterir • • conipat".ility studies of cell assembly and

develop filling and sealing procedures that are adaptable to

routine production.

B. Semicondt,- r Display Wafer Development

-1. Select a N ifer smoothing process and develop a method suitable

for routine production.

2. Increase the basic dimension of the wafer to 1. 75 x 1. 75 in.

(4. 5 x 4. 5 cm) at a resolution density of 128 per in.

3. Increase resolution density to 256 per in. , (101 pixels per cm),

or other reasonable limit for HUD and for magnified display

applications.

4. Develop LSI drive chips compatible with the above including a

means for connecting them to the basic display chip or mosaic

array.

32
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C. Semiconductor Mosaic Array Assembly Development:

1. Using an operational one-by-module interconnected display as
a demonstration vehicle, develop methods for implementing the
wrap-around rear-bump interconnect technique that are com-
pletely compatible with the electrical and optical operation of
the display.

2. Using a three-by-three module interconnect display as a
demonstration vehicle, extend the interconnect techniques to
an array containing a module that is completely surrounded by
other modules, and develop processing/overcoating procedures
suitable for hiding the junctions between modules.

3. Develop production processes for sawing, testing, indexing,
mounting, and interconnecting modules into completed mosaic
displays, and extend the techniques to large mosaic array
displays.

Costs

It is difficult to forecast the eventual costs of display subsystems such

as the HUDs or panel displays since so much depends upon the specific con-

figuration that is selected for their eventual fabrication and the resultant

yields. A point favoring the liquid crystal display is its low 'evice density

k=1600 devices/cm ) contrasted with routine MOS production which is typically

an order of magnitude higher. On this basis alone, good device yields can be

predicted for the liquid crystal display. In Table 2, a comparision is pre-

sented of the 1 x 1 liquid crystal module with some device densities and yields

that have been achieved in the past by the semiconductor industry.

In arriving at yield and cost numbers for the basic wafer, however, it

"is necessary to look at industry cost and yield data for comparable wafer

production and to extrapolate from them. Using wafer processing cost

data obtained from complex CMOS and PMOS LSI devices (Figure 22)

and yield data from silicon diode array structures (Figure 23) we project

the price of a quad display to reach the $5K level. (The siLicon vidicon

structure was chose,. as the comparison device since it h-.s some similarities

to the present chip in that it is a large area device.)

S33t
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Figure 22. Wafer processing costs.
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Figure 23. Wafer yield projections.

This computation is based upon moderate or pilkt production quantities

encountered toward the end of a Manufacturing Methods and Technology

(MMT) program where processes are totally under control but

production volume is low. Included in this estimate are the anticipated

costs and yields of the entire production priocess, including cutting and

assembly labor, the coet of LSI drive circuits, etc.
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:n Figure 24, the actual cost of the existing quad display and its

accompanying discrete component electronics drive is shown for comparison

with a small quantity (no production) assembly using LSI drive. In the last

example (to the right in the figure) is a completed quad using manufacturing

methods and packaging of LSI which are suited to high-volume production,

but which are conaucted at a modest rate. It is important to note that the

latter assembly is in all respects equivalent to a complete television

indicator when finished and would be compatible with a standard RS-170

television signal interface.

•~1975

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ,,, s.

~DRIE~. :Z'76 - 77;:E LECTROI)NICS':

PAKGING '7 - 7
.................

. MODERATE

\ \ '.:~PRODUCTION,

IN-HOUSE EFFORT $5K
SEMICONDUCTOR NO PRODUCTION

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT
MODELS

$180K

Figure 24. Quad display cost trends.
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SECTION II

THE BASIC DISPLAY MODULE AND THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF DEFECT-FREE OPERATION

This section reports on the wafer processing and display assembly

sequences that were established to build the liquid crystal matrix displays,

and the performance level that was ultimately achieved from the display as

a subsystem component.

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

The bulk of the effort in producing a liquid crystal .-;tjix display is pro-

cessing the semiconductor wafer, from which the chip containing the mono-

lithic array of circuits for addressing each picture element is later cut.

This electrode array chip, as either a single unit or in a mosiac of modules,

becomes the surface over which a thin-film of liquid crystal material is

deposited during the final stages of display assembly. This chapter is con-

cerned with the special proce sing procedures that are required to produce

a line defect free electrode-array chip. The reader is referred to Appendix

B if he desires a brief description of the basic wafer processing operations.

Defect Elimination

The circuits for the liquid crystal matrix display are different from

traditional large-scale integrated (LSI) circuits: (1) Each wafer yields only
one large circuit chip, hence a significant defect anywhere in the matrix

array is unacceptable. However, their processing is not especially difficult

because the critical areas are small and sparsely spaced. (2) The surface

of the finished wafer has an electrode structure which must be of optical

quality. Each electrode not only serves as an electrical contact to the

liquid crystal material but as an optical mirror as well.

The sequence of processing steps used to produce the wafers for the

liquid crysta. matrix display consists of those used to produce standard

MOS-FET circuits (as discussed in Appendix B) and two additional

37
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steps to produce the reflective electrode structure. Subsequent to the

completion of the MOS-FET addressing circuits, a quartz insulation layer

is deposited over the polysilicon metalization layer to insulate the adcressing

circuits from the overlying reflective electrodes. The reflective elec-

trodes are formed by depositing and etching a suitable reflective material

such as chromium or silver. The reflective electrodes are electrically

connected to the underlying addressing circuits by means of "via" contacts

formed through the insulation layer. The entire sequence of processing

steps used to fabricate the addressing circuits and reflective electrodes

is listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3

WAFER PROCESSING STEP SEQUENCE

I. p+ Diffusion - Junction formation

2. Thin oxide grown - Gate and capacitor insulator

3. Contact etched - Transistor connections

4. Polysilicon deposition - Metalization layer

5. Deposit oxide - Insulation layer

6. Via contact etched - Electrode connection

7. Chrome deposition - Reflective electrode

Not stated in the table of processing steps but equally important in

obtaining a quality device are the conditions under which the specific proces-

ses are performed. The '-afers for the liquid crystal matrix display are

processed Ln a clean room rated at 10, 000 particles per cubic foot. All

operations are performed under laminar flow benches such as those shown

in Figure Z5. The equipment stations under these benches are arranged such

that the direction of work flow is from one bench to its adjacent member; a

wafer need never be carried across the laboratory outside of closed protec-

tive trays. Moreover, special teflon trays are used for all storage and

movement of wafers to further minimize the opportunity for contamination.
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Automatic wafer handling equipment such as that used with the inspection

station shown in Figure 26 is proviced for unloading and reloading the

special trays.

The production of the first "defect free" display represented the

achievement of a very high level of craitsmanship in the processing

of the wafers, meticulous attention to detail and an optimized design

approach. The success of the defect reduction effort can be attributed

to four main factors, (1) development of in-process testing procedures

that made possible rapid evaluation of results, (2) detection and elimin-

ation of mask defects, (3) improved process control and (4) achievement

of critical project mass.

+i

S~i

}I

Figure 25. Laminar flow-benches. Figure 26. Automatic wafer
inspection.
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KEarly in the program, great difficulty was expeiienced in trying to

I L -establish a cause and effect relationship between fabrication procedures and

the quality of the end result. To be able to determine whiere in the multistep

procedure the defects were being introduced, specialized tooling was devel-

oped for testing the wafers. An automatic steoping probe statiorn was tried

to permit electrical evaluation of the circuits on the wafers immediately

after they wvev'e completed, but it was folnd to be too time consuming for a

chip having two hundred connections. To speed up the testing, a special one

hundre5 pin probe card and a custom test box was built. Commencement of

work on this probe card had been undertaken with hesitation, as it required

a significant increase in both number and density of prvbes over that which

had previously placed on a single card for ts-:.'ing of semiconductor wafers.

The 100 pin card was so effective, however, that no sooner was it received

than work was begun on designing a two-hundred pin car, that would permit

TV testing of the wafers with liquid crystal material; no longer would the

devices have to be built up into displays to be fully evaluated. A photograph

of the resulting 206 pin probe card is shown in Figure 27. Later in 1975,

cleaning procedures were developed that permitted the use of this probe

card for an "in-process" test wherein the defect level of the device could be

assessed approximately half-way through the semiconductor processing

procedure. Figure 28 shows the impact these test procedures had on the

time from when a wafer was started until feedback could be obtained on its

characteristics. The four to one decrease in test cycle time meant that

.Lfanges in the processing steps could be iterated at a correspondingly more

rapid rate.

In addition to speeding up the testing, the probe cards made it possible

to completely test every wafer and not just the most promis;ng devices, so
the iocations of the defects could be correlated. It soon became evident that

PROGRAM YEAR TV TEST POINT __TIME FROM START TO TEST 9
'73 COMPLETED DISPLAY 2 MONTHS S

'74 COMPLETED WAFER I 1 MONTH

'75 IN PROCESS WAFER j 2 WEEKS
S(POLYSILICON STEP)

Figure 27. E arlier visual feedback.
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Figure Z8. Photograph of wafer
M7 #20 on probe station.

many device defects were occurring repeatedly due to defects in previously

unsuspected masks. Figure 29 shows four wafers from lot 95. Careful

examination will show that the defects on wafer D95 #18 are also present on

one or more of the other wafers. Inasmuch as the probability of a random

defect falling on the same line on two different wafers is very small, it can

be concluded that wafer D95 #18 would have been defect free had not the

masks been defective. Indeed, in almost every case of a repetitive defect,

it was possible to trace the wafer defect back to a mask defect (see

Figure 30).

At this point in time, the decision was made to move the processing of

the semiconductor wafers from the Semiconductor Research Laboratory in

Newport Beach to thc. display production facility in Carlsbad. It was believed,

and correctly so, that the program needed a shift in emphasis from process

research to production control, and the environment in the display pro-

duction facility at Carlsbad was more in tune with this shift. The research

labs had shown that a defect-free wafer could be produced; it was up to the

production facility to accomplish it.

Coinciding with this move, a major program was launched to obtain a

defect free mask set. The specifications to which the mask maker was

working were carefully reviewed, and a forrnal procedure for incoming mask

inspection was established. Inspection procedures such as the use of a
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S8 1"student microscope" (which permits two

people to look at the same item sirmultaneously)

7 and an inverted microscope that projects the

image on a ground glass were developed to

reduce inspector fatigue and improve inspect-on

accuracy. On several occasions, it was

believed that a defect free mask set had been

obtained, only to find that a particular defect

was reoccurring repeatedly due to a mask

defect that had been overlooked. The steps

taken to eliminate mask induced defects are Wafer 95 no. 141

summarized in Figure 31. As indicated, test

data was correlated to locate marginal mask

defects that were not obvious from mask

inspection alone; routine inspection of the

masks was instituted to detect any use-induced

defects (scratches, dirt, etc.) on the working

masks, and processing procedures such as

double-masking were adopted to prevent mask-

induced defects where possible.

Simultaneously with the effort to eliminate

mask defects an effort was launched to Improve Defect at location 42, .i

control over the serrniconductor processing

steps. A systems app,:oach was taken toward

4 the examination of the whole proce-. sequence,

and steps were added and deleted in an effort

5 to improve the overall yield. The addition of a

-,- I process step for the purpose of possibly reduc-

6 ing defect was weighed agairst the probability

that a blunder would occur in the execution of

7 that step. Great pains were taken to make the

yield at each step as near 100 percent as pos-

8 sible. The photoresist used or the masking Contact mask copy B

operations was filtered immediately before

9 application- the tubes in which critical Figure 30. Identifying the
-. causes of defects.
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Figure 31. Elimination of mask induced defects.

0 depositions were performed were cleaned before each run instead of on a

- calender basis as is standard industry practice; and new deposition techniques

were developed, so that the wafers could be placed vertically rather than

horizontally during processing to decrease the probability of a -articles
2 falling on their surfaces durin g the deposition operation.

- Finally, in June 1975, the line-defect free
3rdisplay shown in Figure 32 was prodaced. An

important factor in achieving defect-free wafer

4 production was the attainment of critical

Sproject mass. By critical mass we mean:

Sufficient production volume to:

6 . Assure completion of process blocks
within a single work day.

* Maintain proficiency of trained

personnel.

* Achieve continuity of work flow and
thus error free processing.

* Support accurate process monitoring, "Figure 32. Defect-free
maintenance personnel, and processing single module display.

S~~specialists. -
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During the month of June, a quantity of line-defect free devices were

produced and stockpiled for later use in the fabrication of the quad displays.

The large number of defect free de-ices and the high yield obtained from the

few lots produced during this short time period indicate that the liquid crys-

tal display chip could be produced repeatedly if regular production was

maintained.

Final Assembly and Electrical Connection

Display assembly is concerned with taking the silicon wafer at the end of

the semiconductor proc,.ssing sequence and building it into an operational

display. The sketches presented in Figure 33 illustrate the assembly steps

which are taken at the end of the wafer processing sequence to build an

operational display. In the following discussion these are explained in detail.

PROCESSING 4

SILICON FINISHED
WAFER WAFER

SCR IBING

S~~~~MOUNTING ,•'¢"

WIRE/ RE
BONDING ,

_ FILL
r & SEAL

7

8 r' igure 33. Display cell fabrication.
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Scribing

After the wafer processing has been completed, the wafers are cut into

the square electrode array chips necessary for the Unal display. This is

done by scribing the wafers on a diamond scribing machine. The wafers are

scribed just outside the perimeter of the electrode contact pads, permitting

the wafers to be neatly cracked along the scribe line. This provides square

,chips with the contact pads along each edge.

Mount ing

The chips are now ready for mounting to the glass substrate plate. This

"was originally done using conventional epoxy adhesives, but these were found

to cause a certain amount of warpage in the silicon chip as they hardened. A

new technique was therefore adopted which makes use of a mylar film coated

on each side with a thin layer of thermosetting epoxy. This adhesive is

sandwiched between the silicon chip and the glass substrate, and the entire

assembly is then placed in an oven and heated to approximately 1250C for

a few minutes. This causes the thermosetting epoxy to melt and bonds the

silicon chip to the glass substrate. The assembly is cooled slowly to avoid

thermal shock, and the mounted display substrate assembly is removed,

ready for the wire-bonding operation.

Wire- Bonding

The wire-bonding operation provides connectLons from the contact pads

on the electrode array chips to the corresponding circuit lines on the glass

substrate plate. A standard ultrasonic wire-bonding machine is used to

fasten thin aluminum wires between the contact pads and the circuit lines.

These connections have been found to be quite reliable under the conditions

of operation for the present display, although cc 'tain precautions have been

taken to protect the fragile wires from damage during hbundling prior to

fnal assembly.

f Ion-Beam Etching

The next step in the assembly procedure is ion-beam etching of the

electrode array surface to provide alignment for the liquid crystal material.

4__



This is done by placing the display in a vacuam chamber and scanning its

surface at an oblique angle with an ion beam. This process produces micro-

scopic "scratches" on the electrode array surface which will control the

orientation of the liquid crystal molecules once the display has been filled,

Filling

The filling operation is a process whereby a thin film of liquid crybtal

material is sandwiched between the electrode array surface and a transparent

counterelectrode glass. The thickness of the liquid crystal film is controlled

by a mylar spacer placed around the border of the electrode array which

supports the counterelectrode at the desired gal, Once the spacer is in

place, a small amount of liqu.id crystal material is spread along one edge of

the display surface. As the counterelectrode is lowered into position, the

liquid crystal flows across the array surface and fills the gap between the

two surfaces. The thickness of the liquid crystal film is nominally 0. 5 mil

(.0005"). Connection to the conductive surface of the counterelectrode is

usually accomplished by means of a thin metal leaf spring or soft indium ball

pressed against tne inner surface of the counterelectrode.

Sealing

All that remains to complete the assembly of the display is a final

sealing oper-tion. This can be done in two ways Displays were originally

sealed by flowing a bead of epoxy around the outside edge of the cover glass,
which fastened it to the counterelectrode glass. The cover glass extended

out past the wire bonds on the substrete plate, provided a good seal and was

strong mechanically. Urfortunately, this method was permanent and did

not allow the displays to be refilled with new liquid crystal materials.

Therefore, a demountable scheme was devised which .. sed an aluminum
frame over the cover glass and provided rubber gasket seals. This approach

allowed 3isplays to be refilled with new liquid crystal materials for experi-

mental purposes. A photo of a f-Inished demountable display is shown in

Figure 34.

TI
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Figure 34. Complete
liquid crystal pictorial
display cell.

External Display Connections

Connection of the appropriate drive signals to the liquid crystal display

is accomplished by means of a special connector that contacts the circuit

lines on the display substrate plate. This connector is shown in Figure 35

and 35b. It consists of a glass-epoxy circuit board that fits over the display

substrate plate and makes contact to the circuit lines by means of small

beryllium copper spring clips. Wires from these clips run to standard

ribbon cable connectors on the top of the circuit board. The ribbon cables

from the electronics unit plug onto these connectors and provide the driving

signals to the display. The connfztor allows displays to be quickly inter-

j changed without the need to unplug cables or solder new wires.

PERFORMANCE DATA

A liquid crystal pictorial display does not produce light and hence its

brightness cannot ba expressed in absolute, but only in relative terms. Silce

the liquid crystal serves as a diffusing media in its dynamic scattering mode,

its performance can best be expressed with respect to r, perfect diffuser

(lambertian surface). The apparent brigi±Aness of the liquid crystal will

therefore be expressed as a percentage of the comparable brightness of a

- .-- - - - _____ -- __ _
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lambertian surface. The brightness of the display is primarily influenced by

the efficiency of the reflective electrode in terms of how closely it approxi-

mates an ideal mirror. Other parameters, such as surface reflections, and

even the liquid crystal itself are of secon'ary importance. The efficiency of

the mirror depe ads upon it- surface material, i.e., chromium, gold, nickel,

or silver, and its active area. Non-active areas are not only the gaps

between the electrodes, but Ihe areas of the electrode that are not planar

with the rest of the display and hence do not contribute to its reflectance.

The present electrode material is chromium, which has a handbook value

for reflective efficiency of 50 to ( nercent. Measurements on actual dis-

plays show that when chromium is used as a reflective material, effective

reflectivities of 20 to 30 percent are measured.

The contrast ratio of the display is defined as the ratio of the diffuse

reflectance of the display in its "ON" state (dynamic scattering) to its diffuse

reflectance in its "OFF" state (background scattering). The contrast of the

display depends upon the smoothness of the reflective electrode, the align-

ment of the liquid crystal material, and on other factors of secondary

importance. .,i present display cells, the reflective electrode- are deposited

over the underlying circuit structure and hence the electrode follows thi•

same structure. Tests to determine the significance ot these surface

irregulari+,cs indicate that they are the primary factor limiting contrast.

Test wafers constructed with very flat surfaces show dramatic increases in

contrast. Contrast of the display is also affected by the alignment of the

"liquid crystal material. The alignment in typical displays is quite good, but

if difficulty is encountered in the filling operation, areas of non-uniform

alignment which are visible and degrade the display contrast, may develop.

Present Liquid Crystal Display Performance

Curves showing brightness and contrast as a function of viewing angle

are given for a typical chromium display cell in Figure 36. Under normal

viewing conditions the brightness of the display is 40 to 100 percent of the

brightness of a lambertian surface and the contrast ratio is greater than 15: 1.

These values are independent of the magnitude of ambient illumination, and

,'L is therefore possible to have a high brightness, high contrast display even j
in direct sunlight. (See Figure 3, Section 1. A comparison of a liquid

44 Fr ,
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Figure 36. Brightness and contrast versus viewing angle.

crystal display and a CRT under high brightness conditions is shown in

Figure 2, Section 1. Contrast is plotted as a function of viewing angle in a

typical cockpit configuration. The liquid crystal display performance is

equivalent to that of the best CRTs under 1000 ft-caindles illumination, and

superior at 10, 000 ft. c. The liquid crystal diaplay is the first technology to

permit the presentation of real-time gray-sca1z imagery under viewing

conditlons comparable to, and as severe as, those frequently encountered in

tactical aircraft operating above the clouds during daylight hours.

Ultimate Limits for Contrast and Brightness

In the future it will be possibl• to increaz.e both the brightness and con-

trast of the liquid crystal display. This will be done by changing the reflective

characteristics of the display surface. Brightness will be increased b7

"using a higher reflectivity electrode material in place of chromium. Silver

has a reflectance approximately 1.4 to 1.8 times that of chromium, and its

use will ,ncrease the brightness of the display by that factor. Contrast will

be increased by reducing the surface irregularities caused by the circuit

structure. This will be done by adding a smoothing layer over the circuitry

before deposition of the reflective electrode material (s(e Figure 37). This

should increase the contrast ratio considerably. Measurements using
smoothed wafers in liquid crystal test cells have shown contrast ratios

Im -



greater than 40:1; the results are GATE <

shown in Table 4. Future display REFLECTIVE SIEOUCEELECTRODES\/ IEETI

cells should attain nearly equal per- D RAIN\ POLYSILICON

formance characteristics. The

pixel gap which is approximately SILICON ft

0.3 miu (7.6 micrometers) con-

ti ibutes less than 0.5 percent of

the background scattering, a. Existing chip surface

In the reflective or dynamic

scatterir.g mode the brightness

loss, due •o the gap, is approx- SMOOTHING MATERIAL CIRCULAR

imately 6 percent. HERE

Electro-Optic Transfer Curve

The functional dependence of SILICON (N)

brightness upon the amplitude of
b. Surface under development

the applied driving signal is (with smoothing)

refe:-red to as the electro-optic

transfer curve. Its shape and Figure 37. Chip surface before

stability (with time, temperature, and after smoothing.

viewin., angle, and etc. ) determines Q-e number of shades of gray that can be

reliably presented upon a display. A typical electro-optic transfer curve for

a liquid crystal material operating in the dynamic scattering mode is pre-

sented in Figurc, 38. The potential which must be applied before any signi-

ficant scattering occurs is called the threshold. The potential above which

no further increase in scattering occurs is called the saturation potential.

The ratio of the saturated scattering level brightness to the background

scattering level brightness is the contrast ratio.

The typical threshold voltage for a dynamic scattering liquid crystal

material is from three to five volts. For the liquid crystal Pictorial display

application, the magnitude of the threshold voltage is unimportant. Whatever

its value, it can be offset by applying a fixed dc bias to the counter electrode.

I
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:Figure 38. Electro-optic transfer function.

Angle Dependence

Because- the display construction employs a scattering medium (the

liquid crystal nmaterial) placed in front of a mirror like surface, the light

scattered by the display will be directional. The light is primarily scattered

-• • in a broad lobe close to the angle of specular reflection of the mirror. The

.• exact shape' oi this lobe depends upon the magnitude of the applied signal.

' The net effect on the electro-optic transfer curve is to cause it to shift

,as a function of view-.ng angle. Fortunateiy, the greatest shift occurs at

', very --mall and at very large viewing angles, as is shown in the data of

: Figure 39. For the angles at which the display is tvpically viewed, there is

' ~little change. It is to be pointed out that when the vit.,,ver is in the recom-

imended position for cliewirig the display, he is typicahiv 25°- from the normal

. ~of the display surface because of the light trapping arrangement. Thus for

, ,n~ovement within. a he,..d motion box of 15° in azimuth and 5° in elevation,

} the viewing angle t-) the dibplafr su:rfa::-- varies from a rn.in-.iim of 20° to a

S~~maximum of 340, cente:'ed around 25. ,
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Speed of Response

Dynamic scattering in the matrix display is proportional to the applied

voltage but has a characteristic delay (transport lag) before it exhibits full

scattering. This delay time is in the range of milliseconds for typical

nematic liquid crystals. The rate of decay in scattering after removal of

the applied field depends on the thickness of the crystal, the alignment

technique employed and the viscosity of the liquid crystal material. A range

from a few milliseconds to seconds can be obtained by appropriate selection

of the controlling parameters. Roughly, the decay time varies as the square

of the thickness and the square root of the resistivity; it also decreases with

increasing temperature.

In defining the speed of response of a ljouid crystal ccil, the rise time

must be distinguished from the fall time, since the two are not entirely

dependent on the same factors. The response time, which is not necessarily

exponential, is the time required to accomplish 90-percent of the commanded

brightness chang-. For a display that is turned off and on, the rise time is

the time requirec. to reach 90-percent of the desired value and the fall time

is the time required to reach 10-percent of the previous value. The factors

that influence the speed of response of the display are the type of liquid

crystal material, molecilar alignment, cell thickness, liquid crystal

material viscosity, the feeequency and magnitude of an ac bias signal (if it is

applied), and the resistivity of the liquid crystal material.

Cell Thickness

The decay time of a liquid crystal cell is directly proportional to the

square of the cell thickness when parallel alignment is used, as is shown in

Figure 40. A decrease in the rise time also occurs which can be explained

by the increased electric field when the potential is held constant but the

thickness is reduced. The decrease in decay time can be explained in terms

of the greater importance played by the surfaces when the volume of the fluid

is reduced.

One-half mil or 12 micrometers has been used for cell thickness because

that was the thinaest liquid crystal filmn that could be practically acccnrmm-

dated luring early experimental work. The factors of semiconductor warpage,

wafer opology, and stress induced factors due tc curing of the mounting

r K6
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Figure 40. Effect of thickness on observed
Fpeed-of-response.

adhesive prevented achieving values that were less than 12 micrometers.

Present processes allow wafers to be processed to near optical flatness.

New adhesive materials, mounting methods, and final surface smoothing

will allow much thinner liquid crystal films and proporti3nally faster

response times. Below 6 micrometers, the contrast ratio wi-h viewing

angle is compromis-d; hence films that are thinner than this value are not

recommended.

AC Bias

AC bias decreases the time required for the liquid crystal material to

return to the OFF or clear state. Its effect can be predicted qualitatively by

examining the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal material at the bias

frequency. The eff--et of AC bias can be iegarded a8 Increasing the strength

of the parallel alignment mechanism, and thus increasing the speed with

V'
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which the molecules snap back into the paraUlel orientation. Figure 41 shows

an oscillograph of the speed of response of an actual cell with and without

bias.

'/ !
t -'

Figure 41. Response time 100 milliseconds/div)
(12 micrometer liquid crystal film thickness).
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SECTION III

LIQUID CRYSTAL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

INTRODUCTION

Liq-id crystals (LX's) are organic substances and, as the name implies,

act like iiouids over a specific range of temperature, while retaining some

of the properties of crystals. Below the liquid crystal temperature range, the

material becomes solid; above this range, it loses its crystalline properties

and behvves like a true liquid. In the intermediate liquid crystal range, how-

ever, it passes through a turbid liquid state, which is termed the mesormorphic

or "liquid crystal" state. The molecular arrangem ent in the liquid crystal

state is more orderly than in the liquid state but less orderly than in the

solid state.

The temperature range for the liquid crystal state varies with iiquid

crystal materials, and considerable effort has been devoted to developing

mTaterials which have liquid crystal properties over a wide range of tempera-

tures, including normal room temperature.

What are Liquid Crystals?

Liquid crystals have been classified in three basic categories: nematic,

smectic, and cholesteric. The terms denote characteristic spatial configu-

rations assumed by the molecules of these materials. While the molecules

of cholesteric LX's are optically active, those of nematic and smectic LX's

are generally optically inactive, (i. e. , they do not rotate polarized light).

Nematic LX's consist of rod-like molecules aligned in parallel, siml..

lar to matches in a box; it is this type of tnaterial that is presently used in

the Hughes LX display. Each molecule can rotate only around its long axis

and has limited freedom of movement from side to side or tip and down (Fig-

ure 42a). The srr.ectic LX's have a layered arrangement. The layers can

slide over one another, because the molecules in each layer can -move from

side to sid9 or forward and backward but not up and eown. Within each

layer, molecu]es may be ordered in ranks (Figure 42b) or randomly distri-

-buted. The cho.esteric, like the sinectic, LX's consist of layers. Within

- 5+5,
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a. Nematic b. Smectic

c, Cholesteric

Figure 42. Diagrams of packing effects in liquid crystals.

each layer, however, the molecules are parallel, as are the nematic

molecules. Molecules in one layer influence the laf'ers above and below,

so that the long axes of the molecules in these layers are displaced llighriy

and a helical pattern forms from layer to layer (Figure 42c).

A very important property of liquid crystals is the dielectric anisotropy

eq. 1, a quantity used to describe the orientation of liquid crystal molecules

in the presence of electric fields.

AE =E 11 - E1  eq.

where:

C -dielectric peimittivity in a direction parallel to the long axis of
the LX molecule

El = dielectric permittivity Li a direction perpendicular to the long

axis of the molecule

Eq. 1 describes the static dielectric behavior and is most useful in evaluating

the molecular behavior or figure of me'it for LX materials utilized for
display purposes.
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In general, when A( is positive, the molecular axis aligns roughly in the

direction of an electric or magnetic field, whereas when A( is negative,

the molecules orient themselves at an angle roughly perpendicular to the

field.

The dielectric anisotropy, Ae, is a function of the vector sum of the

dipolar groups in the molecule. To prepare an LX with a strongly positive

A( , for example, it is conventional to introducý.. t,, strongly dipolar nitrile

group at the end of the long axis of the molecule, as in

C 3 (CHOZ) 3  / • __ N

0

Individual properties of each of the types of LX's have beer, utilized in

making displays. The properties associated with each tfpe of LX material

are listed below.

NEMA' "TC•S: Dynamic scattering/ Field effects

(1) Twisted Nematic

(2) Birefringent color switch

(3) Nematic dichroic dye interection

CHOLESTERICS: Reflective color displays

(1) Teniperz-ture sensitive
(2) Pressure sensitive
(3) Ca-Lemical vapor sensitive

(4) Electric field sensitive

SMECTICS: Thermo-optic storage display

HYBRIDS: Thermo-optic Cholesteric-nematic phase
change

Dynamic Scattering Mode (DSM)

Dynamic scattering is a conductivity induced effect which depends upon

the dielectric anisotropy of the conductivity doping ion8 and the optical

anisotropy of the nematic liquid crystals The effect of applying a voltage

across a typical LX cell is to induce hydrodynamic motion (see Figure 43)

which disrupts the normally uniform molecular orientation in favor of a large [
{



NORMALLY HYDRODYNAMIC TURSUL.*NCE SPECULARLY U

ALIGNED (SCATTERED LIGHT) REFLECTED LIGHT GLASS -•

MOLECULES . ... ..___ ___ __ __ __COVER

TRANSPARENT •
COUNTER
ELECTRODE

LX FILM
(12 MICRO)METERS
THICK)

~-M)RRO9 SURFACE
AND ELECTRODE

SEMICONDUCTOR
SUBSTRATE

Figure 43. Nematic LX shown in dynamic scattering mode (DSM).

number of small regions (domains) whose molecular orientation is different

from those of their neighboring domains. The effect on light passing through

the cell is that of closely spaced refractive index boundaries. These index

boundaries refract the light at various angles (i. e. scatter it). Tne result

is a system that is optically homogeneous and transparent when no voltage is

applied and highly diffusing or scattering when voltag is applied.

DSM can be activated by either AC or DC signals. When AC is used,

the frequencies are typicali; less than I KHz. The voltage value is depend-

ent upon the material constitt ency and classification and ranges from

0. 5 volt to 60 volts. In the Hughes LX matrix display, the excitation is

unipolar and of varying amplitude (22 volts or less) depending upon video

scene content. An AC bias of 60 volts peak to peak amplitude and appro-

priate frequency (depending upon material constituency) helps return the

molecules to their normally aligned state after the excitation is removed.

Field Effect Mode

Another way to take advantage of the sympathetic alignment and the

optical anisotropy of nematics is the twisted nematic configuration shown in

Figure 44. The design -f the twisted nematic cell is the same as for the

DSM, except that polarizers are required and the cell walls are treated to

make long axes of the LX's parallel to the plane of the cell wall. As a result,

on each cell wail the long axes of the LX molenules are parallel to each

62
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REFLECTED MOLECULES ROTATED REFLECTED POLARIZER
Y LIGHT INTO PERPENDICULAR LIGHT AND COUNTER

ALIGNMENT -ELECTRODE

A A ATWSTED"
. . . . . .. _._ OR HELICALLY

__ A ARRANGED
- S E UMOLECULES" OF .4 IN PARLL C..,

4P 'ALIGNMENT
t 400ELECTRODE

ANALYZER

00_- MIRROR

Figure "• Twisted nematic LX shown in field effect mode.

other as well as ko the plane of the cell wall. The cell is assembled to form an

angle of 900 %4tween the direction of the long axes of the LX's on one wall and

the corresponding direction on the other wall. Calcalations show that the

orientation of the long axes of the molecules varies smoothly across the cell

thickness fromn one orientation to the other. Hence, the name twisted nematic.

If light incident on the cell is plane polarized either along the direction

parallel to the long molecular axis or perpendicular to it, the plane of polari-

zation of the light emerging fronm the other side of the LX cell is rotated 900.

"When viewed through a polarizer oriented normal to the analyzer, this

emerging light is observed to pass through the polarizer. However, if a

field of sufficient strength (typically a few volts) is applied to the cell, light

is blocked by the analyzer. The reason is that the molecules in the bulk

change their alignment with the cell wall from parallel to perpendicular. As

a result, no rotation of the plane of polarization of the light occurs when the

field is applied. Since the analyzer is aligned normal to the polarizer, light

is now blocked. Thus, by using a linear polar;zer arid analyzer in conjonc-.

tion with a twisted nematic configuration, the intensity of the transmitted

(polarized) light can be modulated with ar electric field; hence the term

"field effect," as opposed to DSM which ii, a current induced effect.
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In their present state of development, neratic materials operated in

the dynamic scattering mode, offer the most promising application to the

matrix display technique described in this report. However field effect

operation would bc equally desirable if there were a practical method of

applying a polarizer to the reflective surface of the matrix display substrate.

Implicat'ons on Viewing

The requirements for an illumination and viewing system using a liquid

crystal display are largely determined by the optical characteristics cf the

liquid ciystal being used: field effect or dynamic scattering.

Field-Effect Materiais

Ficcld-effucL liquid crystal materials rotate the polarization plane of the

light passing through them. To take advantage of this rotation in display

devices, polarizing filters are required to present contrast. Thus, there

is an inherent light loss of over 59 percent due to thtse filters alone, and the

overall efficiency of the optical system is reduced. In cockpit applications

it is ofter necessary to have an extremely bright display in order to raain-

tain contrast against the high ambient lighting conditions. The use of polar-

izers in the optical system would therefore require increased output from

the lighting system and hence larger input power requirements. The use

of field effect materials is therefore considered undesirable for cockpit

applications.

Dynamic Scattering Materials

In viewing a liquid crystal display utilizing dynamic scattering material,

the liquid crystal in its quiescent state is transparent and any light striking

the display will specularly reflect off the mirror surface. When the liquid

crystal is excited into its scattering mode, some of the incident light will be

scattered at angles other Lhan at the angle of specular reflection. This scat-

ered light take, the form of a lobe centered around the specular reflectioni,

as shown in Figure 45. The size and sbape of this lobe is dependent on the

voltage applied to the liquid crystal. As the voltage is increased, the lobe

becomes broader and more light is scattered over a wider angle. The liquid

crystal is therefore acting as light modulator by scattering light in proportion
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to the voltage applied to it. The
brightness of the displai is propor- SPECULAR

l brINCIDN:4T REFLECTION

tional to the intensity of the incid' BEAM

illumination, and its brightness W

therefore expressed as a percentage,

using the brightness of a lanmbertian

surface (a perfect diffuser) as 100 per- /
cent, as discussed previously in con-

junction with. Figure 35. Both bright- ,

ness and contrast are a function of LIQUID CRYSTAL
: ,,"" ERING LOBE

the viewing angle relative to the spec-

ular reflection. The contrast reaches

its maximum at viewing angles between LX DISPLAY

100 and 150 from the specular reflec-

tion, and decreases as the angle Figure 45. Liquid crystal

becomes smaller. This is due to dis- scattering lobe.

persion and scattering that occur at narrow angles off the display surface and

the liquid crysta±. The illumination and viewing system should therefore be

constructed to use as much of the scattered light as possible, while avoiding

the light scattered at narrow angles from undesired sources.

LIFETIME

Sample test data indicates that a Liquid Crystal Airborne Display can be

expected to have long operational and storage lifetimes provided the display

is properly designed, assembled, and operated. Admittedly, a great deal of

work remains to be done to determine why certain displays prematurely fail,

but the fact that several have continued to operate indicates that the problemr

are not nsurmountable. Long operational lifetimes are observed when the

displays are af.sembled using a compatible combination of materials, and

operated with electrical signals of the correct magnitude and polarity. Long

shelf lifetimes are observed when the selected liquid crystal material is a

precise eutectic solution, of vary high purity, and protected from the entry

of contaminating materials.

The key factor responsible for the long operational lifetime of the liquid

crystal airborne display is the use of redox dopants in the liquid crysal

material. Redox dopants effectively neutralize the undesirable electro-

chemical reactions that take place on the electrode surfaces, by pro-

viding electron donors and acceptors that (1) form at lower electrochemical
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potenrials than the decomposition potentials of the liquid crystal base

material and (2) exchange their donated or accepted charge, after migrati3n

to tre oppo, ite electrode, in a completely reversible manner. Slight

imbalances in the relative concentrations of donors and acceptors are

accommodated by the migration of the excess carrier toward the epposite

electrode where Jts complementary carrier is present in an equal amount.

The key factor in extending the shelf life of the present liquid crystal

ai'-orne displays has been the use of Ester-based as opposed to the more

-onventional Shiff-baspr1 !Iyqid crystal materials. Schiff-base materials are

advantageous because they are available in a wider range of formulations and

at lower prices than Ester n.aterials as a result of being the material used

in liquid crystal digital wrist w..•tches. However, the present cells use epoxy

materials as part of the periphei,.! seal, for ease of assembly, and their

porosity with respect to water vapor makes the use of the hydroscopic

Schiff-base materials inappropriate. Ester-based materials have a longer

shelf life because they are far less sensitive to contamination by water.

Obtaining the same shelf life with a Schiff base material would require

developing the necessary glass kit sealing techniques. This d-es not preclude

the use of Schiff-base materials at some time in the future.

TABLE 5

SOME ENPERIMENTAL, EXTENDED-RANGE
LIQUID CRYSTAL MATERIALS

Nematic R~age, Dielectric
Mixture No. Components Eutectic Centigrade Anisotropy

Old

ERL-ZN10 4 No ZO° to 550 0 ..

HRL-ZN12 5 No 140 to 550 -0. Z5

New (Experimental)

HRL-ZN14-X 3 Yes 30 to 560 -0. 40

HRL-ZN16-X 5 Yes -120 to 560 -
HRL-ZNZ0-X 4 Yes l8 0 to 82°0 G, 56
HRL-ZNZI-X 3 Yes 16 to 78 0  -HRL-ZNZZ-X 5 Yes 12 to 55° -0."8
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The exact end of life for a liqid crystal display is difficult to determine

because there is not catastrophic failure. In most cases there is a graduai

-1 reduction in the contrast ratio, and in some cases, small inoperative regions

develop where gases formed by electrochemical reactions with conte.minants

push the liquid crystal material away from the electrode structure. In the

life test performed by Hughes, end of life was defined as either a factor of

ten dc..:"Lase in the resistivity of the liquid crystal material or the formation

of a gas bubble large enough to be seen by the unaided human eye. In 'he

liquid '-yTstal airborne display the resistivity is a particularly important

parameteýr as it directly aff,.,ts the brightness and contrast of the display.

A liquid crystal material with too high a resistivity will niot scatter light well,

and a liquid crystal material with too low a resistivity will discharge the

elemental storage capacitor before a significant level of scattering is

estabiished.

To provide lifetime data on the liquid crystal material being used in the

Liquid Crystal Airborne Displpy, test cells were fabricated, operated contin-

uously, and monitored for changes in resistivity. The data in Yigurt- 46

shows that lifetimes well in excess of 10, 000 hours can be ach, Ved.

RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

Speed-of-response of the present display has been discussed earlier in

Chapter 2. The chief liquid crystal material factors affecting turn-on and

turn-off times will now be ciscussed.

CURrFNr LEVEL - CONTINUOUS SCATTERING AT 20 V dc (NO DEFECTS).

S; 100
SAMPLE A HRL-2N10 MATERIAL•z

W SAMPLE B % %

i , i I i I .I I I i I 4

0 2,400 4,800 7,200 9,600 12,00014,00017,000

TIME, HOURS

Figure 46. Lifetime test data, DC dynamic scattering.
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A lignm ent

The liquid crystal material molecules can be oriented with their long

axes either paiallel or perpendicular to the plane of the electrodes. The

speed of response of the display depends on the orientation selected, as is

shown in Figure 47. With 1/2-mil thick cells, such as the present display

cells, p.rpendicular alignment yields a faster rise time but a slower fall

time. Parallel alignment was selected becatise decreasing the fall time by

several hindred milliseconds was considered more important than decreas-

ing the rise time by only a few tens of milliseconds.

Viscosity

The response time of a liquid crystal material is typically represented
(3)by the equation

SCq eq. 2

wchere

C = Constant

S= viscosity

S= die.ectric Constant

E = electric field

This equation indicates that the speed of response is directly proportional to

viscosity For exarmple, the sluggish response of LX materials at low

temperatures is generally attributed to the increase in viscosity. However,

data exist that iudicate the converse may not be true because other param-

eters appear to be more influential at elevated temperatures. Fortunately,

adequate speed of response can be obtained at room temperature and the

display qan be heated to maintain this speed during operation in cold

environments.

S* I3•
.. onne, U. and Cummings, J, P. , et al., Properties and Limitations of

Liquid Crystals for Aircraft Displayed, Honeywell Corporate Research

Center, Final Report HR-72-Z85:4-35, October 1972, AD751667.
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The resistivity of the liquid crystal material influences the rise time

of the scattering and the ultimate saturation scattering level. If the resistiv-

ity is too low, the elemental capacitor used for storage will discharge fully

before the LX material has responded. If it is too high, there will be

insufficient current in the LX material to generate the required scattering

level. A computer simulation of LX material response indicates that the

optimum resistivity occurs when:

RC/T = Z eq. 3

where R is the resistance between the electrodes in an elemental cell filled

with LX material, C is the capacitance of the elemental storage capacitor,

and T is the frame period. For the frame period and capacitance used in the

LX airborne display, 1/30 sec and I0"I farad respectively, the resistivity

of the liquid crystal material should be approximately 2 x 10 ohm cm, With

present synthesis techniques, the resistivity of the doped liquid crystal

material prepared for use in the Liquid Crystal Pictorial Display typically
9 9 10T

ranges from 1 x 10 to 4 x 10 ohm cm. Resistivity values beyond 10 ohm

cm, as would be required in circuits having smaller storage capacitors

and/or longer fiame intervals are both difficalt to formulate consistently and

poorer in performance.

Alignment Dependence

The general shape of the electro-optic transfer curve is different when

a perpendicular rather than a parallel alignment is imposed on the LX

molecules. With perpendicular alignment, the curve has a sharp transition

just above the threshold level and this makes it difficult to obtain the lower

values of shades-of-gray as shown in Figure 48. Therefore, parallel

alignment is th( method now used for liquid crystal pictorial display.

ANTICIPATED PERFORMANCE

Present Characteristics

The ZN10 liquid crystal material ýhas been formulated for laboratory

use and room temperature display ev"luation. It has a nematic range of
00

.approximately +14°C (57°F) to +54 0 C (129 F) and it is not a eutectic. For

-70-
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0 5 10 15 20
APPLIED VOLTAGE, DC

Figure 48. Effect of alignment on
steady-state scattering.

the future, it will be necessary to formulate new mixtures similar to thost
suggested by Table 5. It has been estimated that the -.54 C to +71 0 C range o'

MIL-E-5272C can be covered with a five component eu, tectic mixture.(3) The
new material must have lifetime characteristics, scattering properties,

speed and temperature range consonant with typical military requirements.

In Table 6, objectives based upon typical military display indicators are

stated, including the ability/status oi the present technology to meet them.

For the Immediate Future

In HUD or in panel display configurations, the design approach will

be to select an operating temperature for the display that is toward the

upper end of the military indice'tor operating range and then tailor a liquid

crystal (eutectic mixture) which will fall within the desired upper Toint.
Heating will then be used to bring the display up to tempirature and cooling
will be used to bring the display from abnormally high temperatures

(aircraft parked in sunlight, etc. ) rapidly down to operating range.

Display Subsystem Heating

The amount of heating required is. dependent upon the specific liquid
c-ystal material formulation that is selected for use in the display. The

( U. and Cum.nings, J. P., et al., Properties and Limitations oe
Liquid Crystals for Aircraft Displays, Honeywell Corporate Researc."I
Center, Final Report HR-72-285:4-35, October 1972, AD751667.
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TABLE6
-V TEMPERATURE RANGE OF THE LIQUID

CRYSTAL PICTORIAL DISPLAY

REQUIREMENTS 0BJECTIVES: STATUS:
(TYPICAL MILITARY INDICATOR

AMBIENT AIR ENVIRONMENT)

STORAGE ELIMINATE DAMAGE FROM WORK UNDERWAY

- 620C (-aO°r TO TEMPERATURE CYCLING TO' FORMULATE PRECISE
+ 950 C (+2030 F) OVER MIL SPEC RANGE EUTECTIC MIXTURES

ABNORMAL OPERATION EXTEND LOW-TEMP'SRATURE THERMAL A.NJALYSIS

- 540C (-65.2CF) TO OPERATING RANGE BY COMPLETED; FEASIBILITY
+ 493C (120.2 0 F) HEATING THE DISPLAY. OF HEATING SHOWN.

NORMAL OPERATION OPERATE OVER RANGE - 140 C (570 F) -10

- 18 0C (-0.40 F) TO TOLERATED BY HUMAN + 40Oc (104OF)

+ 270 C (80.60F) OPERATOR.

plhn at pi'esent is 'co select a material having the desired characteristics

over a range of temperature near the maximum anticipated for the test

aircraft. The display will then be heated to a temperature within that range;

electrical resistance heating can easily be implemented, while cooling to a

temperature below the inlet cooling air temperature ir botb complex and

costly. The amount of power required to bring a HUD display of the type

suggested in Figure 49 up to operating temperature from 0°C in one minute

is estimated to be 100 watts based upon -i assumption of 4 oz for the thermal

mass of the display surface. The amount of power required to maintain the

display at its operating temperature is comparatively small when reasonable

arro.,1-a of thermal insulation are provided. If the heat radiated from the

illumination source can be recovered economically, no additional power m.y

be required to maintain the display at the operating temperature.

Display Subsystem Cood ng

Cooling is required to rapidly bring the display down to operating tem-

peraturc after it has been stored at an elevated ambient temperature such

as in a closed cockpit on a sunlit runway. Several alternative methods have

7.2
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been examined and their features are outlined in Table 7. Forced air cooling

from the rear of the display as shown in Figure 48 (Remote Placement of

Hybrid Packaged Custom LSI Chips) is believed to be the most logical

approach. It can provide the req-ired cooling at a minimum of additional

cost and complexity.

TABLE 7
ALTERNATE DISPLAY COOLING APPROACHES

I Cooling Temperature Additional Volume Additional
Capacity Controlability and Weight Unit Cost

Convection and/or Very limited None None None
conduction from (Prevents rapid
front panel cool~ng of display)

Forced air c(,o):ng High Fair Moderate Small
from rear (display can be (electro-mechanical

rapidly cooled) thermostatic)

Peltier cooling Moderate Excellent Moderate Moderate
(electronic) (requires additional

conventiomal cooling)

Forced fluid cooling Very high Good Small but heavy Moderate
to high

i74
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SECTION IV

ILLUMINATION AND VIEWING

The illumination of liquid crystal display devices is inherently efficient

because of their low optical absorption coefficient. A reflective display

mode is normally employed, and so virtually all of the incident light is

retransmitted, with only a small amount absorbed at the reflecting surface.

The display is essentially passive since its operation results in the modula-

tion of available light rather than the generation of "new" light. However,

the characteristics of the image presented are largely determined by the

optical characteristics of the liquid crystal material being used. There-

""ore, requirements for the illumination and viewing system of a liquid

crystal display must first be examined in terms of the liquid crystal material

being used. There are two types commonly used for displays: field effect

and dynamic scatteiing.

Field-effect materials, to be usefuil, normally require two polarizing

filters. There is an inherent light loss of over 50 percent due to these filters

alone, and so the power requirements of the lighting system are greatly

increased. In Head-up Display applications it is necessary to have an

extremely bright display to maintain contrast against the high ambient light-

ing conditions, so the use of field effect materials is considered undesirablc

in terms of the power required. In panel display applications, polarizers

limit the viewing angle to an unacceptably small area. Furtheimore, the

second polarizer required on the reflective electrode array surface cannot

be provided at tr.e present times. For these reasons a dynamic scattering

mode of operation has been chosen for the liquid crystal airborne display.

The dynamic scattering mode of operation, while offering possibilities

for increasing the efficiency of luminous displays to a degree not possible in

rýaiierconven'ifiofial displays, places unique requirements on the design of
S~illumination and viewing systems. Theoretically, 100 percent contrast could

be achieved with the technique. However, the practical limits on contrast, as

L.7i
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weil as on the luminous efficiency of t1 e display, depends upon the degree to

which the illumination-viewing system separates specularly reflected rays

away from the viewer, while directing diffusely reflected (scattered) rays

toward him.

Lighting methods were categorized into those that apply chiefly to

directly-viewed panel dis•plays and those that are more applicable to magni-

fied or indirectly viewed ,isplays such as a HUD.

The techniques that are discussed in the section that immediately follows

arc chiefly of interest for panel display applications, although night--illumi-

nation and circular polerization techniques are bomewhat applicable to both

directly-viewed and to magnified-displays. A separate section (Vead-Up

Displays) will deal with schlieren techniques and illumination methods that

are of interest for both cronventional-optics HUDs and advanced designs using

hologram optical elements.

PANEL DISPLAYS - SUMMARY OF LIGHTING METHODS

The lighting methods examined for panel display applications are

discussed in this section. Each is essentially a means for separating dif-

,fuc from npecular light. As it happnens, each method utilizes the scattered

component as the positive image, although systems such as light valves have

been designed where operation using scattering to reduce the light intensity

is used to advantage. The techniques to be discussed are:

* Offset luminaires and light trap

. Wedge light guian

• Circular polarization of ambient light

* Skylight

Offset Luminai:es and Light Trap

By far the most common means of utilizing a reflective Liquid crystal

display is to illuminate it fr, ia . angle which makes the diffusely reflected

image visible to the observ .r, while deflecting the specular image of the

light source out of the field t, ,iev. Similarly, the viewing angle with

"respect to the display plane is deliberately arranged to insure that all objects

76
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normally seen by specular reflection are of very low luminance, this is

accomplished by taking advantage of a dark area such as the floor of a room

or by installing a "light trap".

The scattering effect of the liquid crystal surface is not lambertian.

This means that light is not reflected from the disptay suface uniformly in

all directions for a giver, incident ray. The reflection characteristic, when

under excitation, is more like that of a motion picture screen, with a some-

what stronger component along an axis coincident with the specular reflective

axis, and weaker reflectance ac the angle away from this axis increases.

This means that the closer to the specular angle the display can be vlewed,

the greater the intensity of the reflected light. This principle has been

observed in the designs described below, which always provide for exclusion

of the direct specular beam from the eye. For mathematical simplicity in

certain of the analyses, lambertian scattering has been assumed. This

approximation has been made only where it does not affect the conclusions

drawn from the analysis.

The sketch of Figure 50 shows the basic principle of offset illumination.

Scattered light from the excited display surface reaches the observer's eye

DAYLIGHT
ILLUMINATION

NIGHT
ILLUMINATION Tor PILOT

S~"ON"
CELL

: "OFF" CELLO'CL REFLECTIVE
LIQUID CRYSTAL
TV DISPLAY

Figure 50. Liquid crystal display operation.
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at an angle slightly greater than the angle

of specular reflectance, whereas the

sources which may be viewed by direct

specular reflectan-e are either blocked

or effectivrely absorbed by a "light trap".

The photograph (Figure 51) illustrates

the scheine mocl d up to mount in front

of an optical sight in a single-place

aircraft cockpit.

SWedge Light Guide Figure 51. Flat panel liquid
crystal display added to

Plastic light guides depend on internal front face of optical sight
mechanism in single place

reflection from the plastic-air boundary F-4 aircraft installation.

to direct light with virtually zero loss

except at immitance and emitance. Most of these utilize parallel 6urfaces,

which prevent the angle of reflection from changing as light travels down

the guide. Thus any light whose initial angle of reflectan -- -. <-'eeds the

critical angle for total internal reflection will, on subsequent reflections,

maintain the same angle as that of the first reflection and continue down-

stream until it meets the end of the tube or other intended alteration in

surface shape. Fiber optics, and edge lighting of engraved legends, are

examples of this type of design.

Consider the c. -se in which the surfaces of the plastic are not parallel,

but converge away from the light source. Figure 52 shows such a

"wedge", of angle b, and height H, the latter being measured from the

illumination source I to the apex 0 of the wedge. The several design

characteristics of the wedge light guide are evident in the figure.. For

simplicity, these will be developed intuitively from the drawing; the

reader will note that they can easily be proven geometrically by means

of similar triangles.

The first bracket set of small arrows labelled "I" represents light from

source I. This light, which strikes the top surface at less t-han the critical

angle of incidence c, is mostly transmitted tLrough that surface. (Fresnel'b

laws define reflection at a dielectric boundary as a function of angle of

"I79
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SFigure 5Z. Schematic of wedge light guide. Bracketed

arrows are bands of illumination.
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incidence for both vectors. In the present discussion, a simplifying
6 assumption *s made, namely that light is wholly transmitted at angles of

incidence less than the critical angle, and wholly rtflected at angles greater

7 than the crit~cal angle. Actually a minimum of 4 percent of the incident light

is reflected at any angle, ane polarization occurs. It is greatest at the
8 Brewster angle of about 62 degrees for methacrylate resins like Lucite and

Plexiglass [neither of these effects is significant in the present context].

9 Beginning at 12 o'clock and proceeding clockwise around Source I, we

Sreach a point at which the angle of incidence on the top surface is equal to the

A
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critical angle, c. This is the limit at which light is transmitted within the

bundle labelled "'1"; all further rays will be reflected toward the bottom sur-

face. The conjugate point for these reflected rays is indicated by the le.ter

"A' in the diagram. Because of symmetry about the top surface, it will be

noted that Conjugate Point A and Source I are equidistant from the apex of

the wedge, 0.

Continuing in the clockwise direction, because of the angle of the wedge,

the first ray to be reflected from the top at the critical angle strikes the

bottom at b degrees (the wedge angle) less than the critical angle and is con-

sequently transmitted through the bottom surface. Subsequent rays will be

similarly transmitted until the critical angle is again reached. At this point

rays striking at greater angles wi'.l be reflected upward to the top surface.

The angle subtended by the ray bundle transmittt.d through the bottom, indi-

cated by the bracketed set of small arrows labelled "Z", is thus exactly

equal tc the wedge angle, b.

By •,imilar reasoning another ray bundle, which subtends the sar-1E

angle, is transmitted through the top surface, labelled "3". The conjugate

point for this bundle is B. F.y symmetry with the bottom surface, B arnd A

are seen to be equidistant .rom th- apex; B and I are thus also equidistant.

In fact, the locus of all oi the coi.jugate points is a circle of radius equal to

the height, H, of the wedge.

Because A and I are equidistanit frora the top surface, and a line drawn

from I to 0 (not shown) bisects the angle of the wedge, it follows that the

angle AOI is equal to the wedge angle. Similarly COA and IOB are equal to

I
twice the wedge angle, and so fort'h'.

The process can be continued until all of the light emanating from I into

the wedge is accounted for. The drawing could be turned over to show that

the rays remaining toward the bottom will emerge in similar bands falling

exactly between those already drawn, with their conjugate points exactly

between those already located on the circle. Because the bands in the

figure Are smaller than the spaces between them, it is also clear that the

complementary set of ray bundles will not fill in the spaces, but will always

leave some dark surface area in between; this is true regardless of the

angle of the wedge.

Light leaving the wedge is not transmitted in the direction shown in the

figure, but is deflected at the plastic-air boundary. Figure 53 shows the

$0,
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Figure 53. Emergence pattern of bard as it traverses wedge-air
boundary. Refraction at ooundary bends light toward apex of
we.dge.

emergence pattern for rays in a typical emittance band. This dispersive

characteristic tends to produce very uniform illumination at short distances

Sj from the wedge, even though relatively few bands are present. It will be

shown that the number of bands is related to he angle of the wedge, becoming

greater as the wedge angle is decreased.

The foregoing provides some insight into the geometrical optics of wedge

light guides, and illustrates two significant advantages of the devices when

used for th• illumination of liquid crystal surfaces: they provide a truly

diffuse light source at a nearly optimum angle of incidence to the display, and

they require very little additional volume behind the panel because all light

distribution takes place within the display "window" itself. We shall now

show a simple construction for a design of wedge light guides, and then

develop some optimization tradeoffs.
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Figures 54 through 56 show the geometrical derivation of the emittance

characteristics of a 5-inch 12-degree wedge fabricated ,rom Plexiglass,

whose refractive index of 1. 49 yields a critical angle of 42. 16 degrees.

Recalling that all of the conjugate points fall or, a circle whose radius is

equal to tlfe distance of the light source from the wedge apex, and whose

center is at the apex, the first step is to lay out ouch a circle against tL-e

outline of the wedge. Conjugate points can then be located by marking every

12 degrees (the angle of the wedge) along the circle in both directions from

21.0

12'0

Ae

120,
i if

____7ý

Figurile 54. First step in g'eometric construction of wedge.
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S~Figure 55. Second step in construction of wedge design.

i I the illumination source 3 staying within the critical angle of 42 degrees

, ! (Figure 53).

Parallel lines can now be drawn between the bottom surface and "he top,

crossing the top surface at the critical angle of incidence, 42 degre-.s, as

shown in Figure 55. Lines are also drawn upwaxd from the lower conjugate

points crossing the hottom surface at the critical angle and terminating at

the top surface.

The outlines of the ray bundles are completed by drawing a second line
from each conjugate point at an angle to the first exactly equal to the -wedge
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I angle, 12 degrees. This second line is drawn at an angle toward the apex,

I as shown in Figure 5's. The intersection of each ray fan with its opposite

surface is an emittance band for that surface. If the designer is interested

only in the emitta,.ce radiating from one side of the wedge, only half the

I construction need be made.
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Finally, the minimum angle of emittance is related to the angle of

incidence by the equation

e = arcsin En si-i(c - b)] = arcsin (1.49 sin(42 - 12)] 48 degrees eq. 4

where

e = angle of emittance

n = index of refraction

c = critical angle

b -= wedge angle.

Eigure 57 shows these limiting rays added to the diagram.

A IZ-degree wedge was used as an exampie because the relatively small

number of bands permitted a simple drawing. It is not a practical example

for a number of reasons. In the first place, the resulting illumination would

not be especially uniform; also the number of bands is small. Such a thick

wedge ( .2) woulr require an inordinate amount of nmaterial for even a small

display" surface. About one fourth of the linear dimension of the wedge is

wasted because of the extreme width of the bands. And finally, viewing a

display surface through such a thick wedge (essentially a prism) would result

in chromatic fringes and the apparem tilting away of the surface from the

observer. We shall now consider means of optimizing the design of wedge

light guides.

Two things happen as the wedge angle is decreased. Closer spacing of

the conjugate points along the circle increases the number of emittance bands

for a given wedge length, and reduces the "inactive" surface adjacent to the
illuminaticn source; also the emittance angle increases, so that emerging
rays will strike a parallel display surface at more and more of a grazing

-incidence. In the limit, the wedge becomes a parallel light guide.

The number of bands is equal to the critical angle divided by the angle of

the wedge. Additional inoight into the uniformity to be anticipated with a

given design may be obtz ined b, computing the width of the first few bands

from the following equatLon:

W = Hcct c{cos [c + (n-l)b]- cos (c + nb)} eq. 5

*Froia Snell's Law: a Sil W, = n2 Sinw 2

**Developed by the method cf similar tri".ngles from the schematic of
"Figure 61.
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I Figure 57. Plotting emergence angles for wedge.

-where

H =radius wedge, apex to illuminated edge

W = width of nth band
n

c= critical anl

b = wedge angle.

IThe width of the first band is plotted as a iunction of wedge angle for a
3-inch wedge in If one makes the reasonable assumption that the

z,
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first band should not be wider than the wedge-display separation, then the

wedge angle must be less than 5 degrees for separations of one half inch or

so. A 5-degree wedge would yield 42/5 = 8 bands in all, which also augurs

well for acceptable uniformity.

The effect of increasing the emittance angle with decreased wedge angle

is to reduce the efficiency of the illumination due to the grazing incidence of

the lght on the display surface. The average reflectance over the angle P of

the ray fan is equal to

ir/ 2,
Scos df -11- sing eq. 6

f.o 7r"2- '6

(Two simplying assumptions are made. Flux density within the ray fan is

assumed to be constant as a function of angle; and Lambertian reflectance is

assumed.)

1•, *Standard expression for lambertian reflectance.
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Figure 58 also shows the effect of angle of incidence on illumination
efficiency as a function of wedge angle. Here a 1. 5-degree wedge is taken as
a practical minirnum, and the gain in efficiency is given in decibels over that
which would be obtained with the 1.5-degree device. If uniformity were not

important, it is obvious that considerable advantage could be gained by
increasing the wedge angle as much as display visibility would permit.

(Recall that thick wedges are accompanied by chromatic aberration and dis-
play tilting. ) Table 8 presents representative calculations as a function of

wedge angle, b, of emittance angle, average reflectance, R, decibles gain
over a 1.5-degree wedge, and the width of the first band.

One further step may be taken toward increasing reflective efficiency.

The incident angle of the emitted light against the display surface may be

increased by tilting the wedge slightly away from the surfa-c. There are
severe limitations to this, because the top surface of the wedge and the dis-
play surface, since both are reflective, tend to direct refic-tions of light

source into the observer's eye at relatively small anglos of tilt; however it
is a practical technique over 5 to 1 0 degrees when the display it to be viewed
at normal cockpit distances. The effect of tilting the wedge i.ght guide

through a given offset angle with respect to the display surface courn-rises
the third and final curve of Figure 58. This is also rendered in deciels,

this time with respect to zero offset angle.

TABLE 8
CALCULATED PARAMETERS FOR REPRESENTATIVE WEDGE ANC.(-$

Minimum
Emittance ]

Wedge Angle. Angle. Average w;dIth1
b ileg Reflectance Gain, 61 -Bs-and. in

1. 5 13.86 0. 120 0 0.22

2.0 '6.05 0.139 1.3 ' 0.29

2.5 18.,0, 0. 156 2."2 0.36
3.0 19.78 0. 171 3.0 0.44

4.0 22.97 0. 198 4. 3 0. 59

5. 0 25. 82 0.222 5. 3 0.74
7.0 30. 88 0. 263 6.8 1.06 v

10.0 37. 50 0.316 8.4 1.5r)
15.0 deg 47.12 O.-8 10.2 2.41 Z0
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Design optimization, then, consists of selecting the greatest wedge angle

and display offset angle consistent with uniformity, in the first case, and

viewing angle, in the second. If the display is to be viewed over a wide

range of angles, probably no offset whatsoever should be employed, and the

wedge should have an angle of 2 to 3 degrees, both at some cost in efficiency.

If the viewing angle is restricted, as in a cockpit, both can be increased. In

no event does it appear that angles greater than 5 degrees will be useful in

a practical display, although larger angles would increase illumination

efficiency. The foregoing will provide guidance in arriving at a design.

Figure 59 shows a construction for a 5-inch, 3-tlegree wedge which was

mocked up in the Hughes laboratory for use with a f'luorescent light source.

A 3-inch (useful area) 5-degree wedge, mounted at 5 degrees offset for

maximum efficiency with a low leel tungsten source, is shown in Figure 60.

4 N

%S1

N%

NN

S~~Figure 59. Geometric construction for "'
five-inch, three-degree wedge. •••
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NOTE: ANGLES NOT TO SCALE SINGLE ROW OF

LAMPS O0
SINGLE i LORESCENT

WEDGE: 2. 1/120, 3" x6-"

60

LX PLATE-

a. characteristic geometry

b. photograph of unit in operation

Figure 60. Wedge lighting mockup.

Circular Polarization of Ambient Light

Circular polarization is another way of separating diffuse from specular

light, The concept is intuitively appealing for reflective liquid crystal

devices, due to the high absorption exhibited by most circular polarizers

under specular reflection. It is not practical foz a reflective liquid crystal

surface, however.

Figure 61 shows the customary "circular polarizer", which comprises a
sheet of linear polarizing material cemented to a quarter-wave retardation

plate. Incident light, plane-polar ized-as it passes the first ti-ne through the
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LINEAR POLARIZER

W•" RETARDATION PLATE

SPECULAR SURFACE

S/_____7_____77 /7 /2 7-

Figure 61. Design configuration of a circular polarizer.

polarizing material, is retarded in phase in one vector by a quarter wave as

it traverses the birefringent quarter-wave plate. The Jirection of rotation

is changed by the 180-degree phase reversal occurring with specular reflec-

tion. On the second passage through the quarter-wave plate, then, the 90-

degree retardation reconstitutes the beam into linearly polarized light, which

is now crossed with respect to the original plane of polarization and hence is

absorbed by the linear polarizer. Scattered light, on the other hand, the

phase of which is randomized by the scattering, passes through the linear

polarizer with only the normal attenuation of the dyes.

The rejection of specuiarly reflected light by a circular polarizer is thus
dependent on the capacity of the birefringent mat.erial to retard phase exactly

90 c:egrees. But nematic liquid crystals, like nearly all optically active

materials: are also birefringent. Consequently the pýase shift resulting irom

the birefringency of the liquid crystal is added to that occurring in the

quarter-wave plata. Worse, the high degree of birefringency results in

delays of many wavelengths, such that control to the accuracy required of a

quarter-wave plate is virtually impossible.

Separation of specularly reflected light from diffusely reflected light by

simply placing a circular polarizer over the liquid crystal surface is there-

fore not presently a practical solution, A better solution woaid be to insert

-the circular polarizer between the liquid crystal and the specular reflector.

Although. this technique is feasible for simpler displays: alphanumerics,

7Imý



wrist watches, and etc. , it is no" comrpatible with the present technology and

the materials used for the construction of the semiconductor matrix of the

liquid crystal display.

Skylight

Most practical installations for a liquid crystal display place the display

surface in such a way that direct reflection of either sun or skylirht into the

pilot's eyes is precluded. A distinct advantage of the liquid crystal technique,

however, is that any light source, including ambient, can be used. While a

number of implementations combining ambient with artificial lighf can be

imagined, it is useful to consider a worst case, in which light reaches the

display surface through a window of restricted dimensions, while the pilot

and the cockpit are illuminated by direct sunlight. The light source for the

display, under these conditions, is the sky itself, irasn.ich as the possibility

of the sun being at exactly the proper position over any extended period of

lme is small.

Light falling on a surface from a diffuse source li'se the sky through a

square window of S units along a side, lccated D units distant from the sur-

face, is related to light falling through a window of infinite extent by the

following equation:

Light Light through small window 1S An eq..7
Light through infinite window J- + 4D'

Figure 62 shows a plot of this function for windows as large as 24 inches

on a side, located at distances of up to 20 inches from the display surface.

The dashed line represents what appears to he a practical limit of a window

whose dimensions are the sarr... as the distance from the surface. Larger

ones are possible, of course; but it is likely in a practical nstallation that a

window of this size or smaller would be employed. The attenuation, or

system gain, under this conditiou is 0. 24.

The Handbook of the Illuminating Engineering Society lists skylight

values for various latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. These range from

750 to 2, 700 footlamberts at noon, depending on latitude and direction;

illumination from the sun follows a similar pattern. The lowest display

V9 /
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Figure 6Z. Efficiency of a square window related to that of a window of
infinite extent. Parameter is distance of the window from the display
surface.

luminance we can expect, then, assuming an illumination gain of 0. 24 and

display maximum reflectance of 0. 20, is about 1. 4 x 102 cd/m (40 foot-

22
L. [ lamberts). At higher values of skylight, the figure approaches 5. 1 x 102

c d/mr (150 footlamberts). Any any sort of haze or cloud cover can be

expected to increase sky luminance many times o- er this pessimistic value.

HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

There are two imaging schemes of interest for HUD or virtual-image

displays. the light field and the dark field. In the light field scheme, the

specularly reflected light off the liquid crystal display is used for producing

-the image, and the scattered light is blocked, and not used. In the dark

field scheme, just the opposite occurs, The specular light is blocked out

and the scattered light is used. This iýs shown in Figure'63. In the case of

the light field, it is esbentiai that the size of the aperture be kept quite

small, since the contrast ratlio will depend on how much of the scattered

~ - -
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1'igure 63. Imaging schemes using liquid crystal.

light is blocked. This is especially true since the liquid crystal is not an

ideal diffuser and most of the scattered light is in the proximity of the specu-

lar reflection. This scheme is therefore much more difficult to implement

within the normal optical constraints and performance requirements of a

Head Up Display, and the dark field approach is considered preferable.

Dark Field Illumination ("schlieren")

When light is scattered by a surface such as the liquid crystal display,

"it is as though many tiny lenses acted to refract the rays in a random fashiolA,

changing the phase but not the amplitude of the wavefront. Optical systems

which respond to scattering or phase change have been used for making

visible otherwise transparent bacteria under the microscope, and hard-to-

detect striae, or bands, in optically ground surfaces. After the German word

for striae, schlieren, they are commonly known as schlieren systems.

The basic principle of a schlieren system is to erect complementary

stops at different points in the optical path, s(, that any direct ray which is

transmitted by one stop will be blocked by the other one. The object to be11 viewed is placed between them-i and illuminated through the first stop. The

only rays that wiU: pass through the system to the observer are those which

are deviated by scattering in the plane of the object; the latter thus becomes

~5-



a secondary source, located beyond the blocking stop at the entrance to the

system. The observer sees this secondary source, which comprises only

those rays which are scattered in the object plane.

Figure 64 shows the basic scheme of a schlieren optical system. Light

coming from the left must pass around the entrance stop SI, which is actually

a small disc. This stop is imaged by the optical system in the plane of S2,

so that an undeflected ray (shown by the solid line) which has missed S1 must

strike S2 and fail to pass through. To the degree, however, that these rays

are scattered within the system, they will fail to form an image of S1 at S2,

and will consequently fall anywhere within the S2 plane, including the aperture

of the stop. if the scattering plane is located properly with respect to the

second lens, the image formed by the scattered rays -- in this casr., the

liquid crystal surface -- will be visible to the observer.

The devices presently under development at Hughes utilize a reflective

substrate. This allows the basic schlieren system to be folded about the

plane of scattering, so that the two leases become one, and the complemen-

tary apertures can be provided by a single mirror. Figure 65 shows the

same concept as illustrated in Figure 64, folded about the liquid crystal

display. The mirror which transmits the scattered image to the obse-ver

- ------ VIRTUAL RAY
- DIRECT RAY (BLOCKED)

_ - - _SCATTERED RAY (PASSED)

kS2

8-- --..-

Figure 64. Basic schematic for schlieren optical system.
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Figure 65. Design for a reflective schlieren display.

(in this case, a screen) serves as the Sl disc to incoming illumination; for

the scattered light from the liquid crystal, it serves reflectively as the exit

pupil, SZ. Rays which have missed the mirror on entrance and are reflected

without scattering by the liquid crystal surface, miss the mirror again on

"leaving and are not reflected to the screen (or to the observer).

Because a schlieren system is especially adaptable to projection, it is

of interest to consider the utility of a rear-projected liquid crystal schlieren

display in a typical cockpit environment. The following is assumed:

a Five-inch square screen at 30-inch viewing distance

* Lens 15 inches behi-d the screenii * Schlieren efficiency = 0. 50 (Typical value fnr Hughes laboratoryS~system)

* Liquid crystal reflectance efficiency = 0. 20 (measured fr:zrn actual
cell)

* 10, 000 footcandle ambient

• Required contrast of 1.0 (minimum)

It follows from the above geometry that the maximum bend angle between

the extreme, incident ray on the screen and the extreme viewing position is

T!
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4. 2 degrees. With a 2-to-I (3 decibel) uniformity requirement, a simpoe

diffusing rear projection screen* can yield on-axis gain of 5. 5 decibels with

reference to Lambertian reflectance from a plane surface; the same screen

will exhibit a reflectance coefficient of 0. 10. We calculate the luminous out-

put cf a projection system capable of providing 1. 0 contrast under 10, 000

footcandle ambient under the foregoing conditions to be 320 lumens. This ii

approximately equ;ivalent to the luminous output of a 300-watt home slide

projector, indicating thaL such -. system could be used for a cockpit
•" indta liation.

The implýrnentation of a schlieren dark-field system for a HUD requires

that the specular reflection off the display surface be blocked while the

scattered light is gathered. Thcre are two Easic approaches that are feas-

ible, one for on-axis display viewing (dizplay normal to optical axis), and

one for off-axis viewing (disFpay" tilted).

On-Axis Viewing

The on-axis approach consists of a schlieren optical arrangement az

shown in Figure 66. Light from the source is imaged onto a small diagonal

mirror on the optical axis at the focal point of the field lens. This beconleE3

a point source and is collimated by the firld lens so that the incident -ays

are normal to the display. The specularly reflected rays are folded t.ack on

the incident rays and are focused by the field lens back onto the diagonal

mirror which now acts as a stop and prevents them from entering the relay

FIELD
LENS SCATTERED LIGHT oSLX PASSES STO?

)DISPLAY STOP/

RELAY'

45 MIRROR

ILIGHT
SSOUJRCE

Figure46,6 On-axis schlieren syatem.

_,Nonlenticular -"frosted" Mylar film-or Opal glass.
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lens. Scattered light rron, the liquid crystal will not be normal to the display

and therefore will miss the stop and reach the relay lene.While this system seems ideal for gathering the scattered light from the

liquid crystal, it suffers from several drawbacks. In the first place, the

light is gathered from narrow ',ngles around the specular reflection, c eter-

mined by the size of the stop. These angles .ontain unwanted dispersed and

scatterel light from the display surface, and limit the contrast. If the size

of the stop is increased to block off a greater angle, the effective gathering

area of the relay lens -,All be r e duced and brightness will fall off. Further-

more, an image of the stop will appear at the exit pupil, thereby creating an

undesirable "hole" proportional to the size of the stop. This system is

therefore considered inapproprial . for application to the HUD.

Off-Axis Viewing

A second approach utilizes an off-axis viewing system where the display

is tilte-1 wi -h respect to the HUD optical axis, Light -ources are situated

around the display such that their specular reflections off the display cannot

reach the relay lens, but the light scattered from the liquid crystal can.

Because of the non-uniform sc ttering lobe of the liquid crystal, it is aavis-

able tc use two light sources for greater uniformi'y, as shown in Figure 67.

By pla.ing the light sources at the proper angles, it ;ia possible to maxinnize

the brightness ; d contrast of the display to give the best overall performance.

4. 1LIGHTV
SOURCE
A

LLIGHT2 I

.LIGHT
SOURCE

Figure 67. Off-axis
SPECJLAR viewing syster-:.

LX
DISPLAY . ...

/] SPECUIAPR

•, ..... .•>o/A 

LENS 
_ ,••i••:

ZICATTERE0
LIGH T ENTERS{ I LENJS
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It is ex.,,ected that this approach wii ykeld the best results for a HUD

application. Ihe iqcj.id crystal performance 'an be optimized, and the

requirements on the light sources and optical system can be relaxed. This

allows greafer flexibility in the design and manufacture of tLese components.

Special Lkghting Considerations

2ecause of the wide dynamic range of background brightness normally

encountered with Head Up Displays, it is desirable to control the brightn,!ss

of the display over •,- similar dynamic range, thereby maintaining a reason-

abie contrast ratio. The types of light sources currently feasible in this

application have a controllable dimming range of approximately 10/1. An

alternate method is therefore

proposed that uses tN-,o linear ATTENUATED
BEAM 1

density wedges in front of s0
the light source, as shown MAX DENSIT DIRECTION OF TRAVELS• DIRETION OFTR3.0

in Figure 68. A. the two oF 3.0

wedges sl,de .ast each

other ovoir the light source, LINEAR DENSITY

their optical density changes, APERTURE WEDGES

thereby controll'ng theS~LIGHTI
apparent brightness of the SOURCE

light source. Such wedf.

frequently have a dynamic Figuza 68. Light source brLghtness
3 control.

range of 103, and ucing

two wedges sliding in

opposite directions provides more uniform attenuation with a maximum
6dynarmic range of I10.

Holographic I-UD Light Source

In a head up display, the symbology highlights are viewed against a

10, 000 ML background brightness which has a dynamic range exceeding

-1, 000, (010 to one. The utilization of a holographic optical combiner in a

HUD system demands that the image source be narrow in bandwidth.. A

hologram which '-as to act upon a brc ad-band light source would have low

jficiercy and block out a large portioiq of the light coming from the outside
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world. This blockage not only attenuates the light coming from the outside

world, but colors it as well, In order for a narrow band illuminating source

to have maximum efficiency, it should have a wavelength which lies rela-

tively close to the peak of the average eye sensitivity; around 555 nm.

Optical filters are available which are capable of filtering out unwanted

wavelengths from broadband sources rendering them spectrally narrow,

however, the efficiencies associated witn this type of illumination technique

are drastically lower than that which would permit a rcasonable power input

to the display.

In summary, the requirements of an iuminating source to be used

with a liquid crystal display for a Holographic HUD are: high brightness,

narrow bandwidth, compact geometry, and good efficiency.

Tll"me brightness requirement for the illuminating source is determined as

follows- We use as a baseline assumption a sky background (cloud) luminance

of 3.4 x 104 cd/mr (10, 000 foot-lamberts), which is seen through a holo-

graphic combiner as 3. 1 x 104 cd/m2 (9000 foot lamberts) because of the

90 percent efficiency of this element to the transtaission of ordinary light.

The projected light forming the symbols is added to this background, so if

these symbols are to show a contrast ratio of 1. 2 against the background the

projected symbol luminance, as seen by the oper-ator, must be 0. 2 x 3. 1 x14 03 2
10 or 6.2 x 10 cd/mr (1800 foot-lamberts). In the optical system of the

HUD, this corresponds to a highlight brightne.,s at the source of about

8. 9 x 10 3 cd/mr2 (2, 600 foot-Jamberts) when system transmission of about

70 percent is considered. Assuming an average scattering efficiency of

100 percent by the display surface, an illumination flux of 2. 8 x 104 flux
2S(2, 600 lumens/ft ) will be required. Since the display has a dimension of

.2
about 3. 5 inches, a 12 in area must be floode, , therefore, about 1/12 of

2, 600 or 220 lurmens is required from the light source.

For advanced HUDs, an improved contrast ratio of 1. 8:1 is desired,

resulting in a light source of 800 lumens for a 12 in2 area; a feasible value

for high intensity illumination sourceq.

,77 7,7_-
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Source Tradeoff

The candidate light sources must have high efficiency in a narrow band

(-2 nm) centered near the peak of visual sensitivity (-555 nrn). Broadband

radiation is conwidered to be inappropriate because of 13w-efficiency, how-

ever, the tungsten lamp will be discussed briefly. Three other classes of

lamps are also discussed which cre mo.'e appropriate as sources: they are:

gas discharge, solid state and excited phosphor lamps.

Incandescent Lamps. The spectral enelgy distribution of all incandes-

cent lamp closely approximates a black body radiation spectrum. At a color

temperature of 3800°K, a practical maximum for this type of lamp, the

fraction of radiant energy within a 2 nm band centered at 555 nm is 0. 03

percent, Optical filtering efficiency is about 50 percent so that the total

power required to achieve reasonable output from the source would be

astronomical. The incandescent lamp is therefore not practical for this

application.

Gas Discharge Lamps. The first class of non-incandescent lamps con-

sidered produce a narrow spect-al emission band of gas discharge. A

variety of lamps are manufacturec to generate narrow spectral bandwidths

at various wavelengths. These gl&w discharge lamps emit a characteristic

glow corresponding to the arc discharge characteristics of the element in the

cathode. One such lamp manufactured by Westinghouse has a thallium

cathode which emits a strong line at 535 nm, a wavelength suitable for this

application, The 535 nm line is at about 90 percent of visual response.

Thallium iodide arc lamps have been built recently for narrow band illumin-

ation in oceanographic research. Currently manufactured arc lamps are

approximately 5 percent efficient in the required 2 nm bandwidth at 535 nm.

Solid-State Illuminants. The second class of lainps to be discussed is

solid state devices. This incluues light emitting diodes, electroluminescent

panels, and solid state lasers. Solid state light emitting diodes (LEDs) have

been manufactured for some time. but efficient materials have not been

found for operation in the 555 nm portion of the spectrum. The best green

LED is made from gallium phosphide and has been reported to produce

-' efficiencies of approximately 0. 1 to 0. 6 percent in a 250 Xi band-width. If the

I0.1 "-,,



entire p,.nel were to be illuminated uniformly from LED sources, a large

-lumber of devices would be required. With po3sible efficiency of 0.5

percent large input power would be required.

Electroluminescent panels are radiating devices that are fabricated as a

sandwich structure with a phosphorescent material between two electrodes.

The process is very inefficient due to the high fields required for ionization.

An exampie of a state-of-the-art device would be an electroluminescunt panel

consisting of a ZnS:Mn, Cu phosphor panel, operating at 100 VDC and 2. 5 ma

per cm 2 power input with a 3.4 x 1 02 cd/m2 (100 foot-lambert output). The

conversion efficiency is 0. 1 percent, but the radiated output is in a 50 nm

bandwidth (at a peak wavelength of 580 nin). The brightness and efficiency is

far I ýlow that required for this application.

Solid state lasers might be considered for application to holographic

HUDs, since they are more efficient tnan light emitting diodes or electro-

lumines.-'mt panels. Their operating conditions, however, are not favorable

for a practical airborne display. The materials require cooling to cryogenic

terr.peratures to emit the characteristic high energy, narrow band radiation.

Conventional phosphors excited by an ultraviolet photon beam are a third

class of light sources considered. Photoluminescence is the process of con-

verting photon radiation of one wavelength to photon radiation at another

waveleýngth. The conversion of interest is from the ultraviolet radiation of

the mercury arc at 253. 7 nm to the photoemission of visible light near the

555 nm peak of visual sensitivity. The efficiency of the 253. 7 nm source and

the cony rsicn efficiency of the phosphor are both quite high, yielding a high

overall luminous efficiency. Light sources u3ing phosphors, however, tend

to be line sources or area sources rather than point sources, and it is there-

fore more difficult to condense or collimate a light beam. The requirements

of the illumination system must determine whether this type of source can be

used effectively.

A summary of the various light: sources is given in Tab!e 9. The relative

efficiencies of the sources are listed as well as the estimated power require-

ments to obtain the desired light output.

Conclusion. From the data in Table 9 it can be seen that only two light

sources are practical for this application- the thallium arc lamp and the

mercury arc-phosphor lamp. Of these two, the raer,7ary arc-phosphor lamp

I') __
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is the more efficient and iq tnerefore the best choice for the HUD application,

since -t line source is permissible in the illumination system. The bright-

ness and spectral requirements for this lamp make it rather unique, however,

and no lamp of this exact type is currently being manufactured. It will

therefore be necessary to undertake a lamp development to meet the require-

ments of this application. The design of such a lamp is a straig~htforward

application, however, and is discussed in the next section, includine a

development of the anticipated power requirements and a description of the

mechanical configuration.

Design of a Special Purpose Mercury Arc Phosphor Lamp

Choice of Phosphor. The design of a special purpose phosphcr lamp ;or

use with bolographic optics will be similar to the design of a ccnventional

fluorescent tube except for the type of phosphor that is used. The ideal

phosphor for this application should emit all its energy in a very narrow band

at the 555 nm peak of visual senritivity. Of the current phosphors available,

the one that comes closest to this requivement is P44, normally used for

special purpose CRTs. The spectral characteristics for the P44 phosphor

are shown in Figu-e 69. The peak output occurs at 543. 2 nm, which is at

pjercent on the visual sensitivity curve. Most of the output energy if

0 5o0i
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Figtre 69. Measured spectral response of P-44 phosphor.
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contained in a band about 2. 5 nm wide, making it ideally suited for use with

holographic optics. This phosnhor is a burn resistant phosphor normally

used in high brightness CRTs, and can also be excited by UV radiation at

Z53. 7 nm from a mercury arc. It is considered to be the best phosphor for

this application. P-43 phosphor has the same spectral output and may also

be used.

Bulb Design. The basic construction of the lamp consists of a glass

tube ccated with the desired phosphor on its inside surface. End caps con-

taining electrodes are placed over each end, and the entire tube is then

evacuated and filled with low pressure mercury vapor. A voltage placed

across the ends of the tube will draw an arc through the mercury vapor,

which emits UV radiation at 253. 7 rm. The phosphor on the inside of the

tube absorbs this radiation and emits ligit in the visible purtion of tie

spectrum. With a P44 phosphor the light output will be at 543. 2 nm.

The efficiency and output characteristics of the lamp depend on bulb

diameter, arc length, and radiation pattern. The efficiency of the bulb

generally increases as its diameter and length increase. The limiting factor

in this case is the size constraint imposed by the package dimensions, which

limits the length to about 6 inches. The bulb diameter can be as large as

1-1/2 inches, which is about the optimum for efficiency. Since radiation

from the bulb is not required in all directions, a special construction tech-

nique can be used to greatly increase its radiat.o.i pattern in the useful

direction. T'his is shown in Figure 70. A clear window is left on one side

"of the bulb and the rest of the interior is coated with a white reflective

material. The phosphor is then placed over this reflective material and the

bulb is filled and sealed. As a result, the it side of the bulb acts somewhat

like an inregrating sphere, with most of the light being internally reflected

until it exits through the aperture window. The light output of this lamp can

be up to 10 times the output of a standard fluorescent lamp in the direction

indicated by the radiation pattern.

Anticipated Results, The performance of the special purpose P44 lamp

can be estimated by scaling up the performance of a standard fluorescent

larm•p, A normal CW (cool white) fluorescent lamp with a 12.7 cm (5 inch)

arc lengt-h will put out a'bout 35 lumens/watt. The luminoas efficiency of the

A i105
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Figure 70. Mercury arc-phosphor lamp.

the CW phosphor is about 51 percent, compared to over 90 percent for the

P44 phosphor. Assuming that UV to visible conversion efficiency of the

phosphor is about the same, the output of the P44 bulb should be around 65

lumens / watt.

It is assumed that the gathering efficiency of the proposed illumination

system will be approximately 20 percent. Thus a holographic HUD will

require an incident flux of 800 lumens, and therefore the bulb output should

be approximately 4000 lumens, assuming it radiates, equally as a line source

in all directions. If the special construction technique yields a radiation

pattern that has a gain of only 2 to 3 times, it essentially increases the

gathering efficiency and lowers the bulb output requirement to 1300-2000

lumens. At an efficiency of 65 lumens/watts, this corresponds to a bulb

power in the range of 20 to 30 watts. A special power supply will be required

to drive the bulb, and including its efficiency (ballast losses, etc. ) in the

calculations, the total power will remain less than 50 watts for a holographic

HUD exhibiting 1.8 contrast and approximately 25 percent of this value for

1. 2 contrast, the latter being the value obtained frr.- current state-of-the

art HUDs.
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SECTION V

LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION FOR DISPLAY ADDRESSING
AND ELECTRICAL INTERFACE

A matrix display with sufficient resolution to display pictorial informa-

tion ,vould find only limited application without an economical means to

rmultiplex the connections to the individo:al row and column electrode busses.

The circuits required t- perform this function are referred to here as drive

circui:s, and a review of 'he work that was done toward their design follows.

Functionally, the drive circuits serve as an interface betwien the matrix

display surface and the communication channel supplying the data to be

displayed. The advantage of using a semiconductor addressed liquid crystal

display is that its voltage and impedance levels are compa•:ble with the

drive capability of the present state-of-the-art microm.ziiaturized integi ated

circuits. The impact of microminiaturizing the drive circuits with an LSI

circuit approach is graphically illustrated in Figure 71.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Line-at-a-•Time -Addressing

In conventiona! television systems, one video channel carries all the

pictorial informAtin in a serial analog data format. The camera (sensor)

scans the scene frum the upper left hand corner along the top horizontal line

from left to right. One scan from top-to-bottom of the picture area is

defined as one field. A second field ie then drawn beginning at the upper

left-hand corner; but, these lines are interlaced between the previously

drawn lines. Together the to fields form an interlaced frame of pictorial

information. The deflection system in a conventional CRT televisin display

effectively causes the scanning beam to continuously address from the

picture as the beam progresses through a predetermined scan pattern

(raster).

In the liquid crystal airborne display, addressing is an X-Y matrix

function in which a bidirectional field-effect transistor (FET) is used as the

active switching element at each and every X-Y intersection. A circuit L
Sdiagram-of theaddressing circuitt contained Within the basic

klF
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Figure 71. Advantages of LSI driving circuits.

electrode-array chip was previously described and shown in Figure 12. The

waveforms shown in Figure 7' Ilustrate the operation and the relationship

between the applied video electrode bus signal voltage and the scattering

level of the liquid crystal material. The waveforms are shown for two

conditions occurring during three sequential TV frames: (1) where the video

"signdl being sampled does not change, and (2) where the video signal being

sampled decreases and then increases. In each frame, when the element is

addressed the capacitor voltage rises or falls to the new value in a matter
of microseconds; the changes in liquid crystal material scattering level
occur much more slowly. The voltage applied to the liquid crystal material

remain essentially unchanged in the 33 millisecond period between address-

ing inL-"vals, Thus, the speed-of-response o., the display image is primarily

influenced by the response of the liquid crystal material to d.c. excitation.

This circuit has the advantage that it is the simplest ci=.cuit that can
• perform the required addressing function, but it is the r-Ature of this circuit

to require that the display be addressed a line at a time. In line-at-a-time

4 addressing, the new data for an entire line is written in simultaneously.

-Il
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Figure 72. Idealized time rebouisoc "' ......

This addressing arrangement is not directly compatible with conventional

television systems where the data are in a serial time format rather than a

parallel line format. Thus, each serial line of television analog video data

must be converted to paral.lel d:,ta for rimultaneoui presen,<ation to a line of
liquid crystal picture elements. This demultiplexing function can be per-

iorrnied by a dual serial/parallel analog converter.
Video information fromn the .eriei"/_araluie analog converters is pro-

vided, in parallel, to each column of the matrix and is updated in synchro-

nism with the sweep multiplexer. Thus, each picture element along a line

is provided with i.ew and uninue video information during the time interval

normally allotted to one television horizontal line period (including the

blanking interval). The line-at-a-time scan proceeds sequentially from the

top to the bottom in two alternating fields. In the odd field, the odd-

numbered lines are written, Together, the odd and even-numbered lines

constitute a full frame of pictorial information.
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Sweep Circuits

Referring back to Figure 12. the line-enable signal, which commands

each of the l,-;es in sequence, is analogous to the vertical sweep function

required ior television ra:;Ler scan. The function labeled sweep circuit

shift register in Figure 11 is implemented with a serial-input/parallel-outpvt

shift register which has an associated driver circuit for each line of the

display. One bit in the shift register corresponds to the address of one line

(gate bus), and a single ONE in a field of ZEROS is snifted through the

register to caus,- tle lines to be sequenced (swept) in the vertical dimension.

The voltage level to which each gate line must be driven to turn on all

of the FETs in that line of the display, i.e., the minimum amplitude for the

enable signal, is determined by threshold characteristics zf the k'ET switches

formed as part of the electrodLý array chip and the chara;.ter.stics of the

liquid crystal nterial with whicn, thc aisplay is filled. A circuit schematic

for an elcniental cell is Caown in Figur:e 73, and the gate voltage that must

be appliea to turn on thec FET of the elemental cell as a function of drain and

source voltage is plotted in Figure 74. The threshold voltage (the extra

voltage increment by which the gate-to-substrate voltage must exceed th-

drain/source-to-substrate voltage in order to hold the FET "ON") increase-

with increasing drain-to-source voltage due to the tendency of the higher

drain-to-source voltage to "pinch-off" the FET. The voltage Level to which

the drain-to-sou:ce must be driven to fully saturate the liquid crysial mate

rial ia typically 20 volts and is determined by the electro-optic transfer

function of the specifi,. material that is used (see Figure 4.0). Thus, to excite

the liquid crystal material to nearly full saturation, a gate-enaA ..,

amplitude of approximately Z8 volts (material threshold i- FET threshold

+ saturation val,•e) must be used.

'Ihe width, repetition rate, and rise an( fall times of the enable signal

pulses are determined by the rate at which new lines are to be written on the

display and the tolerance on adjacent element cross talk. Tne data trans-

ferred to an individual pActure element on the display consists of an analog

sample ot the video siLnal, plus an enable-signal pulse to control the timing

cf that. sampling process. If the sampling interval is too short. there may be

insufficient time to fuiiy charge the elemental storage capactor; if it is too

long, there U"l1 be an overlap between samrp!,s and a loss of vertical

[
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resolution. For an RS170 standard t,elevision signa1, the horizontal line rate

i.s 15. 750 k:'Az; I-ence the ideal width for the enable pulse i. 63 rncrE,:,econds.

Video Circuits

Line-at-a-time addrossing requires that all columns of the display be

driven in paralhel with separate and ciistinct video signals. "'lien the video

data source is a conventional standard TV signal whose dat, e in a serLai

format. the necessary video signals can be derived from th}c input signal by

performing a serial -to-para)iel conversion. The zserial-to-para.lel conver-

sion of analog video is analogous to the serial-t,:-paraile conversion of

digitai data, but d, fferent in that the magnitude of the signal must also be

Spreservet. Dual seria-to-parallel video converters, alternating their func-

tions, can collect the serial data while simultaneously outputing previously

collected data to a line in parallel form. The sweep function is performed

Adigitally by a simple shift register propagating an 'enable' pulse to determine

Swnich line is written. The updating of the video data is stepped in synchro-

nism with the shift register.

A serial/parallel converter takes sequentially presented daca and stores

it in a series of data bins that can be interrogated in parallel. The simplest

serial/pa, allel aiialog converter consists of a set of sample-and -hold circuits

writh one sample-and-hold circuit -r each ,f ttue parallel output channo:ls and

a shift .register to cause the sampling fu,,ct" r t be enabled sequentially,

thereby providing a sainpie and hold fun *on for each picture element along

a ,-ine.

Assessing of the accumulated data ,cquires that there be a pause in the

accrnnulation (sampling) process while the video is being applied to the line if

pixels, These pauses would result in a loss of video data, for :here is no

provision in a real-time display for pauses to occur, unless they can be

accommodated during the inactive line-blanking-interval. This interval is

impractically short for standardi RS170 television signals. A better scheme

is to use two converters (e-ee Figure 75) in an alternating readl-write

sequence. In this manner one converter is sampling video during the entire

time the other converter is outpating data to the line.

The rate at which the serial video data must be sampled and stored

depends upon the number of picture elements per line in the matrix dibplay,

In the case of a matrix d.splay driven from an RSI'!0 standard 525 line tele-

vision signal source, the display has equal vertic-d and horizontal resoluLion

ii
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density, while the signal does not. The sampling rate in MI-z is given in

equation 8.

Active horizontal line interval 52 x 10- 6 s =Z. 3 MHz
No. of active vertical lines x Aspect Ratio 480 43

eq. 
8

The magniLude of the video signal applied to the column electrode bus is

a function of the soecific liquid crystal material being u.sed and the alignment

teclmique as previously discussed. Typical characteris,:ics of the liquid

crystal matrix display employing the semiconductor drive chips being fabri-

cated at the present time call for:

* Video signals that are negative going with respect to ground.

0 The magnitude of the video signal should be linearly proportional

to the input video signal, except when gamma correction is

provided.

0 * Typically 15 to Z0 ,rolts is needed to saturate the liquid crystal

material.

0 The video signal must be prevented from going ptiFtive.

* The video signal black level should be lower than the threshola of
the liquid cryscal material which is typically in the range of three

to five volts.

* The transition of the video signal from one level to anothe.- should

be short compared to the 63 mi. rosecond line time.

The impedance of the drivers should be such that the required wave-

forms are maintained when driving 200 pico farads per inch of display. TIe

leakage currents are insignificant.

I
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Design Conscraints Associated with LSI

LSI cir(.uit design requires a compiex ser-,,s of trade-offs between

switching speed, operating voltage, and tht nzi•xnber of electrical connections

per chip, among other factors, and the resul'. .f,;ffenccs not only the electri-

cal and mechanical layout of the circuit but the serniconductor processing

sequence as well. External multiplexing circuitry can be avoided if the inte-

grated circuit chips can sample the input video at the required 12 MHz rate.

A high operating voltage is needed, because a 20 volt signal capability is

required to dhive the video electrode busses awd almost 30 volts is required

for :'.,e enable signal pulses. The ability to have mapy electrical connections

to each chip (pii-outs) is advanta-'eous because restrictions on circuit

partitioning are reduced.

There are presently n .y incre basic alternative processing approaches
suitable to the fabrication ot LSI circuits than there were in 1974 when the

-,I

design- of the LSI drive circuits was begun. P-channel MOS (P-MOS) is the

most mature LSI circ,,: t-chnology, and it is now the most popular because

its comparatively sirno. - processing leads to higher yields and hence lower

costs. N-channel MOS is -arely used by itself because it offers no advantage

OVZ,- P'-channel MOS, and the processing is more difficult. Complementary

MOS or CMOS has only i-ecently come into wide use and it is normally used

in applications where its expense is justified by the very low power drain.
"Bi-polar LSI is also a recent innovation, and it is generally chosen where

very high speed is required. The last alternative, charge-coupled devices

(CCDs) have a unique potential advantage for use in the liquid crystal pic-

torial display; the many components required to perform the serial to

parallel analog-signal conversion could be replaced with an analog CCD shi-It

register. However, in many respects the CCD is still a developmental
device.

iN I
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In 1974, P-Channel MOS was chosen as the best suited pro,.wss for imple-

meinirg the custom LSI drive circuits for the liquict crystal pictorial display

for the following reasons:

11) Its 3 MI-z to 5 MHz data rate is sufficient;

(2) It can operate from a higher power supply voltage (30 voIts) than

any of the others with standard processing; and

(3) The mature state of its technology minimizes the risk associated

with developing a complex LSI circuit.

This conclusion still seems correct today, but it is going to need

re-evaluation as the CCD technulogy matures. A CCD and C-MOS combina-

tion on a single substrate could prove to be an attractive alternative.

<, Design Approach

It is not necessary to design separate circuits for the sweep a:,d video

drive functions as the serial to parallel converter used for the video drive

can also provide the correct sweep drive signals with the addition of simple

"external circuitry. 'he action of the shift register normally envisioned for

the sweep drive function can be simulated by inputing to the "video input" of

the serial-to-parallel converter a synthetic video signal consisting of a

single pulse which is one sample interval in width and delayed from the

4 -previous pulse by N+l sample intervals, where N is the number of lines on

the display. When the serial-to-parallel converter for the sweep function is

clocked at the same rates as the converter for the video funct~an, and a

synthetic video s'gna± is provided as described previously, -H1 of its outputs

will be low except one, and that one will step in position by onc -line during

each horizontal line interval. In this manner one can provide a drive chip

that performs double duty.

In the design of the circuit to perform the seria] -to-parallel analog

conversion, the decision concerning the relative placement of the amplifiers

"and multiplexers is crucial. If the signal is amplified first and then sampled

by the multiplexer, it is very difficult to build a multiplexer that will operate

at the required speed. Semiconductor devices have a speed-power product

AI



limit that dictates higher power for higher voltage operation unless the

capacitance of the circuits can be simultaneously reduced. If the signal is

sampled at a low level and then amplified, it is necessary to build many

amplifiers, and it is very difficult to build totally integrated linear amplifiers

that. are closely matched in performance. A third alternative is the

multiplex-amplifi.-r-multiplex configuration used for the discrete component

drive circuits, but it too is not without difficulties. The outputs of the slow

speed multiplexer are not in the correct time-space relationship. (For

example, the outputs of che first slow speed multiplexer may be timed for

driving lines 1, 9, 17, 25, ... ), and a complex printed circuit board is

reqvired to reorder their connections to the other display drivers.

The de8Lgn approach that was chosen for the custom ISI circuit chip,

but which hac not as yet been implemented, has a low level multiplexer fol-
lowed by an amplifier for each output as illustrated in Figure 76. The

approach was designed in detail, (see Figure 77), and a layout was drafted,

(see Figure 78). It was concluded, based upon this detailed design work,

thaZ it was best to partition the circuit such that each chip would drive

16 lines of the display. Increasing the number of driven lines results in too

large a chip, and decreasing the number of driven lines results in more con-

nections for control than for outputs (see Figure 79).

A computer simulation was performed on the aforementioned custom

circuit design, and it was concluded that the linearity required for operation

as a video driver and the high voltage required for operation as a sweep

driver could not be obtained from the same chip. Howev-er, the same basic

design could be used, and the end use would be determined by the final

metallization as illustrated in Figure 80. The performance anticipated from

this design is given in Table 10.

Expansion to L'arger Display Formats

A goal of the custom large-scale integratcd drive circuit design 'effort

has been to obtain a single integrated circuit chin th:.t would efficien'lly drive'

+h-- single module, 100 x 100-pixel display, the quad module ZOO x Z00-pixel

display, and -he not yet developed 500 x 500-pixel display, from an RS170

standard 525 line television signal. The difficulty was that the rate at which

Rri
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Figure 76. LSI drive circuit functional block diagram.

TABLE 10

ANTICIPATED PERFORMANCE OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUIT CHIP

Maximum Samplinr Speed: 3.5 MHz

Minimum Input Voltage 4 volts

With metallization for linear operation:

Maximum output voltage swing 18 volts
Gain uniformity between channels 5%
Offset uniformity between channels 0.5 volt (nominal)

With metallization for switching mode:

Maximum output voltage 27 volts
Rise and Fall Time Constant 10 ýi seconds.
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SFigure 79. 16 line LSI chip layout.

the RS!70 standard video must be sampled in xhe serial/parallel analog1 converter e::ceeded the speed capabilities of the established LSI circuit
fabrication procedures except for the lowest resolution display. The required

rates are shown in T; .le 11.

The solution traded off increased prLnted circuit board complexity and

n'3n-integrated circuit component count for a simpler, integrated drive circuit

design. This solution calls for a simple high speed rmiultiplexer to reduce the

data rate to each dri;e circuit chip to approximately 3 MHz and for inter-

weaving the outputs of the drive circuits so as io place the outputs in the cor-

-recf. ti-nm? sampled sequence. Fio0lrw , 'V, 32, .d 3 illustrated this approach

for displays corresponding ,o :a,.h of-,the resolution categories- shown in

Table 11. The interweaving is shown in detail ar nart of Figure 83;
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Figure 80. LSI video-sweep conversion.

CONCGLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA'rIONS FOR THE FUTURE

In summarizing the work done on designing a custom LSI circuit for

driving a liquid crystal matrix display the following items were established:

"(1) Implementation of a custom LS. circuit requires no add;tional advances

in the state-of-the-art, (2) fabrication of the drive circu.ts separate from

the electrode-array addressing circuits (the main display chips) will lead to

TABLE 11

DRIVE CIRCUIT SAMPLING RATES AS FUNCTION
OF DISPLAY RESOLUTION

Vertical resolution (lines) Rate (MHz'

Less than 480/4 3.1

Less than 480/. 6.Z

Less than 480 12.3

NOTE: Assumes Standard RS170,525 line television Interface and a

matrix dispiay with cqual ) Jrizontal and vertical resolution density.
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a higher yield of gord displa'j sy-stenis than if they were fabricated on one

substrate, and (3) semiconductor circuit technology is advancing se ;-tpidly

that alternate techrologies ;uch as CCD need to -e continuouisly evaluated

fur ap-C ]icability.
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SECTION VI
QUAD DISPLAY

The fabrication of a quad display requires the assembly of four electrode

array chips onto a common substrate in such a manner that they form a

continuous display surface with four tirnes the active area of a single module

display. To do this requires more sophisticated manufacturing and

assembly techniques than those used f6r the single module display, and new

factors are introduced which must be controlled. Among these fact rs

art. the flatness and parallelism between all four chips, the width of the gap

between chips, and the alignment of the display elements on each chip with

those on the adjacent chip. The degre•e of precision necessary to control

these parameters is determined from human factors requirements regarding

their effect on display performance. A brief summary of each of the

important factors in the construction of the quad disVplay wili now be

presented, along with a description of the associated equipment and

procedures used in its fabrication.

FABRICATION PROCEDURES AND PERFORMANCE GOALS

Wafer FlatneFs

Since the liquid crystal display is formed by placing a thin layer of

liquid crystal between the electrode airay chip and a transparent glass

electrode, the thic:xress and uniformity of the liquid crystal layer are

dependent on the flatness of the array chip. It is therefore necessary 1

to keep the surface of the silicun wafer as flat as possible during the

processing and assembly steps. It has been observed that the raw wafers

obtained from the manufacturer are generally polished to a surface flatness

acceptable for the display. The subsequent processing steps, however,

consisting of high temperature diffusiorns and etching cycles, tend to intro-

duce some degree of warping into the wafer. To remedy this effect the

processing of the wafers &,as changed~to allow the use of lower temperatures

"-in the oxidation cycles, which conseqt'ently reduced the amount of warpage .

in the finished wafers.

1'j .-.- --



A further increase in flatr~ess was also gained by changing the thickness

of the wafer. The standard wafers previously uwsed for the display were on

the order of 11 mils thick. While this is adequate for normal semiconductor

processing, the use of thicker wafers, is desirable in this particular applica-

tion. The use of 19 mil wafers was therefore introduced, providing an

increase of approximately 70 percent in wafer thickness and rigidity. The

use of these wafers in conjunction with the lower processing temperatures

provides finished electrode array chips with surface undulations of less

than 0. 1 mil.

Precision Sawing

The fl-,st step in the assembly of the quad display is the sawing of the

individual electrode array chips. Each chip must be sawed precisely

along two edges of its active area to permit it to interface closely with th,

adjoining chips and form a continuous display surface. A photo of such ;,

chip is shown in Figure 34. The size of the gap between two chips must be

kept to minimum to prevent it from being seen by the observer. It is

theiefore desired to keep the width of the gap below 1 mil (. 001") to irsure

that it is well below the resolution of the human eye at normal viewini,

distance, and to minimize any dis-

continuity in the element to element

spacing (. 010") of the electrode

array chips.

The sawing appratus used for

this operation consists of a high L

speed silicon dicing saw with a

diamond impregnated circutar

blade that rotates on air bearings

at 30,000 RPM. This saw not .

only permits precise straight

cuts to be made, but also allows

for accurate angular rotations

of the chip after cuiting, permit-

ting the second cut to be made at a

90 angle to the first cut within an
Figure 84. Sawed electrode

- pfw- racy of 10 microradians.
array chip.

-i :..
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Since silicon is a hard
-8 crystalline material, the sawing .

action produces a certain amount,
7

of chipping on the edge of the

sawed wafer. This chipping is
6 potentially dangerous to the

semiconductor electrode struc-
5ure on the surface of the chip,

and therefore the saw cut is Figure 85. Microphotograph of
made slightly outside the actual module edge.

perimeter of the active area. This is shown in Figure 85. The degree of

chipping that normally occurs is confined to an area approximately 0. 4 mil

wide, and therefore allows the saw cut to be made quite close to the active
2

area of the chip. This spacing is less than five percent of the width of a

display element, and the resulting gap width between adjacent array chips

is less than I mil.

-0 Substrate Bonding

After the electrode array chips have been sawed, they must be care-
fully bonded to the display substrate, which consists of a flat glass plate

on which the circuit electrode lines have been etched. Since four individual
2

chips are being used to form a common display surface, it is important not

only for each surface to be flat, but the surfaces of all four chips must

be coplanar as well. Slight variations in chip thickness or non-uniformities

in the thickness of the bonding adhesive could leau to serious variations in

the parallelism and surface heights of the chips. A special instrument was

therefore constructed that allows the chip surfaces to be referenced to a €1•L

glass surface during the bonding operation. This instrument is show.n in

Figure 86. It consists of a flat glass vacuum chuck specifically designed to -A
6 hold the four electrode chips. A micrometer adjustxnent is piovided for

each chip to allow accurate positioning in the X and Y directions, permitting

the electrodes on each chip to be aligned with those on thu adjoining chip.

An inverted microscope that looks through the vacuum chuck from underneath
8 permits the operator to position the chips to the required tolerance before

- they are bonded to the display substraie.

9 -
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Figure 86. Inverted microscope and vacuum chuck.

The choice of ýhe bonding adhesive is important for maintaining fl'tness

and alignment )f the four array chips. Experience with conventional epoxy

adhesives applied in their fluid state has shown a tendency for the wafers to

warp as the epoxy hardens. These adhesives were therefore abandoned in

favor of solid thermosetting adhesive. This adhesive consists of a thin

2mylar sheet that is coated on both sides with a layer of thermosetting epoxy.

This material is placed over the rear surfaces of the chips on the vacuum

chuck, and the display substrate is then placed on top. The entire assembly

is then heated to about 125 C for several hours. The th-rmosetting

14- adhesive melts and bonds the electrode array chips to the display substrate,

as shown in Figure 87. In this manner the surface flatnes and alignment

are maintained sih.ce the chips remain in contact with the flat vacuum chuck

during the bonding operation. The appearance of the display after bonding

is shown in Figure 88.

Final Assembly

After the electrode array chips have been bonded to the display sub-

8 strate, the display is ready for final assenbly. The first step is the wire

bonding of the electrode lines on the substrate plate. This is done using

an ultrasonic wire bonding machine that produces reliable bonds to the 800

electrode lines. The display is then ready for filling with liquid crystal

U 1301
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t_____ GLASS SUBSTRATE
"MOUNTING SURFACE

HC 5/8 G SUUUBSTRATEINCH

S6UARE EPOXY
"\17 1 ON MYLAR

THERMALSETTING I i I OPTICALLY FLAT VACUUM CHUCK

EPOXY ADHESIVE

I I CROSS-SECTION PRIOR TO CURING
ELECTRODE-ARRAY CHIPSI I

OPTICALLY FLAT
VACUUM CHUCK

CHIPS

CROSS-SECTION AFTER CURINGCOMPONENT ASSEMBLI•,

Figure 87. Quad module mounting.

material. An aluminum base frame

? is bonded to the display substrate
outside the periphery of the a rray

3 chips and wire bonds. The filling
-.- process begins by placing a small

4 ball of indiun on a special contact

-- pad ir, the corners of two of the
electrode chips. The balls of

indium serve as contacts to the

conductive coating on the surface
of the counterelectrode glass. A

7 mylar spacer is then positioned

outside the active area of the

Sdisplay which will control the Figure 88. Quad array after
spacing between the cok, t..relec- mounting.

trode and the semiconductor surface. The lit,, d crystal is applied along one

edge of the displ-y and the cointerelectrode is lowered into place, allowing

.110
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SIM,

the liquid crystal to Rlow ac -oss the display and fill the gap created by the

mylar spacer. This completes the filling process.

To protect the liquid crystal from contamination and moisture, and

provide mechanical support, a final aluminum frame is positioned over the

couuterelectrode glass so Lhat it mates with the base frame bonded to the

display ;ubstrate. Rubber gaskets are used between the top frame and the

counterelectrode and base frame to provide a seal The top frame is held

down by several 3cr•ws that periTin. adjustment of the amount of pressure

applied to the counterelectrodc plate. The assembly of the quad display

is now complete. A photo ( f the display :s shown in Figure 89.

External Display Connections

Because of the large number of connections necessary to connezt to

the display (over 800), it was necessary to devise a special connection

technique to rmake contact to the display w1 'ile still permitting the displays

to be intercnangzabLe. Conventional connecting devices do not Ia-e the

required corntact density to do this job in a reasonable amount of space.

The electrode line spacing on the displav substrate is the same as that used

on the electrode array chip - 100 per inch. A high density connector was

iabricated that uses flexible KAPTON ribbon cables with etched circuit lines

"-at mate directly with those on ,he display, This concept is shown in

Figure 90. Aiigninent of the

contacts on this connector is done

visually, with an elastomer pies-

sure pad supplying the contact

force. The opposite f.nds of the

lines on the KAPTON ribbon cable -

are terminated in standard "-ibbor ,

cable connectors that interface )I ,

with the external drive eLec-

tronics unit. A.a overall vievw of

ti:e 'inished connector is shown in Al

Fi-,ui-'. 91. If allows the disp!l.ys

tc be eas;ily interchange,' aind c:Ln

itse.f be disconnec' from the

d-.ve electronics and inte.-changed. F.gure 89. Completed quad display.
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FLEXIBLE PRINTED
CIRCUIT RIBBON

, ~~PRIESSURE/•{
PAD

QUAD DISPLAY

STANDARD
STR'P CABLE
FROM DRIVE
ELECTRONICS

SCONTACT PUSH-ON
IMAGE ,PINS CONNECTOR

i ~AREA

S~200 CONTACT LINES
•- EACH EDGE

Figure 90. High density connector concept.

QUAD PERFORMA-NCE

The efectiveness of the

manufacturing techniques men-

tioned in the previous section 7

was tested with the constructiop

of four quad displays. The /

fabrication of the first three 41

displays was primarily intended

to provide information and

experience in the various manu-

facturinig operations. The

fourth display was the.product

of this experience and served as

a model for evaluation of the

"( :performance that can be Figure 91. Quad connector assembly.

Sxpec ted from the modular

construction techniques

developed thus far.
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,8 The performance of the

quad display was measured in

L 7 terms of normal display rDaram-

etars such as brightness, con-

6 trast, surface defects, and

uniformity. Thost iactors

5 introduced due to the modular

construction of the display,

"such as flatness variations and

gaps between chips, had to be

3 studied to determine their

effect on display quality.

SThese parameters can normally Figure 9Z. View through microscope.

be measured by direct observa-

tion of the display surface under a microscope.

The size of the gap between chips can be seen in Figure 92. This is

'0 a magnified view of the four chip intersection at thc center of a typical quad

display. Using the 10 mil spacing between elements as a reference, it can

be seen that the width of the gap is less than 1 mil and the alignment between

electrode structures is on the order of 0. 5 mil.

2 Photos of each of the quad displays that were built have been shown

previously in Figure 14. It can bo seer that the tirst thcee displays contain

3 a large numb,_r of line defects, or even entire chips that are non-functioning.

These displays were tests of the sawing and bonding accuracies, and m'ere

4 intended to show whether the gap between chips is visible. It is apparent

from these photos that the gap is visible, even though its width is less than

the performance goal. This is primarily due to the fact that most of the

surface defects and non-uniformities begin and end at the edges of the

6 individual chips. This accentuates the junction between the chips and inakes

the gap seem visible. It is therefore as important to control the surface

7 uniformity and defects as it is to control the accuracy of the chip intersec-

tions. it z'•n be seen from ýhe photo of Quad No. IV that the position of the

gap is not immediately apparent iý no defects are present, even though this

9-
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display still possessed slight non-uniformit;--s in brightness between the

- four chips.

7 The chips used in Quad No. IV originally had no line defects. These

defects were introduced during the sawing operation and are caused by

6 electrode lines that shorted to the silicon substrate. Most of these defects

are concentrated on the upper right hand chip, which was a substitute chip

5 from a different production Lot used to replace the original chip, which was

broken. It is possible that process variations in that production lot were

4 responsible for this chip's susceptibility to damage during sawing.

The brightness and contrast of this dispiay were measured under a

3 typical viewing arrangement for an aircraft panel installation. The display

was placed in front of a photometer located at the observer position. The

2 display was tilted back at a 300 angle with respect to the observer, with

a light trap blocking the specular reflection. Light sources were Iccated

at angles of 180 azimuth and 230 elevation measured from the display

normal. These positions peimit the observer to view the display over ±150

viewing window in azimuth and ±50 in elevration. Under these conditions the

brightness of the display, expressed as a percentage of the brightness of a

perfect diffuser, ranged between 40 percent and 85 percent within the view-

ing window. The contrast ratio ranged between 8/1 and 13/1 within the

2 same window. This allows the presentation oC at least five shades of gray,

independent of the intensity of the incident illumination.
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SECTION VII

MULTflMODULE ARRAY ASSEMBLY

INTRODUCTION

At the present time, the largest operating liquid crystal pictorial display

is a two-inch by two-inch display formed by assembling four one-inch by

one-inch chips in a quad array. The development of still larger displays

requires either larger chips or larger mosaic arrays of chips. Significantly

larger chips are presently unavailable at a reasonable cost because their

use is too limited to justify the very 1ai- toc"in.g ccsts r'equiied to bring

down the unit production costs. Large mosaic arrays of chiDs have not been

assembled because there has been no way to make electrical connection to the

interior chips, i. e., those chips that are completely surrounded by other

chips. The quad r ¢-ometry is the largest array that permits the use of only

peripheral electrical connections.

Although the general trend in the semiconductor circuits industry is

towards larger and larger wafers and chips, the trend is too gradual to

warranL postponing develc -,ment of larger displays until the larger wafers

become economically feasible. Therefore, several techniques for forming

large displays by assembling an array of smaller chips have been investigated.

These tehi-±niques can be separated into two basic approached - electrically

interconnected modules and self-contained modules.In the interconnected approach, as shown in Figure 93a, the drive

c --cuits are placed around the periphery of the display and electrical connec-

tion must be made across each module-to-module junction. An interior

-module is thus driven with electrical signals that are fed from the peripheral

drive circuits, across the row and column electrode busses of the individual

modules and across their interconnected junctions at the module interfaces.

In the self-contained concept, the drive circuits are placed behind each

display module as shown in FigureL93b, Electrical connections are made to

the individual modules from the rear by some type of 1rcnt-to-back conduc'ion

scheme Since each module and its drive circuitry are self-contail.ed, to-

4 "" total array size possible is essentially unlimited.

137-



CROSS-.ECTION OF
INTERCONNECTIONS

~ REDUNDANT

DRIVE CIRCUITS

T ACTIVE AREA
b-• • i• + :OF DISPLAY

~ S~
t FORMED FROM

. MOS>I)C ARRAY
OF MODULES

a. Interconnected modules

CROSS-SECTION OF
FEED-THROUGHS

ACTIVE AREA

DRIVE C'RCUITS
ON R*EAR SURFACE

b. Self-contained modules

Figure 93. Basic approaches to
constructing mosaic arrays.

The various techniques considered for implementing the interconnected and

self-contained module approaches are presented in the next two sections.

Primary emphasis was placed on finding techniques usable with the present

basic MOS FET module structure, although others were considered.

Fabrication methods and processing sequences are identified and described,

and the tradeoffs conducted to determine the most feasible method of con-

- structing a mosaic array of display modules are contained in the next two

sections. The final section presents the conclusions and recortmendations

of these mosaic array aEsmbly techniques.

13-8
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INTERCONNECTED MODULE APPROACH

r The most useful configuration for the interconnected module approach

has the drive circuits positioned around the display peripherý as shown in

Figure 93a. This configuration is preferred because if a drive circuit on

one side fails, the drive circuit on the other side ensures continued opera-ion.

Likewise, ary break in an electrode bus on an interconrection between

modules does not produce an inactive line on the display since each line is

driven from both sides.

In this interconnected module approach, the electrode busses used to X-Y

address each element are brought out to the periphery of each module, and the

elect.ical continuity of each row and column electrode bus is established

across the module-to-rnodule junction. The tv-o basic interconne, B chniques

are: (1) to form conductive bridges directly between module faces; and (2) to

bring the electrode bus connections to the b,',ck of the module anr! then con-

nect from module to Ync-Jule using printed circuits on a separate mounting

plate. The latter techrique can be accomplished several ways, however, they

all require some means for making ccniitact to the moointing plate

Bridging Technique

The bridging technique uses thin conductive br-idges, as illustrated in

Figure 94, to provide electrical connection between the corresponding elec-

trode busses along each module's upper surface. It uses fabrication pro-

zedures that are similar to the well established techniques used to build

storage tubes. However, the increased number of processing steps required

leads to increased chances for errors, and an error in any one step means

starting over again, unless some repair capability can be devised.

ELEMENTAL REFLECTIVE
ELECTROO)E A'9XAY

CONUCTIVE r-ci,

•2/••--•i ;,BU,••LK SILICON

Figure 94. Bridging technique for
interconnecting modules.
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Wrap-Around Conductore

In addition ,o the bridgng technique, module-to-module interconnection

can also be made by bringing the connection down the side of one module,

across, and up the side of the adjacent module. Conductive fingers are formed

around the edge of the silicon chip t.• the location of each row and column elec-

trode bus in the manner shown in Figure 95. Thus, a 100 by 100 pixel

module would have 400 wrap-around conductors along the chip periphery.

Contact bumps to provide electrical coi*tact between the modules can be placed

either on the side of the modules, as in F'kgure 96a, or on the back of the

modules, as in Figure 96b.

S ~-REFLECTIVE !• ELECTRODE

0.01 INCH (2500M)
CENTER TO CENTER

WRAP-AROUND
CONNECTING STRIPS

Figure 95. Wrap-around conductor approach for
interconnecting modules.

In the case of contact bumps on the rear, the connection between modules

is actualhy made on an underlying printed circuit board. This board contains

conductive strips in the X and Y directions, as shown in Figure 97a, which

mate with the conductive bumps to electrically connect adjacent modules.

Alternatively, a double layer printed circuit board can be used. as shown in

Figure 97b. The conductive strips in the X-axis can be placed on one layer

and con.iected, and the strips in the Y-axis placed on a second layer and con-

nected. When the display raodules are appropritely placed such that the wrap-
"around corductors on the rear of the modules make contact with the X and Y

conductive strips on the d-uble-]ayer circuit board, all X-electrode bus°es are
e,.crodebus~s ar

:A



a. Side contacts

VRAP-AROUND ICONDUCTrOR- /••

BUMPS FOR ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

b. Rear conta'~ts••,CONDUCTOR -•
SWRAP°AROUNDt i•b° •e••rc°Jtf-

,BUMFOR

ELECTRICAL
CONTACT

Figure 96. Wrap-around conductors for
ir+erconnecting moc. -les.

electrically interconnected, and all Y-electrode busses are electrically inter-

connected. This technique is particularly advantageous because the proba-

bility of a line being out due to an open circuit is greatly reduced. For even a

portion of a li.,e to be out, thcre must be no less than two open circtits on the

same line of the same module.

No printed circuit board is required for electrical contact using the side

bumps. Instead, after the wrap-around conductors are formed, a bump is

placed at each X and Y electrode position on the side of the module, for

example by placing the edge of the module in a plating solution, and plating

the wrap-around conductors along the side with indium. By aligning the bumps

and pressing two adjacent niodulez together, electrical module-to-module

interconnection is accomplished. The alignment process, however, would be

extremely difficult with indium bumps since the chips cannot be slid laterally

or separated once they have been meshed.

144l
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Conductor-Coated Holes

lIIIIII_ _ I° Another method of making

electrical contact from the display' = =•/-INDIVIDUAL

STRIPSl surface side of the module to the

,~IIII lil ItII~rear surface is the use of a series

of laser-drilled, conductor-coated

holes as shown in Figure 98.

:,Laser drilled holes have been

a. Single und~rlying printed formed in Indium-Antimony
circuit board .0.011-inch thick (see

CONDUCTIVE STRIPS i
STICNNECTING LINE iue9)anth

brocess should be extend-

able for use with silicon.

With the conductor-

E ALLOWING CONTACT coated hole technique, a
WITH CONDUCTIVE STRIP hole would be required

STRIP ON LOWER BOARD

CONNECIING at the position of each

column and row electrode

bus along the module
b. Double layer printed circuit board perimeter. Thus, a

Figure 97. Mounting board for interconnected 100 by 100 pixel module

rnudLue with wrap-around conductors would require 400 laser-

drilled holes and metal

contact bumps. The latter are to provide the electrical contact between the

conductor coated holes and conductive strips on a printed circuit board such as

that shown in Figure 97. The double layer configuration of Figure 97b is pref-

erable to the single layer configuzation of Figure 97a for the same reasons

asJefQre;,that is., -since 411 the X and Y conductors in any line are redundantly

connected, it becomes far less likely that an open circuit will result in an

inactive line.

'LASER DRILLED ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONSj-• /BROUGHT OUT ON aEAR~j Figure 98. Conductor- coated hole

-. technique for interconnecting
modules.

\ BUMP FOR ELECTRICAL

CONTACT
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S3 1/x Z 1/2 a. Top view (20OX)

3 1/2 x 2 1/2 b. Cross section (160X)

Figure 99. Laser drilled holes in InSb.

SELF-CONTAINED MODULE APPROACH

In the self-contained module approach, the display; drive circuits are

placed at the rear of each module and electrical connections are made to the

front surface. Although the drive circuits could be positioned on the rear

purfare of the silicon chip, it will be simpler to fabricate then on a cer'.mic

Bubstrate using hybrid technology and then electrically connect them to the

*.rear of the module. The self-contained approach has the advantage of great

t flexibility, since the size of the display can be altered by simply changing

ihe number of modules being used. Also, a defective module can potentially

be replaced and the display panel resealed.
Four techniques are considered foi use in the self-con'ained module

concept. The first two, wrap-around iconductors and conductor-coated holes,

have- been previously diszussed in connection with the interconnected approa~h

"f • :2 !
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(i. e. , peripheral drive). In the self-contained module configuration, th'.

wrap-around conductors or conductor coated holes are used to electriPally

connect the row and column elez:trode busses of the addressing circuits op

the top surface of the chip to the drive circuits on a ceramic substrate at the

rear of the chip. In the other two techniques, the addressing circuits are

pla'ed on the real surface of the silicon chip and each connection to an

elemental reflective electrode ;n the display matrix is brought through the

silicon chip thickne s. These "through the silicon" methods are the trans-

istor feed-through and the deep-etched hole. Since the addressing circuits

are on the back of the chip in each case, connection to the hybrid drive

circuit package can easily be made using indium bump contacts, or a related

technology. Connection of the drive circuits to the control electronics can

be made by means of 8 to 16 wires from each module to a printed circuit

board.

Wrap-Around Conductor

In the self-contained module approach, the wrap-around conductors

provide an electrical connection between the X and Y electrode busses on the

top surface of the modu1 . and the drive circuits at the rear. This technin,,'e

is analogous to that used in the interconnected approach, and is illustrated

in Figure 100. The self-contained modules can be assembled into a mosaic

array, as shown in Figure 101.

Conductor-Coated Holes I ELECTIVE ELECTRODES

In the self-contained RA D___rADDRESSING

module approach, the CONDUCTORSSILICON CHIP

"connection between the INDIUM PUMPS

WIRE CONNECTORS HBI RV-add r e •sin g cir cuit s on WIECNETR -HYBRID DRIVE

dde.sn ..ircit o(TO MOTHER BOARD) CIRCUIT PACKAGE
the display surface of the

silicon chip and the drive Figure ]00. Wrap-around conductor techhique
for self-contained mod'ule (side view after

circuits at the rear can assembly).
4 be mnade by means of

laser-drilled, conduczor-coated holes. Electrical connection is made to the

holes at the top and bottom surfaces of the silicon chip as, illustrated in Fig-

4tre 102. Connection at the front surface is made to the polysilicon electrode
"out. lilies which run horizontally and vertically directly under the front surface I

-r 0.144, K
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SECTION A-A

CAPILLARY TUBESp4  (FOR EVACUATION AND FILLING)

CHANGE IN WAFER -CIRCUIT

EPOXY ELEMENTAL CELLS SHOWN' PRECISION 'PIAL
EXAGGERIATED IN SIZE WFRF1..AT GLASS

a. Side view

TOPVIEW

0 ~ W5RES~lII'

IL'~g 
0 11

A LA

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FILLING TUBES

b_ XTop view.

Figure 101. Assembly of self-contained modules.

bf the display chip. Connections at the rear of the chip are facilitated b'y a
conductive intraconnection pad positioned on the back side of the silicon chip

* j so as to intersect each laser-drilled hole.

The resultkng self-contained '!module s are assembled into a mosaic array

in a manner iaentical to that described in the previous section and illustrated

*1 in Figure 101.



INTRAC,.ONNEC' ION GATE ELECTRODE BUS
PAD ON ,EAR SURFACE METAL ELECTRODE

DRILLED KLASEF,. -" -/ " -•

____ II

a) TOP VIEW

LASER-DRILLED CONDUCTOR-COATED HOLES

GATE ELECTRODE BUS
ELEMEN|TAL E LECTROrJE

S] SILICON CHIP

INTRACONNECTION
• PAD

HYBRID DRIVE
CIRCUIT PACKAGE

] WIRE CONNECTORS

(TO MOTHER BOARD)
b) SIDE VIEW

Figure•• .l , Conductor-coated hole technique for
self-contained modile.
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Transistor Feed-Through

In the "feed-through" approach to self-contained modules, a conductive

path is present in the silicon chip for each elemental electrode in the display

matrix. The addressing circuits are fabricated on the rear surface of the

wafer and the conduction pathr -h the silicon wafer connect to the reflec-

tive electrodes on the front surfa,-.

The technique requires that diffusions be made on both the front and

back surfaces of the wafer, as shown in Figure 103a. If a potential is applied

to the rear surface diffusion area, or emitter, by the X-Y electrode busses,

charges are injected into the silicon at that point. By providing suitable load

aresistance in the liquid crystal layer, these charges are -Aý,racted to the

higher potential of the front surface diffusion, or collectoi , . in effect,

this transistor feed-through is equivalent to a common base amplifier circuit,

The base of the transistor (center of the chip) is grounded, the input signal

is fea into the emitter (rear of the chip), and the output signal is received

at the collector (front of the chip).

Figure 103b -shows how the transistor feed-through substrate would be

connected in the rear to the hybrid circuit drive package, to form the self-

contained modules. The self-contained modules are assembled into a mosaic

array in the same manner as described previously and illustrated in Figure 109.

Deep Etched Holes

This final technique is similar to the transistor feed-through in that a

connection is made between every electrode on the front surface of the module,

and its addressing circuit on the rear surface. In this case, holes are etched

through the silicon substrate of the standard MOS-FET array just prior to

oxide deposition (see Appendix B). The substrate would then be reversed, and

- these holes back filled with ccýnductive mnaterial. Thus a dizect connection

would be ev.tablished between the circuits on the front and rear surfaces of

t-e substrate. All the holes on a module would be etched simultaneously,

and a 100 x 100 element module would have 1-0, 000 holes. A cross section of

the contacts formed by this technique is shown schematically in Figure 104.
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.. ..- GLASS ___ DC
_ _ __ TRANSIPRENT CONDUCTOR " SUPPLY N

LIQUID CRYSTAL- / -

).--REFLECTIVE ELECTRODE----
Mason-COLLECTOR

"SI LICON SUBSTRATE

ZM201 m.EMITTER

CONDUJCTIVE CONTROL CONNECTION
FEED-THROUGH ADDRESSING CIRCUITS

-'• CONTROL
SIGNAL

2) TRANSISTOR FEED-THROUGH CONCEPT AND EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

AI
+.-REFLECTIVE ELECI RODES

I~I IICONDUCTIVe FEED-THROUGHS

1[J 1J,,1,.- II.SIL'CON CHIP

--- 'OL,1ESSING CIRCUITS

cFL~tINDIUM CONTACT BUMPS
[I - HYBRIf) "RiVE CIRCUIT PAJ<AGE

L*A WIRE CAONNfýCTORS
A (TO CIRCUr!i BOARD)

b) PARTIAL TOP VIEW AND CROSS SECTION A-A AFTER ASSEIVaLY

Figure 103. Transistor feed-through technique for self-contained
modules.
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REFLECTIVE ELECTRODES

INSLCLATOP

PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARD

Figure 104. Deep etched hole technique.

TESTING AND TRADE-OFF

Six techniques for the assembly of int~ividual modules into large array

liquid crystal displays have been presented, These techniques are shownx in

Figure 105 and car be classed into three groups: those suifabia (),r an inter-

connected approach - bridging, and wrap-a round with side -onnections; those

suitable for a self -contained appro,,ch - tran~istor feedthrou~gh, and deep

etched holes; andi those suitable for either approach - conducto r-coated holes,

and wrap-acound with rear c-onnections.

In the preliminary trade-olfs of thes~e techniques, four factors were

conpidered:

0 Cost of experimental development

Time required for' ýýxperizxentai development

* Estimated production costs and complexity

0 Ultimate flexibility of technique

pti-A. nayTrade-~Off s

- --' Long development timres, and high develcptrnent costs eliminated the

transistor feed-through, and cond'ictor -coated hoJe techniques from considera-
t ion Wi.the flexibility of the tr:~,noistor feed-through approach is estimated

to b-i 104h, it is beyond present state-of-the-art techniques. The major p:-ob-

-- lt-ras of this technique are: the requirement for diffiisions on bcth sides of the

/Y
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.,!er; and -nipedance mismatch. Diffusion on both surfaces of a silicon

wafer is not an impossible concept, but unattractive at present because of

the extremely low yield3 predicted. The impedance mismatch results from

the fact that optinizwiu scattering effi tciency in the liquid cry° •-st requ;rs a

long pulse cf relatively small current, and the feed-through technique

would deliver a short pulse of high current. Thus, each picture element

would require an additional transistor current, amplifier for impedance

matching.

The conductor coated hole approach uses existing laser drilling techniques

for fo-ming the holes. However, these techniques have on!y been success-

fully appli-u to semiconductor wafers that require few holes. For the liquid

crystal display modules, each wafer would require 400 or more holes drilled

in it, and the inspection and testing of these in itseif is a major problem.

The cteep-etched hole approach, like the transistor feed-through

Rpproach, requires processing both sides of the semiconductor wafer. The

former approach, however, does not require the same level of complexity

and control that the latter does. In addition, the practicality of the deep-

etch technique could be developed independently, even though completion of the

technique would require fully piocessed wafers. Various etchants and etching

times have been experimented with, and the best results are present in Fig-

ure 106a and b. As inspection shows, the quality of the holes was not suffi-

cient to warrant additional work, especially in view of the long development

time expected.

Both wrap-around conductor approaches require about the same develop-

ment time and costs. However, the increa.sed flexibility of the rear bump

technique, in addition to the fact that it does not require the same precision

of side preparation as the side bump technique, leads to its choice for

experimentation.

The bridging approach lacks the flexibility of the wrap-around rear bump

approacb, but also requires only moderate development costs and relatively

short development times. For this reason, it too was chosen for experimen-

tation. The approach choices, as well: as a summary of the preliminary

trade-offs, are presented in Table 12.
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Photo #76-05-024

4-3/8 x 3-1/2

a. Top view microphotograph

lKr:

Photo i 76-7.4.2•6

4-1/2 x 3-1/2

b. Scanning elbictron microscope picture

Figure 106. Results of experiments to produce deepj' • -etched holes. i
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TABLE 12

PRELIMINARY APPRCACH TRADE-OFFS

Inte rconnect Approat hes Self-Contained Approaches Convertible Approaches

Wrap-Around Transistor Deep-Etched Conductor Wrap-Around
Bridging Side Bumps Feed-Through Holes Coated Holes Rear Dumps

Experimental I
Development Costs Moderate Moderate High High Higl, Moderate

Expe r imenta I
Development Time Short Short Long Long Long Short

Estimated Moderate Moderate Low to
Production Costs to High Modcra'e to High Moderate Moderate Moderate

Predicted
Flexibility Low Low High Moderate Moderate high

Chosen for No
Experimentatton? Yes (see rear bump) No Some No Yes

Part Task Testing

To provide additional data on the relative advantages and disadvantages

of the bridging and wrap-around techniques, experimental testing was

undertaken to determine the feasibility of complete fabrication using these

techniques.

Bridging

The key item required for the success of the b:-idging approach was a

technique for filling up the voids between modules such that the metal

deposited during the bridge deposition would be mechanically supported. A

gravity flow process was tried first. The wafers were positioned face down

on a flat surface, with filling material placed on the back sides and allowed

j to flow down between them. Adherence to the mounting plate was to have

been prevented by coating it with a substance that could be easily dissolved

after the array had been assembled. However, the experiments were not

successful as the removal of the silicon modules could not be accomplished

reliably. In fact, one complete mounting had to be scrapped because the

mnodules could not be removed from their surfaces.

The technique that was found to be successful used capillary action to

fill the voids between modules. Prior to assembly, small grooves were

"cut i•. 'he mounting plate in locations that would lie directly under the module

junctions when the array was assembled. The modules were then mounted

""JI
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on the plate using a double sided sheet epoxy, such as able stick, after having

been carefully aligned to one another. At the com', tion of this step, the

grooves underneath the mo'dule junctions were fili ". an epoxy of the

iight viscosity. This epoxy flowed by capillary cc. Qown the grooves and

up into the voids between the modules. The surfact tension on the epoxy

Sfluid formed a slight hump in the junction, but this leveled out as the epoxy

shrunk upon curing.

Thus, it was shown that the biggest unknown associated with the bridging

technique could be over';ome. Further work is required to optimize the epoxy

materials in terms of their mechanical properties, and their chemical com-

patibi]it-y with liquid crystal materials. Contamination is also a concern,

however, the inclusion of a smoothing layer envisioned for future displays

would place a protective barrier between the epoxy fill and the liquid crystal.

Wrap-Around

The key it-erm for success with the wrap-around approach was finding a

technique for for'ming the conductors around the edges of a module. The

basic concept was simple enough, but it had never actua.lly been done. The

process involves depositing an insulator along the module's edge, and then

depositing a metallic conductor on the top and side surfaces using .a physical

mask. (Photoresist masking was considered impossible because of the

problems involved with depositing a coating of unifoim thickness and expos-

ing it. ) Several insulator materials and application techniques were tried

before a working combination was found. For example, dipping the module

into a polyinlide solutio.i and curing the adhering film, and placing the

modules in an anodizing bath to form a thick oxide coating were tried before

an approich employing a vacuum deposited SiO? coating was settled on.

Having formed a suitable insulator, the next step was to deposit metallic

conductors around the edge. The concept here was to use a U-shaped metal

mask (per Figure 107) and to rotate the module along the edge axis during

the deposition cycle. Initial attempts were successful, though difficulty was

encountered in coating around the sharp corner at the front surface edge.

Hovwever, by lightly polishing the edge of the module on a buffing wheel, the

corner was rounded slightly and good electrical conductivity was assured.

The net result of these efforts is presented in Figure 108, which shows that

I the wrap-around approach could be completed successfully.
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!0
4 3/4 x3 3/4

Figure 107. Metal mask prior to bending.

Final Tradeoff
The processing steps required to imple-

ment the bridging technique and the wrap-

Saround conductor with bottom contact
S2 1/16 9/16 technique are conmpared in Table 13. It

is evidenc that they are about equal in

complexity, and that neither requires a major

Figure 108. Experi- advance in state-of-the-art. The bridging
mental trial.
mtechnique is slightly more straightforward in

that it uses vacuum deposition techniques which have been well developed for

the production of shadow mask and storage tubes. However, the experiments

with wrap-around conductors indicate that they are not as difficult to fabri-

cate as first thought, Either the bridging technique er the wrap-around

I conductor technique with bottom contacts is adaptable to building an inter-

connected display. The wrap-around conductor with bottom bump technique,

I
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however, does offer several potential advantages that are not matched by the

bxidging approach:

1) It reduces the impact of interconnect failures on display yield. The
critical deposition step is accomplished edrlier in the display
fabrication sequence; hence, a failure at that point ruins only a
single module rather than a whole a -ray of modules.

2) It does not rely on capillary action to fill the gaps between modules,
as does the bridging approach. Therefore, it eliminates the diffi-
cul~1es and uncertainties associated with extending the capillary
filling procedure t:o large display sizes.

3) It eliminates the electrode bus resistivity as a limiting factor on
display size. As the length of the signal busses is increased, signal
attenuation becomes more severe. With the wrap-around approach
to interconnecting modules, redundant electrode busses can be
placed on the mounting plate to insure sufficiently low resistance
busses.

In summary, the previous technical discussions pointed out two basic

"approaches for building up a mosaic array of display modules. The inter-

connect approach places the drive circuitry around the periphery of the

display, and the signals to be sent to the modules in the center of the array y

are carried in from the edge by the electrode busses of the peripheral

"modules. With the self-contained module concept, the drive circaitry for

each module is placed behind that module ard the drive signals are brought

from the rear to the front of each individual module by some front-to-back

connection scheme. The interconnect approaches all have the advantage that

they can be implemented with a minimum of new development work and new

tooling. The self-contained module approaches, however, promise to make

possible the building of different size displays by merely assemrbling a

different number of modules. For example, if a standard module had a 3:4

aspect ratio, a 3:4 aspect ratio display could be built by assembling a 3 by 3

array of modules, and a square display could be built by assembling these

same size modules into a 4 by 3 module array. The same basic module

could be used to build displays for both the commercial and military!
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marhecs, and so would establi sh a broad and sizable market for the liquid

crystal television display by reducing manufacturing costs to levels where it

can compete with the existing cathode ray tube technology. The cost of pro-

ducing a liquid crystal display in thc tuture is going to be primarily depen-

dent upon thc cost of producing the semiconductor wafers for driving the

liquid crystal material itself. Thus, it was concluded that the wrap-around

technique would be implemented as a conceptual model for m--saic array

displays.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL FABRICATION AND TESTING

A concept tal model is a device fabricated at minimum expense to show

how modules could be interconnected for an actual display application. It is

not an operating display, but merely a vehicle for testing a proposed inter -

connect technique. Thý basic conceptual model is illustrated schematically

in Figure 109a, and a photograph of a completed unit is shown in Figure 109b.

Two large (1-inch square) silicon chips were mounted adjacent to one another

so as to simulate two adjacent display modules. The silicon chips were

precision sawud prior to mounting so their edges could be positioned

exactly, ir a manner analogous to that planned for the actual modules.

The structure on the surface of the silicon chips incluC 3; t'ie lines to be

interconnected as well as other elements which are irr..!eaxit to this task.

(The existing metalization layer mask was used to form the polysilicon lines,

k however, it would have to be modified to workz for an actual interconnected

display. ) The conceptual model devices fabricated in this manner made it

possible to s~udy and demonstrate interconnect tefchniques suitable for mak-

ing module-t,'-modide connections using the present display density of

100 conductors per linear inch.

In fabricatii.g the ronceptual module devices, a procedure for forming

the contacts between the wrap-around conductors on the module and the

underlying printed circuit board had t3 be established. Aligning the wrap-

around conductors to the lines on the silicon modules was easily accorn-

plished by visually aligning the metal mask used for the conductor deposi-

tion. It was necessary to build three devices before success wps achieved,

and each of those trials will now be discussed in detail.
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Figure 109. Interconnect concuptual model.
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A conductive elastomer was used in the first conceptual device to

- provide the electrical contact between the wrap-around conductors and the

underlying printed circuit substrate. Conductive elastomers are being

developed to speed the assembly of electronic watches and calculators, and

when compressed they have the characteristics of high lateral resistivity

and low transverse resistivity. The photographs of device No. 1 in Figure 110

-. show how the elastomer was positioned uwder the modules. To insure com-

pression of the elastomer, the modules were to be epoxied into place while

under pressure. Unfortunately, the modules were not rigid enough to pro-

vide the required contact pressure or prevent distortion of the module's

surface. As a result, electrical conductivity was established in only a few

- •.places.

The second conceptual device attempted to form the required electrical

contacts by using indium deposited on top of the wrap-around conductors.
. In this manner, the feasibility of the wrap-around side bump technique could

be explored at no additional cost. Unfortunately, the metal mask had been

made from an easily worked material which had deteriorated to the point

where the small bars bt.ween the qDaces were no longer thick enough t.:

prevent the indium from falling between adjacent conductors and shorting

them. (It had been expected that the mask would be adequate for the limited

number of tests to be conducted, however, more tests were required than

anticipated, and it deteriorate.f to a point no longer satisfactory. ) The

shurting, where the indium flared out under the mask, can be seen in the

microphotograph of device No. 2 presented in Figure 111. However, even
"though this device f tiled to work, it provided us with enough experience in

the deposition of indium. to convince us that we were on the right track.

A third concep~ual device was assembled after the new metal mask had

been obtained and it is shown in Figure lZ. This device also used indium,

but the indium was deposited on the printed circuit mounting plate instead of

the module. To assure good contact, the indium was deposited on top of a

layer of chromium. Indium formin balls when deposited on chromium, like

-water on an oil soaked surface, and these balls ensure contact across the

micron-thick gaps that remain when the two surfaces ai e mated. Micro-

photographs of this third device appear in Figures 113 and 114.
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a. Module position on printed circuit
mounting surface.

33/4 x 43b. ConducLive elastomer
positioned under junction.

Figure 110. ConceptuaI model device No. 1. (Ia
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Figure 113. Conceptual model device No. 3.
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0.0026 IN.

0.01 IN,

Top View Bottom View

Figure 114. Microphotographs of conceptual model device No. 3.

This third device was tested for continuity shorts, and opens and shorts to

substrate using a Temptronic Corp. TP-36 single probe capacitance versus
voltage test station, a Tektronix 577 cure tracer, and a conventional ohm-

meter. The data is presented in Table 14. A resistance of approximately

1. 5 x 105 ohms between two ends of the same line indicates a good conduc-

tive path. A resistance of greater than 15 x 105 between two adjacent lines

indicates satisfactory line isolation. Examination of the data. shows that

thirteen of the 100 lines are perfect.

The nature of the shorts to adjacent lines was investigated in detail, and

it was found that they are due to spreading of the aluminum wrap-around con-

ductors at the edge of the chip. The amount of spreading is related to the

juxtaposition of the silicon-chip and the metal mask and to the separation

width between the holes in the metai mask. The masks were initially designed

to have the separation distance equal to thu hole width, but as a result of the

overcutting associated with the mask fabrication process, the separations

between the holes in the metal mask were reduced to three thousandths of an
inch in width. It is now clear that if these dimensions are modified, the like-

lihood of adjacent line shorts would decrease to near zero, without any other

changes in the processing or fabrication procedures.

The large number of opens occurring in lines 50 through 100 were also

investigated in detail. Microscopic examination of the model showed that

these opens were due to a spreading of the epoxy (used to hold donm the -ilicon

chips) over the printed circuit iines on the mounting plate. This epoxy insulated
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these lines from the wrap-around conduWtors and prevented electrical

interconnection between the chips. in the future, this spreading will be

avoided by using an ABLESTICK type material to better control epoxy thick-

ness. When the number of defective interconnections is adjusted to take into

accou.nt this epoxy problem, the success rate is increased to over twenty-

five percent.

In summary, these conceptuai models demonstrate a viable technology

for achieving electrical interconnection between display modules.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several alternative techriques were investigated for assembling an array

of semiconductor modules so as to make possible the fabrication of a large

area liquid crystal airborne display. A bridging approach, and a wrap-

around rear-connection approach were identified as having short term prom-

ise, and the Key unknown steps in the fabrication of each were explored as

partial task tests. The wrap-around conductor approach was selected for

implementation in a conceptual model device, and its feasibility was shown.

The project successfully established a technology base upon which further

development of a large interconne,-ted liquid crystal display can build.

A key achievement was the demonstration of conductive paths between
the front and rear surfaces of silicon chips, using the wrap-around technique.

This milestone makes it realistic to consider a totally modular approach to

the fabricacion oi liquid crystal television displays. Displays of arbitrarily

large size and resolution could be assembled by using an array of such

modules.

The next step in the development of a large modular liquid crystal tele-

vision display for airborne or ground applications is the assembly of an

operational one-by-two module interconrected display like that shown in

A Figure 115. A display of this type - (Puld provide a vehicle for exploring the

techniques for (1) accommodating the wrap-aiound conductors without

interfering with the operation of the picture elements o- -he edge of the

module; (2) insulating the wrap-around conductors from tae overlying liquid

crystal material, and (3) -,stablishing data from which accurace yields,

costs, and schedules could be predicted, The successful completion of a

one-by-two module interconnected display would lead to the assembly of a

II
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Figure 115. Operational I x 2 module
interconnected display.

three-by-three module display which could be as large as 5-1/4-inches square

if- modules were cut from three inch diameter wafers. A 5-1/4-inch square

display would present a larger display area than many of the present aircraft

CRT displays.
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, the feasibility of the liquid crystal airborne display

technology has been demonstrated. Furthermore, it has been shown that this

new technology is a solution to the critical high ambient lighting problem

situation, Yhere all other methods have failed. Each aspect of the display

system has been shown capable of the required performance, and the next step

is a program to simultaneously achieve optimum performance from each of

the subcomponent areas. Devices must be fabricated in sufficient numbers

and at a sufficient rate to permit parametric control of production through

testing and evaluation; liquid crystal material temperature conditioning pro-

"cedures and new aircraft illumination and viewing configurations must be

established for accommodating the special requirements of military systems;

and the design must be extended to include larger, higher resolution applica-

tions with integrated drive electronics. These achievements will lead to a

production base large enough to bring unit costs down to the point where the

capabilities of this new display system can be economically utilized in places

other than critical applications. The result will be a rew generation of dis-

play components providing superior performance at competitive cost,

PRESENT STATUS OF CONSTRUCTION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Suflicient experience has been gained in the areas of semiconductor

wafer processing and display assembly to permit working liquid crystal

displays to be routinely produced. The contruction and testing of over

Z5 single module displays has led to the identification of the critical steps

in the fabrication process, and has provided the necessary feedback to

control these steps and improve display performance.

In the area of semiconductor wafer processing, the predominant limit

on display performance was due to non-functioning matrix lines that were

defective electrically. An investigation into the cause of these defects

showed that they came primarily from defects in the masks used to define

'the electrode structures, and a testing procedure was subsequently

developed that allowed these defects to be located, identified, and eliminated.

"F



As a result, it was possible to eliminate all line defects from the matrix

array and to demonstrate a defect free single module display.

Similar approaches were also applied in the area of display assembly

techniques, where non-uniformities in the display image were caused by

flatness variations of the matrix array surface and contamination problems

in the liquid crystal material. New measuring techniques were implemented

to identify the source of these problems, and as a result new methods were

developed for mounting, filling, and sealing the liquid crystal dlsptay.

The construction of four quad displays has also been completed. Each

of the quad displays is assembled from a precision array composea of four

single modules. Consequently, the same technology that was developed for

the single module displays was used here, plus the development of new tech-

nicrues for the final assembly of the modular quad assembly. These tech-

niques incladed the development of precision wafer sawing methods, accurate

positioning and alignment of the modules, special mounting and bonding

techniques, and high density connecting schemes. The application of these

techniques, resulted in the completion of four quad displays capable of pre-

Ssenting video imagery, and allowed for the subsequent evaluation and

testing of display performance. Test results have indicated that the assem-

bly procedures used for the display fabrication gave reproducible results,

and that the method of constructing both individual module displays and quad

displays is feasible for application to production.

The investigation of interconnection techniques has focused on a wrap-

around conductor technique that is applicable to both interconnected and self-

contained techniques. A conceptual model has verified the capabilities of

this technique, and laid the groundwork for the future construction of multi-

module array displays.

t Present Status of Display Performance

Discussions of the performance characteristics for single-module

displays and quad displays ha-ve been presented previously in sections 2

and 6 respectively, and Table 15 summarizes their characteristics. The

performance rn-easures were taken under illumination and viewing conditions

considered appropriate for a typical cockpit installation, where the pilot is

allowed a viewing window of ±150 b a•i•nuth and ±50 in elevation.

The display performance indicate4 in Table 15 is encouraging. Although

"tnot fully up to the values that have been demonstrated experimentally the
r ii
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TABLE 15

PRESENT DISPLAY PERFORMANCE

DispLay I" x i' Single 2" x 2" Quad Comments

Resolution 100 elem. /in 100 elem. /in Each linear dimension

Size 1' X 1"' 2'' x 2''

Contrast-Max 24/1 19/1 Ideal conditions

Contrast- Min 2.5/1 1.2/1 within viewing window

Reflectivity "/0 50% of Lambertian

Writing Speed TV Compatible TV Compatible 525 line RS170

Response Time 120 ms 120 ms Decay to 10%

Dynamic Range 8 gray shades 8 gray shades Ideal conditions

GAP Width N/A <1.0 mAL

Defects-Line 0 19 After assembly

Defects-Element 3 17

numbers are --tally consistent with analytic data for the methods employed.

Superior construction methods involving smoothing and improved electrode

materials were deferred during Phase III, because the major emphasis in

"the development of the display technology was concentrated on the eliminat;on

of the line defects in the electrode array chip. These defects were con-

-idered to be the most serious factor affecting the overall display performance

and had to be eliminated before a useable display could be built. The. achieve-

ment of this goal cleared the way toward the production o0 defect-free

-lisplays suitable for aircraft applications. Other display factors, such

as brightness and contrast, are already within acceptable levels, and

therefore improvement of these factors was givern lower priority, although

experimental investigations were conducted in parallel in several areas to

Spursue methods for increasing display performance that could eventually

be applied to the basic production processes,

Operating Temperature

A 'Ih'! present liquid crystal displays function from +15° to +40°C. The
operating tcmperature range of a liquid crystal material is primarily

j. determined by the number of components one is willing and able to incorpo-

rate into a Multipl;e mixture exhibiting eutectic behavior. It is estim- &rl

"that the -54 C r.o +71 C range of MI1,-:E-'5272C can be covered with a five-

.component eutectic mixture. Alternately, the operating temperature range .:

- -M
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can be extended by heating and/or cooling the display. (Eutectic mixtures

should be storable at temperatures above and below the operating temperature

range without damage. ) Thus, it appears that the necessary operating

temperature range for military applications can be obtained when the basic

effort is undertaken.

Display Life

End life or total failure occurs when a device is no longer able to serve

its intended role. This exact point is difficult to quantize for a Liquid

Crystal Pictorial Display because all evidence points to a "graceful degrada-

tion" failure mode, i. e. , gradual rather than sudden total catastrophic

failure. The only component of the display which is expected to degrade with

time is the liquid crystal material. Some of the unneutralized components

of the electrochemical reactions that take place at the electrodes gradually

reduce the degree of perfection of the liquid crystal molecular alignment,

react with other elements in the cell to form unwanted conductivity dopants,

and cause the gradual accumulation of small gas bubbles in the display.

"Quantitative. estimates of operational lifetime were obtained by continuously

running simple test cells at 20 volts dc and monitoring resistivity. Several

of these test cells ran in excess of 15, 000 hours before significant changes

in the electro-chemical properties were noted. (To eliminate any possible

t contamination from an alignment technique, no liquid crystal alignment

mechanism was provided, and the contrast ratios of the cells was not formally

( monitored.) The applied potential in an actual display would be considerably

"less rhan 20 volts as video signals do not operate continuously at their peak

value.

Areas Requiring Further Development

Ultimate use of the liquid crystal display in aircraft applications will

require that the display be optimized both for viewing in the intended appli-

cation and as a mechanical unit to suit specific installation requirements.

This will require the use of new processing techniques to enhance display

brightness and contrast, increase display size, and develope'LSI drive

"circuits and interconnections to reduce package size and increase reliability.

The requirements of the display in each of these areas has already been

investigated to determine appropriate methods for improving the display

performance. A brief discussion of these requirements is presented below.

I --



Brightness

The brightness of liquid crystal material in its dynamic scattering state

is a direct function of the reflectivity of the matrix array electrode-structure.

Liquid crystal scattering occurs in the form of a lobe centered around the

specular reflection of the incidenc light off the display surface. The magni-

tude o' this lobe is proportional to the magnitude of the specular reflection,

which is determined by the reflectivity of the display electrode surface.

Present liquid crystal displays have a reflectivity of only 30 percent, due
in part to a relatively low reflectivity value for the metal used to form the

array elements. Measurements have indicated that nearly a threefold

increase in display brightness realized when superior electrode material

depositions are used. Some of these deposition methods are difficult to

introduce into the present manufacturing processes. The development of

new procedures and techniques for using improved electrode materials will

be necessary before displays with increased brightness can be produced on

a regular basis.

Contrast

The semiconductor processes used to fabr.icate the matrix array module
consist of oxidation, diffusion, Ceposition and etching of the wafer surface.

The resulting surface of the matrix array therefore exhibits a structure or

topology corresponding to the operations that have been performed. The

structure affects the optical performance of the display by creating unwanted

reflections and dispersion of the incident iight. The scattering that results

elevates the background or black-level of the display limiting the dynamic

range. A significant increase in contrast can be gained by improving the

black-level by reduc'ng or elirr.Inating surface irregularities. To make the

surface smoother or more r-irror-iikiý, a layer can be applied over the

display surface to cover-up underlying irregularities and thus provide a

good optical surface. The development of such a smoothing layer has been

difficult, however, since it must be both thick enough to cover the surface

structure and thin enough to be etched for subsequent connections to be

made to the underlying electrodes. In addition, it must be compatible with
the liquid crystal material to prevent contaminiation. Several methods have

been investigated for creating such a smoothing layer, but further develop-
"ment of manufacturing technology will'be required betfore a-workable process

can be created.



Size

At the present time, the largest operating liquid crystal television display

is a two-inch by two-inch display formed by assembling four one-inch by one-

inch chips in a qud array. A prerequisite to the construction of still larger

displays is the further developmant of techniques for assembling chips in a

modular mosaic array mannuer; significantly larger chips are unlikely to be

available at a reasonable cost for some time.

k LSi Drive and Packaging

The present liquid crystal displays require a large number of electrical

circuit connections to drive the display. A practical airborne installation

w'll require that minimal panel space and volume be utilized, if fuli advan-

tage of -he liquid crystal technique is to be taken, The ultimate solution

is to use i.SI drive circuits mounted around the periphery or to the rear

of the active display area. The LST circuits will interface directly with

the matrix array and perform Pl the necessary multiplexing opcratiuns.

The need for a large number of display connections wilt te elirninated, and
the space required for the display and drive circuits will be ininirnized. The

use of LSI drive circuits will reduce the liquia crystal display to a ',ingle

self-contained unit suitabie for aircraft panel installations.

ULTIMATE CAPABILITY

The liquid crystal airborne display technology represents the first

superiov alternative to CRT display -istems in terms of perf-)rmance and

u~timately in cost-of-ownership. When in oroduction anticipated capabilities

will cover any conceivable cockpit information display application. Table 16

illustrates the likely course of future development assuming continued

* interest and funding by the government in its pu-suit.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTUT
.E

I The production of Liquid Crystal Airborne Display systems at a cost
that is competitive with present CRT display systems will require a produc-

tion volume suff iient ts achieve reasonable yield and to amortize initial

capital investment costs c. a reasonable rate, Similarly, the large cap:tal

k equipment expenditure necessary to achieve this production volume is not
"4 going to happen until a. market for the display becomes a reality; therein lies,

f



TABLE 16

THE COURSE OF FUTURE DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT

Today 1976-77 1980 1985

Display Size 2" 1 3.2 x 3.5 525 x 5.25 7.5 x
N:Namber of chips 4 4 9 12

per display

Re so lution

Panel displays ZOO x 200 450 r 450 670 x b70 960 x 13C0

Head-up or
magnified displays N/A 45J x 450 890 x 890 Z000 x 2000
(3.5" x 3,5") - - -

Co-Arast 15:1 30:1 45:1 45-1

Reflectivity/
Brightness 501 100% 200% 200%
(Percent of
Lambertianý

Temperatzure Roorr Extended Full Mu I Fuk Mil
temperature low Spec Spec

temperature

Color Experimental Developmental 220 line, 320V x430IJ
full-color full-color
television televisioni

"Catch 2; " and as with many new Lecblnologies, liquid crystal display is at

the point where now that feasibility is proven, it awaits a user with a program

whose timing and needs match wh, t is possible to achieve in a modest

beginning production effort.
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APPENDIX A

DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

Soingie-.place, all weather attack aircraft of the future will require highly

reliable multifunction dipi.•lay! for flight control, sensor display, navigation,

"-ircraft systens monitoring, thre--t warning and armament control functions.

if the pilot is to effectively control operation of the aircraft and its weapon

system, these d;splays must be optimized to provide an effective means of

-monitoring autc-natic fanctions and to present data needed for the semi-

automatic and manual control of system functions.

Existing aircraft using CRT display technology either have limited visi-

bility during dayligi.' operations because of reduced diSo lay contrast, or they

have reduced CRT lifetimes because of the higher device performance

demanded to counteract the very high ambient illumination. With the trend

toward greater visibility of the outside world, which implies even higher

lum'nance v-lues, new display technology must be developed. This section

i's directed toward applying the liquid crystal display to those airborne

applications where the existing technology is incapable of satisfying

bzightness and contrast requiremints.

'SENSORS AND PERFORMANCE

Mission requirements dictate th: use of a system approach in designing

avionics and weapon systems displays ':and controls. The goal ,hould be a

.display subsystem that presents only essential information in a format that

permits it to be easily as~similiated.bv. the. pilot-for, translation into direct-

.control inputs. Mary of the pilot'n rodtine and repetitive tasks suggest

.. utomation and some degree of computer aided decision making as a means

pf alleviating his work load. For the iqdid crystal display, a basic avionics'
Si •~kesign concept and baseline system ca",abilhties, will be defined in terms of _,

-.. ,display dvice requirements, Essentiai to this definition, are the sensors
"latilized for target acquisition and deoignation, cautionary information (radaJ -

o-ming and warning, and etc.), anJ th extenktion of pilot range of visibility 1.

ifgnight or adverse weather operi s

HC
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Seksor display requirements have the largest impact on display system

nmechanization. This is because of the high resolution and large dynamic

range required for presenting pictorial imagery as opposed to symbolic data.

Also, radar sensors and some FLIR sensors require intermediate storage

'and s"-an conversion if they are to be displayed in a raster scan format

irrespective of whether or not they use CRT or liquid crystal components.

The basic requirerr:nts in terms of resolution and input/output rates are

determined from an analysis of a multi-mode radar, two types of FLIRS,

and various television sensors.

4-A summary of the major parameters of the proposed sensors projected

for the 1980 era and the implications of these parameters for display system

"design are given InTable A-1.

DISPLAY AND SYMBOL REQUIREMEN3"

The pertinent avionics display applications for i'quid crystal include: an

advanced Head Up Display (HUD), a multisensor Vertical Situation Display

(VSD), and a Master Monitor Display (MMD). Present state of the art and

reliability considerations dictate that a digital scan co'nverter and a symbol.

generator be an integral part of these display systems.

Suggestions for future implementations of the liouid crystal approach

require the stated assumptions by individual display type (HUD, VSD, and

TABLE A- I

SENSOR DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

Shades Update
Sensor Format Resolution of Rate,

Gray Hz

Radar

i Real BeamGrouad Map PPI 600x 225 7 0.5

DBS Ground Map PPI A00 x 520 7 0. 25

FLIR TV Type 'Raster 480x 600 10 30

LLLTV TV Rasteýr 800 x 800 10 30

"Missile TV TV Rasteý 490 x 450 8 30
I 4,30



MMD) in which the symbology and display requiirements for each is stated

as appropriate.

Head-Up Display (H'JD)

Table A-2 indicates that a HUD designed to take full advantage of the

entire operational enve~lope provided by future weapons and sensors should

provide a field-of-view of ±30 degrees in azimuth and +15 to -22 degrees in

elevation. The FOV requirements although satisfying operational needs, are

not nece-sarily compatible with installation requirements. It is anlikely

that an elevation field-of-view of ý 15 to -22 degrees would fit in a fighter

cockpit and ±30 degrees although relizable with the windscreen ),oundaries,

-is not achievable-by any optics method presently known. In Table A--3, r.

V7 realistic goals for advanced HUDs are set forth.

For the near-term, aricraft such, as F- 16, and etc. would require

liquid crystal displays to satisfy the goals of Table A-4.

TABLE A-Z

HUD FIELDS OF VIEW - BASED UPON
FUTURE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Source of tAz i r.at h I E'.evation
Requirement

Landing *15 degrees +5 degrees,
-22 degrees

(over the nose)
(A-10 aircraft)

STrainable gus4f-30 degrees
Fixed guns d5 degrees +4 degrees,

-8 degrees

Bombs ±10 degrees -2 degrees
(over the nose)

Sensor video ±10 to 15 degrees present ±10 degrees
..:3 degrees fu'ture *+15 degrees future

. - -- light-control 3 :30.degrees_ - 4.

. .
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TABLE A-3

ADVANCED HEAD-UP DISPLAY DESIGN GOALS
FOR FUTURE AIRCRAFT

Field of View

Horizontal 30 degrees

Vertical 25 degrees

Brightness/Contrast Provide contrast ratio of 1. 8:1 with 110, 000
lux (10, 000 ft-c) ambient

Transmission Maximize (no less than 80%)

Resolution/Accuraca Maintain I m:ad over central field-of-view

Refresh Rate 60 Hz minimum (data update- rate 25 Hz min.)

Color Yellow-gree (5432A) or others such as red for
night operations, and etc.

TABLE A-4

NEAR- T ERM HEAD-UP DISPLAY DESIGN GOALS

Field of View 25 degrees circular

Brightness/Contrast Contrast ratio of 1.2:1 min. against 10 kfL
background

Transmission 80% or greater transmission for pilot's

forward view

"Refresh Rate 60 Hz min.

Data Update 25 Hz min.

Color Yellow-gref.n (S432A) or other monochromatic
values in the region of photopic eye response

Vertical Situation Display (VSD)

"The Vertical Situation Display (VSD) is a primary flight and sensor data

display syrstem that presents both flight control data and sensor data for

navigation and weapon delivery. In this role, the VSD provides integrated
-presentations of essential data requir d in the flight control of the aircraft.

S- IThese include: attitude, velocity, zwitýude, heading, angle of attack, verti-

- jcal velocity and command data. As oze of the primary sensor displays, the -

j-8I



VSD must accommodate whatever sensors may be on-board the aircrait.

"___ These will include multi-mode radar forward looking infrared (FLIR); low

light level television (LLLTV); and TV guided weapons. Therefore, the VSD

must be compatible with a wide variety of data input fcr mats and data rates.

These requirements indicate a need for scan conversion and reformatting of

data.

Use of the VSD as the primary flight data display, requires the integra-

tion of individual flight data elements into a presentation which is readily and

accurately interpreted by the pilot. Representative VSD parameters appear

in Table A-5.

Master Monitor Display (MMD)

A summary of the recommended Master Monitor Display paramet.,-rs,

determined from previous studies at Hughes, is presented in Table A-6.

The display parameters of brightness, contrast viewing angJe, and

resolution are similar to those for the VSD. They are discussed in the

following section: "Humen Operator Requirements."

HUMAN OPERATOR REQUIREMENTS

The human operator requirement car. be categorized into the psycho-

physical attri~utes of human vision important to liquid crystal display design

for the HUD, VSD, and MMD designs. The categories are listed in the foliowing
* Viewing Environment - Ambient Illumination

. Modulation Sensiti *ity Function of Human Vision

o Gray Levels and D) ,amic Range

* Temporal Factors

TABLE A-5
VSD PARAMETERS

Display Size 15 x 15 cm (6 x 6 in.)

Viewing Distance 71 cm (28 in.

"Viewing Angle 120

MW t,
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TABLE A-6

'RECOMMENDED ALPHANUMERIC/DISPLAY PARAMETERS*

Symbol Style Leroy

Symbol Hleighl 0. 24 inch

Symbol Spacing I stroke width between characters
1 character width between words

Symbol Width to Height Ratio 0.80 for characters
0.70 for numerals except "1"
1 stroke width for numeral "1"

Stroke Width to Height Ratio 1:7. 5

Lie Spacing 0. 24 inch

Contrast Ratio 2:1 (minimum)

Refresh Rate 60 lz

Updat,! Period Not less than 1/4 second for
single parameters

Delay in Response to Input Not more than I second

Display Size 5" x 7" usable area

*Assumes a viewing distance of 28 inches and a rrmaximrnum ambient brightness
of 110,000 lux (10,0nO ft-C).

Viewing Environment

A primary consideration governing liquid crystal display design is the

viewing jenvironment. In modern airctaf,.. the salient factors are the ambient

illumination, the viewing distance, and the cockpit geometry. Representative

ambient illu;-iination levels are summarized in Table A-7. Viewing distances

and angles of regard must be determined from the specific aircraft intended

for the application. Viewing distances typically range from 20 inches for the

vigilant eye to 30 inches for the task rye in most single-place aircraft.

'Operator/Psychophysical Evaluation Criteria

The modulation sensitivity function (MSF) of human vision describes the,

fcapability of the operator to resolve spatial frequencies as a function of

jintensity modulation and average display luminance. To obtain the MSF, a

1psttern of sinusoidally modulated lines is presented to the observer and

bheer the modulation or the spatial frequency is varied.
The MSF curves shown in Figure A-I imply a spatial frequency cuLoff in

- the region of 40 cycles per degree. This says that the limit of visual acuity

jL. I 182
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TABLE A-7

AMBIENT ILLUMINATION

Illumination Condition Level, Foot Candles

Direct Sunlight 11, 000

Clear Sky 2, 000

Average Cloud Cover 7, 000

Deep Twilight 1 x 101

Full Moon Clear Sky 2 x I02

Quarter Moon Clear Sky I x 103

Starlight I x 10 4

1.0 7i 1"'1- F -T

-

STIMU" US 0.5 FTL
SURROUND 0.5 FTL

STIMULUS 5 FTL
St iRROUND 0.5 FTL

z STIMU..US 500 TL
0.1 SURROUND 500 FTL

THRESHOLDS:x 3.2
S~10 FIELD OF VIEW

0.01 _-__I I. I I I I
1 10 100

I1 1 CYCLES PER DEGREE

Figure A-I. Observer 6ine-wave modulation
"demand f4nction.
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is on the order of 0.75 arc-minutes. It is well known, however, that long

Uines of higki contrast, say telephone wires against the sky, can be seen when

the line width subtends only a few seconds of arc. This special case is of

interest in display images formed by matrix displays where the inactive

display area between picture elements may be visible. This is especially

true in LE•D or in fibre optic arrays where small matrices may be butted and

joined together to ferm a large matrix, The butting joint may form a rela-

tively long inactive tine sharply defined because of its high contrast. Such

lines may be visible under conditions not predicted by the MSF data. A

graph illustrating the visibility of lines - modulation not stated - is shown in

"Figure A-2. At high illumination, such lines can be seen when they subtend

less than one-second of arc. The width of the line that can be seen at

30 inches viewing distance is shown on the ordinate.

1.0L

INCHES AT 30" VIEWING DISTANCE

S0.1 0.00087 IN.

us

-Jw

z

S0.01 - 0.00087 IN.

0.001 I I
0.01 0.1 1 10

"BACKGROUND, FT LAMBERTS

Figure A-2. The relation between brightness
:! -o9 of background and visual angle subtended by

thickness of line when it just becomes
resolved against the illuminated background.

.1
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Gray Levels and Dynamic Range

The total dynamic range of vision is enormous if one considers the

disparitly between the luminance of snlow in the sun. to the luminance of dark

sand in faint starlight. As can be seen from Figure A-3, the eye can respond ~

to luminances as high as 16, 000 ml, before human tolerance is exceeded and

as low as 0. 000001 mL before the luminance energy level becomes too low.

This figure also demonstrates that human vision is a "dual" system;, where
the nhotopic system is appropriate for'daylight observation and the scotopic

is used at night. Because of the low acuity of scotopic vision the use of dis-

plays driven at low luminance levels is inappropriate for the extraction of

100 - 5 100,000 mL

-110

i01-. 4 - 16,000mL UPPER LIMIT

3 1000 OF VISUAL TOLERANCE

A 4 - 90

0.1- 2 100

so0
1 10ý WHITE PAGE IN GOOD READING LIGHT

70 WJ

LU co

cc 10 -2 0.01 PHOTOPIC VISION IcONES)

100 -4

10 20

L6 00001::

.Figure A-3. Range of light intensities that the
human eye confr~nts(A - ).

teelS.S., Handbook of Experimental Psychology 195!1, 1
JonWileyand Sopsa, New York.



detailed information. Tie region of interest to the displays designer is

photopic vision in which the total dynamic range exceeds I million to 1. How-

ever, the instantaneous dynamic range is considerably less; on the order of

100:1 to 500:1, providing a window or range of luminances whose absolute
"value is controlled by the visual adaptation level. If the eye, for example,

is adapted to 1000 fL, then any luminance below 2 fL will appear black and

no luminance discriminations can be made below that level.

4" To estimate how much intensity information can be communicated by a

•display, one must consider the luminous range of the image - in the limit

case the instantaneous visual dynamic range - and the differential brighzness

threshold; the amount :by which a base level luminance mi'st be raised to

'assame that an adjacent luminance will appear as a brightness difference to

an observer. The MSF data informs us of the modulation required to iis"

criminate two grey levels as a function of spatial frequency and adaptation

t level. The total number of discriminable grey levels for a given spatial

frequency is a function of the modulation demand at that frequency and the

dynamic range at that frequency. An estimate is provided by:

log Zl+1X log (1 4 1 2_M + 1
-2M

where:

X = number of discriminable grey levels

B
maxZ = dynamic range
mrin

M = demand modulation

Calculations have been made using this formulation over a range of

I dynamic ::anges, spatial~frequencies, jand adap~tation levels, Acoqpnt was

taken in the computation of the "adaptaition mismatch" caused by the large

dynamic-r•,nge inherent in the display-itself. The results are plotted in the

graphs of Cigures A-4, A-5, and A-6 ,for day, dusk, and night conditions, ,

!respectively. The "day" graph, for eirample, shows that 50 grey levels can

41 '• be discriminated at - spatial frequency of 16 cycles per degree when the I

_ display dyn-mic range exceeds 100- 1.1 At 10:1 dynamic rage about 32 grey

" -level can be discriminated.

ii ! II-IC,'
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One may estimate a generalized fig ire of merit for grey leve! capability

of displays by normalizing the discernible grey levels to a dynamic range of

400:1 (the asymptote of vision) ard expr-essing the merit of other dynamic

ranges as a percentage of the maximum theoretical number of discernible

grey levels. The results of such an exerrise are shown in Figure A-7.
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This is a first approximation based on an involveýd extrapolation and should

be t~eeýted as such. It indict tes, ho~vever, that existing matrix contrast is

satisfactory and týat with eli smoothing, display figure-of-.mcrit should

exceed 90 percent,

Temporal Factors

The design of displays mnust account for two t.emporal factors that

affect the appearance and utility of the display;, the refresh rate and the

information update rate. The refresh rate determines whether or not the

diAay will flicker. Conventional TV rates of 60 Hz (30 frames with 2: 1

interlacel were selected to obviate flicker when the average television dis-

play luminance was suitable for room illumination. Kelly, 1 9 6 1 (A -2)

conducted flicker threshold studie-, using sirwz:.: ;al modulation of the stimfu-

lus luminance over a broad ranige o-. display luminance. Partial typi.-edi

results for one observer are plotted in Figure A-8. Kelly synlthesized his

and other data to provide the mort, general curves illustrated in Figure A-9,

These curves indic&te that, to be flicker fr-ee, displays driven at high lumi-

nance, say 500 fM and high tem-iolal modulation (<0. 5) will rt-quire refresh

rate6 orn the order of 70 Hz.

it ~ In motion pictures, television, and other sampled data displays-the dis-

played image is physicz.Jy stationary. rhe ,3uccessive di3plac-e~ent of

information images over several frames yields -pparent metion. A corn-

prehensive discussion of the psycliop~hysicai conditions that yield the

impression of r-of~ior is b,..,snd the scope of this discussion. Among undesir-

able phenomnenon that occur with intermittenitly updated displays 16 *-he

ap?earance of multiple images. Multiple images h.,-ve been observed on b',-th

LED and C1",T displays th---t are updated periodically when the imraged infor-

mnation~ is moved between updatzes such~ that successive pictur'-s stimulate

different regions of the retina. This can occur becaust of displacement of

the observer, displa -er'ent of the entire display, or displazemý nt of the

information; in fact, any motion that ý'ields displacement of the image on

the retina between succeasive updateq.

~~Kelley, D. 14I. ,Visual response to tim~e -depende:,t si.ui
I, Amplitude sentiitivity measuremnents, Journal oF the Optical
Soc-iCE of An-i-erica, 1961, 51, 4'ýZ-429.

jI~c:~-#
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One can account for thts phenomenon w:'>-. a single assumption; that the
• integ,-r•,.tion. inte rval for vi sion i s lo-ngei- than -'he. interval -between successive ._

updates. The precise value for vi suall'ntegration is not well established but -
The is

4't has ben frequently observed that intermittent visual events occurring -"
...... -• ithin 10O0 milliseconds will appear tn •,apren simultaneously. Giveri the . -,

assumpt'loa of a 100 msec visual integration period, multiple images wili

(Z)Kelley, D. H. , Visual Responses to tirne-dependent stimuli.
SAmplitude sensitivity measurements Journal of the Optical
Socleytv of Kmerica, 1961, 51, 4-2-429.
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appear when successive displacements of intermittent images exceed the

visual acuity threshild within an interv;?) of '100 nisec. Thus a spot updated

ýVk at a rate of 100 Hz, displaced between updates a distance of 2 arc-minutes

wiil yield multiple images; i. e. , in 100 msec, ten SDots separated by

2 arc-minutes will be seen as occzirring-simultaneously.

A graph illustrat-ng this relationship ior three possible acuity thresholds

anone integration interval (100 msec;) is provided ý n Figure A- 1. For

convenience the oviinate has been labelled as though t,,e image wvere moving.

Thus assuming a one arc-minute acuity limit, and an s.pdate rate of 60 Hz,

the bounda~ry for multiple images will be motion (-. 6 arc-minuiues per second.

ISlower update rates or image motion should be free of multiple images.

In conclusion, the important psychop'tysical measures presented in this

section wvill he applied to _thedetrmato.L -dspa size., pj !,! dgxisity,

and total resolutio~n re.Nuired fdr the 1i~quid crystal displa,%y for HUD, VSD,

and MMD applications.

Steven, S.-. , Handbook of Experimnental EPsyc hology, 195 1,

7 John Wiley and Sons, New-York.
19Lz
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"MATRIX DISPLAY REQUIREMENTS

r Based upon the foregoing discussion of the display information content

a nnd the human operator requirement for viewing it, the matrix requirement

for picture element density and total rieaolutic a will now be developed for the

HUD, VSD, and MMD avionics applications.

"t"HUD Criteria - --

Although the visibility of HUD symb61s depends on brightness and

contrast, the legibility of alphanumeric characters depends on symbol size,

-- ~ stroke width, as well as system resolution. Figure. A-lI illustrates the

nc(2
l9V4__
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interaction between alphanum_ .c symbol size and resolution with a criterion

"curve drawn at the loci where th alphanumerics will be correctly identified
95 percent of the time. This criterion curve was derived from laboratory

data for high contrast symbolsA'3 A-4, and A-5) Alphanumeric legibility

is also a function of the ratio of stroke width to symbol height. Acceptable

ratios 6 are on the order of from 1:5 to 1:8.

" "A3Erickson, D.A. , a-nd Hemingwdy, J. C. , Image Identification on
Television. Naval Weapons Center, China Ldke, 1970.

" -(A 4 )Shurtleff, D. , Design Problerns in Visual Display--Part 1,
"Classical Factors in the Legibility of Numbers and Capital

.. Letters, Mitre Corp. , 1966.
"-(A5)Shurtleff, D. , Design Problems in Visual Displays - Part II, . -

Factors in the Legibility of Televised Displays, Mitre Corp. , ,-. .-.- -
1966. - " .,
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Referring to Figure A-11, the criterion of 90 percent gibility is more

critical for alohanumerics than it is for symbols. The shaded area of Figure

A-Il represents application of a liquid crystal quad matrix to a HUD with a

20° total field-of-view. This des:gn represents existing technology that i0

available now and c~n be app:'Led to display production in the 1977-1978 time

period. A 1. 75 inch square display can be fabricated within a 3 inch sub-

strate, allowirzg for edges and handling. It is also assumed that ir. fabricating

new masks required for 3 inch production, that a resolution of 128 pixels per

inch will be utilized. This results in the completed quad containing a matrix

array of 448 x 448 pixels within a 3. 50 inch square.

Figure A-II ndicates that the minimum allowable symbol height for a

20° total field-of-view HUD is approximately 16 minutes of arc for the 448 x

448 niatrix. These data cannot be taken as sole criteria for HUD displays,

however, as the following discussion will indicate.

Although legible, assililation of irforination from a HUD comprised

entirely of minimum sized characters would not necessarily be rapid because

of the mitigating effects of simultaneously performing in-flight operations

while viewing moving display imagery against objects in the real-world

scene, which are also changing dynamically with respect to the airci:.ft.

Utilizing increasingly larger alphanumerics improves assimilation but

under the penalty of increased obsecuration of the real-world image by the

symbolic structure of the display virtual image. The display clutter begins

to be significant if the alphanameric size is increased beyond approximately

35 minutes of arc. A subjective analysis conducted at Hughes7 has indicated
that for an easy-to-read 21 degree field-of-view HUD presentation, the

alphanumeric size should be at least 20 minutes of arc in the vertical

dimension but should also be less than 30 minutes of arc to provide a

minimum clutter pyesentatpip.

The analysis thus far has been foi the upright presentation o ' symbols

and alphanumerics. Othe:" studies coducted at A6) concerning the

, legibility of symbolic and alphanumeric characters formed by dot matrices
... !'indicate that a, 5 x 7 array of dots while entirely adequate for the presentation... '

"_oT•f upright characters, is not all satisfactory, for rotated ones (see Figure • ,_, -l

...- A- 12). Assimilation time increase-s and• legibility ydecreases proportionall y•.; •

. (A6)Vanderkolk, R. J, , -Herman, J. A., and Hershberger, M. L.,
Dot Matrix Symbology Study, HAC Ref: -Dl165, March 1975.r:1 IF -:c. ,,•i•t?
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The same study has also shown that although a rotated 8 x I format is

equivalent in terms of recognition time and legibility to an upright 5 x 7

matrix, its appearance is quite poor due to the displacement of linear char-

acter edges by the matrix structure° The recommended structure for opti-

mum assimilation and esthetic appearance is the 15 x 21 matrix presented

in the right-hand half of Figure A- 12.

Granularity, or the number of pixels per degree is dependent upon the

following:

0 Character height

S• HUD system accuracy (maximum permissable boresight error)

0 Desired stroke width-to-height ratio (1:5 to 1:8)

The minimum character height was determined earlier to be 16 minutes

of arc, but in the interest of improving assimilation while not obscuring the

real world, a value of 30 minutes of arc (8. 7 milliradians) has b( en chosen

for the alphanumeric character height. Using this value, the required

vertical spacing of the pixels for a 15 x 21 dot matrix font is 1.4 minutes of

arc (0. 4 milliradians).

The USAF specification for HUD accuracy states that display deviation

from boresight over the central FOV cannot exceed 1 mrad, so HUD system

accuracy is also satisfied by the 0.4 mrad criteria. Applying the 1:8 and

1:5 rule discussed earlier, symbol stroke-to-height width should be between

3. 75 to 6 minutes of arc or between I to 1. 75 mrads, yieldiag from 3 tc 4

pixels per stroke width.

In conclusion, a pixel size of 0. 4 mrad will satisfy human operator

requirements for legibility and comprehension as well as for system

accuracy.

Now that the criterion of 0. 4 mrad has been established, the total num-

ber of resoiution elements per HtPD field-of-view can be stated. For the

20 total FOV HUD, this yields a matrx display of 875 x 875, or 766 thou-

i sand pixela total resolution over the field-of-view (i. e. : 44 pixels per

degree FOV).

Utilizing the same criteria and wbrking under the assumption that the

448 x 448 liquid crystal rnatrix would Tbe the most likely near-term (1977-78)
display component availabl, for HUDit be seen that the

total field-of-view should be restricted to 10 degrees. ' i
•> " ! .-96:°
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The foregoing analysis is conservative in that it presents the require-

ments for optimum legibility, assimilation, and etc. More important, it is

based upon rotating symbology. If the symbols remain upright during flight

wider fields-of-view can be accommodated. Finally, the resolution/

granularity that is recommended can best he determined from simulator and

flight test evaluation using symbol generator techniques that provide the

flexibility to parametrically vary character height, degree of rotation and

pixel height.

VSD Criteria

The data from the previous discussion have be,-n 7eformatted for VSD

alphanumerics in Figure A-13. The basic requirements are summarized in

Table A-8.
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Figare A- 13. Criteria for VSDalphanumerics 'and symbols.
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TABLE A-8

VSD MATRIX REOUIREMENTS FOR 15x 15 cm (6x 6 in) PANEL DISPLAY

Variable Requireme.nt

Symbol Height 16 Minutes _f Arc, Minimum (This
corresponds to 3. 3 mm (0. 13 in.
symbol height at 71 cm (28 in.
viewing distance.

27 Minutes of Arc Recommended if
Symbol is Subject to Blurring, i. e., of
low contrast or unfavorable width-to-
weight ratio.

Symbol Width-to-Height Ratio 0. 5 to 1. 0

Symbol Stroke Width-to-Height 1:8 to 1:5-- (This variable has a minor
Ratio effect on symbol legibility.

Similarly, these criteria apply to the MMD panel when raster-formed
(A -7)symbology is used. An independent study,,, conducted at Hughes has indi-LA

cated that for stroke symbology, cb-.racter heights ranging from 0. 3 cm to

0. 6 cm (14 to 31 min, of arc) result in good comprehension. A conservative 4

recommendation for the MMD is to use a 30 min of arc character height with

30 min spacing for line justified raster-scanned characters.

In summary, it is important to note that the various criteria that have

been applied throughout this analysis to the determination of resolution

"density are consistent with one another when e pressed in pixels per degree.

Table A-9 summarizes this. Since the recommendations for resolution -(-'f

density are based chiefly upon the recdgnition and comprehension of high con-

trast alphanumerics, they will remain valid only if recommended values of

Pisplray brightness and contrast cah benxaintaihed. The following analysis

sets forth the requirements.

(A -7

i (A- 7 )Naval Air Development Center, Master Monitor Display Study, .
--_• Finai-Report No. P73-464, Contract No. N67.269-73-C-0138, --- "__

"s L ItIughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California, January-

"1974... =....



TABLE A-9

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PIXEL STRUCTURE/
RESOLUTION DENSITY

Value
Item (Pixels Per Degree)

Acceptable Granularity for Panel Display 36
k Matrix Structure viewed between 50 and

71 cm

95% Legibility of alphanumeric's and 14 to 240
symbols (static viewing)

HUD

Recommended Granularity using 30 min 44
arc alphanumerics comprised of 15 x 21
pixel matrix = 0. 4 mrad per pixel

VSD

Recommended Height for 15 x 21 pixel 47
Symbol viewed on. 15 x 15 cm VSD at
71 cm = 27 -nin of arc

MMD

Recommended alphanumeric character heig-hZ 42
for an MMD viewed at 71 cm = 30 min. of
arc. (15 x 21 character)

4
I!.



APPENDIX B

SEMICONDUCTOR FABRICATION PROCESSES

The bulk of the work in assembling a liquid crystal matrix display is in

producing the semiconductor chip which contains the matrix ot circuits for

addressing each picture element (ootically reflective electrodes), over which

a thin-film of liquid crystal is eventually deposited. The requirea semicoirduc-

tor processing encompasses those procedures which form the matrix array

of transistors, capacitors, and electrodes within and upon the surface of the

silicon wafers. Among the processing procedures included are masking,

etching, doping and thin-film depositions for conductors and insulators.

Masking is a hi ah-resolution photolithography operation and is used to

define the regions n the wafer where a subsequent etch, deposition, or

diffusion will affect the surface. The three basic steps that make up a mask- 4
ing operation are shown functionally in Figure B- 1. In practice, they are

quite involved and carefully controlled. During piacessing, these steps will

be repeated riany times. First, a light-sensitive photoresist is applied in a

manner that will cover the wafer evenly with a thin coat of the material.

Spinning is the traditional technique used for semiconductor wafers, as the

4 thickness of the photoresist can be p.ecisely controlled by monitoring the

viscosity of the solution and the speed at which it is spun on (see Figure B-la).

Secondly, the wafer is exposed by a mask as shown in Figure B-lb, If posi-

tive photoresist is being exposed, its polymerization will be destroyed by the

ultraviolet light. With negative photoresist, Lhe polymerization is stabilized

by light. The photoresist is exposed by projection printing for the liquid-

cry.tal display proiect because it minimizes mask damage. Lastly, the

photoresist is developed as shown in Figure B- lc. Rather than being simply

dipped in a solution as illustrated, about 20 wafers at a time are placed in a

teflon tray, automatically dipped in the appropriate chemicals and washed.

These ',teps are repeated several times in.processing sequences which form

the multiple layers and diffusions that result in the desired electrical circuit

elements and characteristics.

..- ~ -.~~-- . a ... 7
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The transistors within the liquid crystal matrix structure are of the

p-channel metal-oxide semiconductor (P-MOS) type. The basic steps required

to build a P-MOS transistor, as illustrated in Figure B-Z, are: (1) oxidizing

the surface of the silicon wafer to form the field oxide; (2) masking and selec-

tive etching of the field oxide; (3) doping of the n-type silicon through the holes

in the oxide to form regions of p-type silicon; (4) masking and stripping away

the oxide in the region that is to become tbe gate of tbe transistor; (51 addi-

tionai oxidizing of the silicon for a precise period of time to grow a thin

oxide; (6) masking and stripping away part of the oxide so that contact may

be made to the underlying p-regions; (7) depositing a conductive metal layer

(polysilicon); and (8) masking and etching the conductive metal to define the

gate region and the electrical contacts to the p-regions. The end product is

a p-channel enhancement mode MOS transistor.

"To turn the transistor ON, a voltage that is negative with re'coect to the

substrate is applied to the gate, which drives elbctrons away from the region

unuer the gate making it equivalent to a p-cvpe material. When the transistor

is ON, this "p-channel" is the conductive path between the p-doped source

and drain regions. In this manner, the addressing circuits for the liquid

crystal display (row and column electrode busses, field effect transistor

"switches and elemental storage capacitors) are formed in and on the surface

of the silicon chip.
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